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INTRODUCTION 
Group behavior is central to the studies of the soci­
ologist» This interest includes such aspects of group life 
as socialization; stratification, role assignment, boundary 
maintenance5 Intergroup relations, social control and social 
powero This dissertation is especially concerned with the 
study of social power in a group situation* 
The specific group being considered is a "middle sized" 
rural community but It Is hoped that the hypotheses, method­
ology and findings will be useful to the understanding of 
other communities and other social groups. 
Most but not all of this study deals with reputational 
power* In an intellectual history sense this approach stems 
from Floyd Hunter's (24) now classic study of community pow­
er» The reputational method has been strongly criticized by 
many, especially VJolflnger (60)o One of the objectives of 
this dissertation Is to explore the validity of the repu­
tational method and possibly help improve the method it­
self. 
The author of this dissertation believes that the study 
of social power is valid and important as a contribution to 
the scientific body of sociological knowledge? It also has 
Important possibilities for application especially in the 
area of social change. In the modern world many and often 
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painfulJ adjustments must be made to new conditions both phys­
ical and cultural. A knowledge of social power, if applied 
with wisdom, could help to alleviate some of the problems as­
sociated with social change » There are of course, those per­
sons who are opposed to any kind of change and therefore op­
posed to the application of knowledge of social power. It 
would seem most useful to attempt to work constructively with 
social change® Beal has stated s 
"The neighborhood, community, countiy, state, 
and general society in which we live is constantly 
undergoing social change » The question is, in what 
direction will it take place, how rapidly will it 
take place, and how can it be directed so that there 
will be the greatest individual and societal rewards 
with the least financial and social costs?" 
(5i p.  1)  
The study of social pocer in Prairie City has provided 
a unique opportunity to take advantage of several related 
studies to explore and better understand social power* Prai­
rie City has been studied by the reputatlonal technique to 
determine the social power actors® It was also studied by 
doing a depth analysis of the process of social action on a 
specific community project which provided an example of so­
cial power in applicationo A third phase of the study was 
designed to determine the perceptions which a random sample 
of the entire community had of the social power structure» 
This report îfill focus on the third phase of the study In 
Prairie City. 
The general objective of this report is to study, ob­
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serve, and analyze the phenomenon of social power In a social 
system® The major emphasis of the study will be on how mem­
bers of the social system perceive and understand social pow­
er, To some degree the following objectives make assumptions 
concerning the outcome of the testing and analysis of the 
previous objectives* Specifically these objectives of this 
report ares 
lo To see if social power does exist* both in the 
form of authority and of influence, 
2, To analyze the perceptions which members of the 
community have of social power. 
a. Do the members of the community perceive 
social power to exist? 
ba Do the members of the social system perceive 
the persons #10 have social power to act in 
concert? 
Co Do the members of the social system perceive 
that the persons who are the major decision 
makers in one issue area will be different 
from the decision makers in another issue 
area? 
3, To develop a gauge of the knowledge which mem­
bers of the social system have of the operation 
of social power within their community. If, as 
hypothesized; there are differences between mem­
bers of the community in their knowledge of the 
operation of social power, an analysis will be 
made to determine Miat personal and social char­
acteristics are related to this variation in 
knowledge, 
4, To develop a scale which will aid In the predic­
tion of a community member®s knowledge of social 
power from an analysis of his personal and social 
characteristics. 
5, To compare the perceptions which the community 
members have of the social power structure in 
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their community with the perceptions which a pre­
viously determined group of leaders have of the 
social power structure» 
This dissertation has a strong theoretical orientation. 
It is an attempt to define concepts and to test expected re­
lationships between these concepts <> Although the disserta­
tion is not directly oriented toward change agents some of 
the findings which have implications for change agents are 
pointed outo 
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TaSOBY AND HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
Bie subject of this dissertation is social powero More 
specifically it is a study of social power in a "middle 
sized" midwestern community» The major emphasis revolves 
around the perceptions ^ hich the members of the community 
have of social potsrer in their own community o 
objective of this theory chapter is to selectively 
review some of the previous thoughts and research about so­
cial power and to utilize this previous work in the construct 
tion of the theoretical basis of this dissertation* 
Conceptions of Social Power 
The student of social poîjer finds himself involved in 
many areas of the social sciences and their sub=divisions 
"îîhen he attempts to understand this social phenomenon in any 
deptho 
Some of these areas include leadership9 decision^ makingg 
political science0 social stratifications economicsg social 
action theory s> community theory 9 social philosophyj, and com­
munication theoryo 
The early thinkers attempted to classify men and then 
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to structure society into an ideal form® They tended to 
classify men on the basis of inherent differences rather 
than on the observable social or personal characteristics 
îThich are so commonly used today© Today social scientists 
and others are still trying to solve Plato's problem of 
how do we structure society so that both community benefit 
and personal happiness are maximized« Plato (42) stated 
that there were roles tJhich must be performed in a society 
(laborers^  soldiers, administrators and rulers) and that the 
society* through an educational system, could ascertain Which 
of its members had the inherent qualities needed to qualify 
for each of these roles. 
Then the question was5 #10 has the right to dominate? 
Now we tend to ask5 how should society be structured? The 
predominant type of political system during Plato®s life 
time was quite authoritariano Plato felt that the state 
should be ruled by philosopher-klngs Mho were selected on 
the basis of their virtues 
At this time stratification and leadership theories were 
very closely related© Bulers were the top men in the so­
ciety who directed the behavior of other members on the 
basis that their virtueg talent or reason qualified them to 
do so and men were bom with these characteristicso 
Later on in history new bases for the stratification of 
human society were suggested and bases of the right of men 
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to direct the behavior of others changedo Th® emphasis upon 
sacred values and personal virtue changed to economic val­
ues and achieved personal oharacteristicso Mam Smith (50) 
stratified society into three different orders of people 
upon their relation to the economic system of an industrie 
allzed Society* Kiey were those ^ o lived off of (1) the 
rent of the land, (2) the mges of labour and (3) profits 
of stoeko 
Marx 
îferx (319 PPo 1^ -15) iR a ^ y accepted Smith's strati-
ficstlon as a description of ^ at ms wrong #lth western 
Society* The assumption of these men was that the capital» 
ists were the upper stratification and that they were also 
dominating social powero Mars ms ansious to relocate the 
power center® 
Weber 
Modem sociological analysis of power is thought to 
have begun with Ifes Mebsro He defines power ass 
"®Po^ r° is the probability that one actor 
within a social relationship will be in a position 
to carry out his own will despite resistancea re­
gardless of the basis on which this probability 
restso" (57» P® 152) 
He conceptualizes power as being an aspect of most so­
cial relationships with the possibility of a person imposing 
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his will upon fch© behavior of other personso Weber reoognizes 
two different types of power* the first being derived from 
a constellation of interests in ohioh power is exercised due 
to econoiHi© position© (Bie second type of pother is derived 
from established authority in which the ruler has the right 
to command and the ruled have the duty to obey. 
Established authority is the primary concern of Weber's 
analysis of power* The analytical components of Weber"s 
"domination" or "authoritarian power of command" are stated 
by Bendis? 
F^oT domination to be present there must be 
(1) an individual #10 rules, or a group of rulers; 
(2) an individual who is ruled, or a group that is 
ruled5 (3) the #ill of the rulers to influence the 
conduct of the ruled and an expression of that will 
(or a command); (k) evidence of the influence of 
the rulers in terms of the objective degree of com­
pliance with the command; (5) direct or indirect 
evidence of that influence in terms of the subject 
tive acceptance with which the ruled obey the com-
mando" (8, po 292) 
The rulers claim that they have the legitimate author» 
ity to issue commands and they expect their commands to be 
obeyedo To a large extent, the ruled obey because of their 
belief in the legitimate order of the authorityo 
VJebsr mentions three ideal types of authority which 
are based on beliefs in the legitimacy of the authorityo 
(1) Legal domination exists tAere the legitimacy of the 
system is based on rules i^ ich are valid for all members of 
the corporate group« (2) Traditional dominance is based in 
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the belief that the legitimacy of the authority has always 
ezistedo (3) Charismatic domination is based on the belief 
that the authority or power of command exercised by the leader 
is by virtue of his magical powersg heroisEig revelations, or 
other uniquely personal gifts® Ueber believed these con® 
cepts would be useful in analyzing combinations in terms of 
their legale traditional and charismatic elementsj, even 
though these three ideal types of domination are not found 
by themselves in the empirical world but in combinations® 
Weber recognized aspects of power other than authority 
such as affectualitless a purely material comples» custom^  
or ideal motiveso However9 Weber's contribution to the 
theory of social power is largely through his conceptuali­
zation of authority» His weakness ms that he tended to 
stress the personal rather than the social aspects of poorer 
or dominatlono 
White 
Mhite (59) makes the argument of a "cultural deter=> 
minlst" by taking apart the Great Man theories of how so­
cieties are influenced and led© The position he is deter= 
mined to destroy may be illustrated by the quotation which 
he cites from Emersono 
"A mai) Caesar is bom» and for ages after we 
have a Roman Empireo Christ is bom, and millions 
of minds so grow and cleave to his genius that he 
is confounded with virtue and the possible of a man« 
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ân Institution le the lengthened shadow of one 
man; as MonaohlsH of the hermit Antony; the Be-
fonmtlon, of Luther; Quakerisms of Foz? Method­
ism# of Wesley? Abolitions of Clarkson,» *.all 
history revolves Itself very easily into the 
biography of a few stout and earnest persons 
(Baersonp Essay on Self Belianoe)« (59p Po 279) 
to Mhloh he replies in ©onelueion "o.othat history is still 
the irresistible flow of the stream of culture and that all 
men are but chips floating on that streamo^  (599 P» 278) 
Ee also states„ T^he great man is an instrument em» 
ployed by a nation or a movement In the esercise of Its 
functions(59, PPo 280-281) 
This brings back then the structure function theories 
of Ao Comte and the my society is constructed in a manner 
similar to a plant or animale In Mhlte*8 view the Great 
Man has no real power but is another powerless o^ell^  in 
the "body" of societyo Then White throws in a little of 
Darwinian thinking and continues his argumente He says 
T^he Great Man is the instrumentp the ideology9 the ration» 
allzationg of the social organism as it struggles for sur­
vival in the international jungle of natlons'^ o (59o Po 281) 
So noîî the culture is fighting for survival in the midst of 
many cultures and somehon the decisions are made îJithln a 
single culture to advance tomrd the end of survival and 
growtho The scene White chose for this tettleground t^ Jhere 
the Great Man Is to be destroyed is ancient Egypt and the 
Great Man is Ikhnaton® Some tremendous changes took place 
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in Egypt during the reign of King Ikhnaton such as the de» 
stroying of the po#er of the polythiests and the acceptance 
of lEonothiesBio Mhit® makes an excellent argument isîhich is 
designed to prove that these changes uero not due to the 
exceptional personal qualities of leadership of Ikhnatono 
The nest question we laust ask is9 %iere does Bhlte leave 
us?" At one point in his argument he say a g "^ e great pro­
blem îîith Great Man interpretations of history is that they 
leave the great roan unesplainede^  (59, p, 268) 
Then the question is if great men don*t make the de­
cisions in these cultures, #10 does? White answers this 
rather obliquely by stating what it takes to make a Great 
Han certain concatenation of cultural forces and hie® 
tori cal circumstances©oo^ ô (59» Po 280) Bit Uhite has done 
very little to explain "cultural forces"^  and h^istorical 
circumstances'^  so ve must ask as he asked about Great Men? 
?!tot has been explained? It might very well be that White 
is correct in his belief that individuals are not in control 
of their cultures but his alternative is not well developed* 
White does not go so far in his argument that he makes 
all persons powerless or of equal poner uithin their cultureo 
He statesg "Bit all sen are not equals even on the level of 
primitive societyo Soae are better shamans than others; they 
have more ®power®o" (599 P» 23%) Unfortunately he does not 
explain what he means by "power®' or %here it is located or 
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exercised in a culture9 
Some questions come to mind in confronting the community 
of Prairie City in light of what White has saido 
ao To ^ at degree do Prairie City residents perceive 
influentials "because they have been subjected to 
a "Great orientation in the socialisation 
process in their society? 
bo How is it possible to reconcile a G^reat î-îan^  ori= 
entation with an every man is equal«democratic 
orientation? 
Implications of White If his argument is to be ac­
cepted no man with either authority or influence is able to 
influence the direction of society to a degree of any conse­
quence o ®ie logical conclusion would be that the leaders 
in Prairie City are actors on that stag© and play their parts 
as dictated by the culture of #hich they are membersq 
At the very least his study leads us to some very rele­
vant questionso 
lo So #mt degree is a community power actor able to 
express or even foimulate an independent policy «=•= 
(independent of his culture)? 
2o Assuming that he is able to create an independent 
policyo then to xahat degree if any will he be 
able to get it accepted? 
3o There must be some possible, culturally acceptable9 
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alternatives or how else do we account for oon<° 
fliot? Mhlte givee illustrations of conflict in 
the stor^  of King Ikhnaton but either my a con-
fllct is resolvedp he seems to feel it is the 
"Cîill of the culture not of the individual's a©° 
tion«><=aE Wien polythiesm returns after the death 
of Ikhnatono 
Blerstedt (10) clarifies the concept of social power 
by distinguishing it from prestige* influenceg dominance g 
authority 9 rights ^ and force o He vietjs prestige and potrer 
as independent variableso Prestige may not be accompanied 
by power? #ien they occur togetherg power may be the basis 
of prestige rather than the reverse© 
The important difference between social po#er and in-
fluence is seen to be that poT^ er is coercive ^ hile influence 
is persuasiveo Persons perceived to be influential contri­
bute ideas rather than being persons of poi:7ero Shusg in^  
fluence has its locus in the ideological sphere while poîîer 
attaches to a person© a group, or association and has its 
locus in the sociological sphereo As influence and power 
interact9 a persong groupp or association may have both power 
and influenceo 
Bierstedt conceptualizes pomer as a sociological term 
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with its loeus in groupe and aspreseing itself in inter«group 
relationSo Bominance is viewed aa a psychological concept 
t^h its locus in the Individual and espressing itself in 
inter-persoiaal relations o 
Eights are viewed in two contradictory myso Bights 
are either those privileges which are secured by the state 
or those which the state may not invade even to secureo 
Even though they require some support in the social struo= 
tureg a person may have a right without any power to ezer= 
ciee Whatever rights are claimedo Bierstedt states that 
o^ooa ®rlght®9 like a privilegeg is one prerequisite of 
po#@r and not power itself(lOg po 733) 
Force and authority are Intimately related to powerp 
bat they are not power© Bierstedt states three definitions s 
"ooo(i) pouer is latent force? (2) force is manifest power; 
and (3) authority is institutionalized power"o (10g po 733) 
As a latent forceg poner is the predisposition or prior 
capacity ^ hlch makes the application of force possibleo Force 
or manifest power involves the application of sanctionso So­
cial power is transfomed into authority %hen it becomes in­
stitutionalized in the formal organization of associationso 
Bierstedt locates the sources and necessary components 
of social power as residing in (1) numbers of people^  (2) 
social organization, and (3) resourceso With social organic 
zation and resources being the same between tno organizations e 
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the one haTlng the larger nimber of people oasi almys oon» 
trol the smaller and secure Its complianceso If the vari» 
ables of resources and numbers of people are held constant 
in two orgonizationsp the one uith stronger social organisa.» 
tion ulll ©sercioe greater social power* IJhen the numbers 
and social organization are equal in two organizationsg the 
one hairing access to the greater resources will ezerciae 
the greater amount of power* Eierotodt liets different 
kinds of resource©8 moneye property9 knowledge, deceit9 
prestiges, competence^  fi^ ud» natural resources and secrecyo 
lasswell and Eaislan 
Lasswell and Kaplan (28) view influence and power in 
terms of value orientation® In their theoretical fiame= 
woz^ B influence is the more general tern with power being 
viewed as a special case of influence® 
Values are defined as desired ©vents or goal events of 
individuals and groupso îasswell and Kaplan define two oat-
©gories of values 8 (1) welfare values that are concerned 
with the maintenance of physical activity of the person? and 
(2) deference values wSâich are taken into consideration in 
the acts of others and of the selfo Examples of welfare 
values include well beings wealths enlightenment and skill<, 
Powers, respect, rectitudes and affection are mentioned as 
examples of deference values. 
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The distribution, of the mines among members of a aoolal 
syetem ©oastltutes value patternse Value position refers to 
the differing degrees %hioh members or groups of a sosial 
system possess phenomena of high value in the value patterno 
A person or group with a'comparatively large share of a 
valued phenomenon ooeupies a favorable value positiono Per-
sons or groups ulth a high position with regard to one valued 
phenomenon tend to approximate high positions with regard to 
other valued phenomenon as well» Value potentials thenp is 
the value position ghioh is likely to be occupied as the 
outcome of conflicto 
Lssspîell and Kaplan define influence as value position 
and potential 0 The value position may remain constant #hlle 
an individual or group becomes more influential by the ez-
ercise of his potential. WOT exampleg the group may have ® 
constant value position with increasing influence due to 
increased potential in social organ!zationo' 
To eserolse influence one must affect the policies of 
others other than the self* Lasstîell and Kaplan states 
T^o have Influence is to occupy a high posl° 
tlon (and potential} with respect to all the values 
important in the society» Influence is ezerclmed 
%hen its possession affects the Interpersonal re» 
latlons of those (other than the self) active in 
the shaping and enjoyment of the valueso" (28^  po 7I) 
Poner also has the element of applying sanctions for non™ 
conformity nlth the policies intended* Power utilised means 
to realize effective control over pollcye 
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Mthorifcy is defined \s^  Lasewsll and Kaplan as fozraal 
po^ ero ISî© parson of authority has legitimate possession 
of poworo ®ïe members of the eystem ©xpeot the pereen of 
authority to have power and ragax-d his osercls© of it as 
just and proper bsoause the soelal system has assigned 
power to the person of ©uthoritjo The word authority ds-= 
signâtes both the person and the foimal power that is poB= 
sessed by him* Therefor® ^ the person tfho ©zeroises author« 
ity is responded tOg not as a person* but as the embodi­
ment of authorityo 
Slnoe to have high influence or power means to occupy 
a high value position^  the bases of influence and power are 
explained in tenas of values. Power, respects rectitude9 
well beings skill* affection; wealths enlightenment g or 
favorable position with regard to any value are the base 
values of influence or po^ mr* Lasswell and Kaplan state 
that "00oit Is of crucial importance to recognize that poner 
may rest on various bases9 differing not only from culture 
to culture 0 but also within a culture from on© power struc» 
ture to another'^ o (28p po 85) 
Authoritative power and non°authoritative pot7er are 
viewed as interacting by lasstîell and Kaplan as tAien persons 
or groups with non=authoritatlvo potror my desiro to acquire 
authoritative power or exercise control over those persons 
of authority. 
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Paraong 
Talcott Parsons defines poner ass 
"ooothe realistic capacity of a system=unlt to ao«> 
tuallze its ®interests® (attain goals, prevent tm» 
desired Interference^  comnmnd respect, control pos-
sesaionsj, etco ) tîithin the content of system interaction 
and in this sense to esert Influence on processes in 
the system." (^ Ip po 95) 
Power results from the three following factors ohich 
may be Interdependent8 
lo %e valuation of the unit (an Individual or a col»» 
lectivlty) in the social system according to value stand» 
ardSg t?hether completely common throughout the system or 
noto and including Ixjth the quantitative and qualitative 
aspects of judgment in relation to these standards* 
2o ThQ degree and manner in Wiich actors in the system 
pemit deviance from these standards in the performance of 
other actors® 
3o %e control of possessions uhich Is a source of 
differential advantage in bringing about a desired result 
(#iich includes preventing one not desired)® 
Authority is recognised once the Influence in the ac« 
tlon of others In a social system has become em institua 
tionalised expectation of a role. 
Parsons states8 
'^ Authority9 finally, is full blotm îstoen this 
institutionalized expectation comes to include the 
legitimation of •coercive» sanctions, that is the 
right to impose consequences deprivatlonal to alter 
in case he fails to act as ego has an institution­
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alized right to expect he willg and of course to 
use the ®threat® of such consequences to motivate 
alter to ®conform®o^  (41, p» 96) 
He concludesg then^  that authority is the institution® 
alized poî?Qr over others«, 
Power and authority spring from the same rootso Both 
have the common elements of social interaction and normative 
controls Parsons notes that authority is not an isolated 
phenomenon^  bat is part of a larger family of mechanisms 
of social controls each of which may Involve an element of 
authority, tait also other elements as well® He recognises 
problems in analytically differentiating power and authority* 
French 
French (18)9 a social psychologists conceptualizes a 
theory of social po%er to determine the estent to •Kfhich the 
influence process can be explained in terms of patterns of 
interpersonal relationse The influence process is reduced 
to a summation of interpersonal influence tîhlch takes into 
account three comples patterns of relations 8 (1) power re­
lations among group membersg (2) communication networks or 
patterns of interaction in the group$ and (3) the relations 
among opinions within the groupo 
Power Is defined by French In the folloîîing manners 
®oo«the power of A over B (with respect to a given 
opinion) which is equal to the maximum resisting 
force which B can mobilize in the opposite direc­
tion." (18, p. 183) 
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Within this framework the basis of interpersonal power 
is the relationship between A and B which gives rise to powero 
According to French9 there are five bases of powers 
"''o000(1) attraction potjer based on B®s liking for A, 
(2) espert power power based on B®e perception that 
A has superior knowledge and informations (3) reward 
power "tfâised on A® s ability to mediate remits for B, 
(4) coercive power based on A's ability to mediate 
punishments for B, and (5) legitimate power based on 
B's belief that A has a right to prescribe his be­
havior or opinionso" (IBg po 183) 
Because the bases of pouer can vary in strength* there 
will be variations in B®s liking for Ap in B®s respect for 
the espertness of A, etc» French states? 
"^ For any given discrepancy of opinion between 
A and B, the strength of the resultant force which 
an Inducer A can exert on an induces Bg In the di­
rection of agreeing with A®s opinion* is propor­
tional to the strength of the Wses of poerer of A 
over Bo" (I89 p, 184) 
According to French®s theoryg as the teses of power 
of A over B increase the resultant force exerted over B by 
A tJlll also tend to increase o The result Dîill increase the 
ameunt of change produced in Bo 
Loom!s 
Because Charles Loomis® (29) concept of the social system 
Includes the element of social power^  his theory of the so­
cial system tjill be presented in abreviated formo"^  
T^hese terms will be discussed more fully near the end 
of this chapter* 
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Loomis defines a social system as being composed of the 
patterned interaction of members consisting of the interac­
tion of a plurality of ind.ividual actors #io8e relations 
to each other ara umtmally oriented through definition and 
mediation of a pattern of structured and shared symbols and 
espectationso 
The social system is conceptualized as a ^ ahole that 
consists of the following nine elements 2 (1) belief or 
knowledge; (2) sentiment; (3) end, goal, or objective; (4^ ) 
norm; (5) status-role (position); (6) rank; (?) sanctions; 
(8) facility; and. (9) powero The structure of a social 
system can be described and analyzed at a given time in 
terms of these elementso 
These elements do not remain in a static form in the 
empirical world in relation to each other® The elements 
serve as tools for understanding the dynamic aspects of 
social systems because the processes of the social system 
meshg stabilize* and alter the relations between the ele» 
ments through timeo 
These processes are classified by Loomis as (1) the 
specialized elemental processes #ilch articulate the sepa= 
rate elements and (2) the master or comprehensive processes 
Wiich articulate or Involve several or all of the elementso 
The specialized elemental processes are (1) cognitive mapping 
and validation ^ ich articulate the element of belief or 
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knowledge? (2) tension management and coiamunlcatlon of senti­
ment ^ shloh articulate the element of sentiment? (3) goal 
attaining and concomitant '^latent^  activity as the process 
which articulates the element of norm; (5) statug-role per» 
foimance ixihlch articulates the element of status»role (po­
sition); (6) evaluation of actors and allocation of status-
roles î3hich articulate the element of rank; (7) decision 
making and Its initiation Into action ^ ich articulates the 
element of goueri (8) application of sanctions ifhich arti» 
culates the element of sanction; and (9) utilization of fa» 
cllltles îshich articulates the element of facilitée 
The master or comprehensive processes ^ hlch involve 
several or all of the elements are communication^  boundary 
maintenances systemic linkagee institutionalizations social 
control and soclalizatlono Loomls given terrltorialltyp 
size and time as being three conditions of social action In 
social systems0 
For the purposes of this dissertation the phenomenon of 
pouer as an element of the social system will be analyzedo 
It tJlll- be assumed that the other elements remain constant 
In constructing a theory to guide the study of social poigerg 
while in reality0 the other elements of the social system 
are likely to be interrelated and internet with the element 
of power® ©le interrelationships and interactions of the 
other elements of the social system will be taken into ac­
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count as they become relevant for the understanding of social 
powero 
Looials defines power as ^ oooothe capacity to control 
others"® {29d Po 20) The tuo components of pouer are classi­
fied as authoritative and non=»authoritativeo 
Authority g the authoritative component of powerp is the 
right to control others as determined by members of the so= 
cial system* Established authority resides not in the in­
dividual but In the status-role» Thereforep upon leaving 
an office the Incumbent of the office cannot take the author» 
ity with him. Authority is almys institutionalized to some 
degree0 ®ie incumbent of a status-role is expected to have 
certain rights and responsibilities,, 
The non-authoritative component of power is sub-divided 
Into unlegitimiEed coercion and voluntary influenceo #ien 
one actor originates action and another actor responds or 
obeys unwillinglyp unlegitimized coercion is exemplifiedo 
It tends to be a one %ay interaction with the superordlnate 
giving orders or forcing the subordinate without the respond­
ent® s consente The basis of coercion may be either physical 
or mental or both* 
Loom!s defines voluntaiy influence « o'as control over 
others ^ hich is not toiailt into the authority component of 
the status«role but results from the willingness of the sub­
ordinate to become Involved by the superordlnate"» (29, p* 21) 
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The capacity to influence does not reside in the status-role 
but it may reside in the individual actor and his facilitieso 
The bases of Influence include skill in manipulating people5 
superior knotîledge of the social système reputations cer-
tain outstanding qualities;, social capital resting upon past 
favors or wealth. 
Sine© authoritative and noa^ authoritative power inter®» 
act, a politician may hold the offices but a poner behind 
the throne may actually control the officeo 
gchermerhorn 
Scheraeiiiom (48) has defined power ass 
K^ ,«the prooessual relation between two parties 
modally characterized by (1) asymmetrical influence^  
in which a perceptible probability of decision rests 
in one of the two parties, even over the resistance 
of the other party? and (2) the predominance of ne= 
gative sanctions (threatened and actual) as a feature 
of behavior in the dominant partyo®' (48o po 12) 
His definition also brings in the concept of "potential®® 
powero 
Gold 
Gold (19) uses a scheme to vie# power in connection 
t7ith property and resourceo H© refera to pouer as the po= 
tentlal ability of one person to get another person to be® 
have in a certain myo This does not necessarily mean that 
the first person actually gets the second to behave in this 
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wayg i%ther the power concept refers to the likelihood that 
the second i^ ll behave in a certain my if the first attempts 
to get him to do soo The concept inflwencQ is used x-Jhen 
speaking of actualized ponero Therefore^  power io potential 
Influenceo 
Goldhammer and Shile 
According to Goldhammer and Shlls (20) g a person may 
be said to have power ^ oooto the estent that he influences 
the behavior of others in accordance with his omi inten­
tions®© B)th covert and overt behavior is meant here» In­
fluence is to ba understood as both a maintenance of be» 
havior as It Mas, but other than ^ at it would have been 
without the intervention of the power-holderp and as an al= 
teration of behavioro 
In terms of the type of influence brought to bear upon 
the subordinated individualo three major forœs of poner are 
dlstingulshedo (1) Uhen the pouer^ helder Influences behavior 
by a physical manipulation of the subordinated individualg 
he exercises forceo (2) Mhen he influences behavior by mak­
ing explicit to others Rhat he mnts them to do, he eser= 
eises dominât1ono (3) When he influences the behavior of 
others mlthout making ezpliolt the behavior nhioh he thereby 
mnts them to perfoim, he eserclses manlpulatlono 
To measure the amount of power exercised by a power-
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holder two prlnolpal criteria are offered? (1) the number of 
actions of any given psreonj in each of any nimber of selected 
types of behavior g over Mhlch control Is realized (or poten«= 
tiaî) aMo (2) the number of persons so controlled* Concen-
tration of poner is not dlmishedg homever* if the poîrer-holder 
acts through many subordinatesp provided he is able to exer­
cise control over them© 
Abramson 
Abrameon (1) gives a theoretical statement of social 
power and commitmento Three elements common to the concept 
of social power are actor^  (either a collectivity acting as 
a unit or an individual person)g objective (the -raord "power^  
ie usually ueed with reference to an objective of the actor)e 
and lines of action (all those possible and suitable action 
sequences for translating an actor®s aspirations into reall-
satlons)o 
Abramaon distinguishes three kinds of lines of action 
for the understanding of social poners opens olosedp and 
committedo An open line is any suitable series of actions 
Mhlch T?lll fulfill an espectationp but ©ne in tJhloh the 
choice remains potential for a given actoro A line might 
be closed to a particular actor beeaus© of his limitations 
(commitments) or the physical limitations of the situation,, 
Those lines of action the actor feels obligated to persue 
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by force of penalty are committed lineso 
He considers power to be the potentiality for action 
with the existence of alternative courses of actlono Mthor» 
ity is a condition to actions the condition uhera all lines 
are eommitted; or in other tîordSo a one=to-oae relation of 
lines of action and commitments<, Power ie lacking in an 
authority conditions even though an individual has the abil­
ity and the duty to employ sanctionso Responsibility is not 
implied in powero but is implied in authoritya %here lines 
of action and commitments are Wlanced, Authority does not 
contain the choice of inactions Power tends to be dissipated 
in the assignment of authority* 
The concepts used by these different theorists have 
varied and so have the approaches to delineating community 
actors raho have social powero ïïhe follotjing section #111 
present an outline of some of these approaches 5hich have 
been used by social scientlstso 
Alternative Approaches to the Study of Social Power 
Various methodological approaches are available to the 
social soientiat and the change agent to analyze and under-» 
stand social power in the commun!tyo In studying social 
powers, researchers have employed a number of different ap­
proaches. Often times these variations have been due to dif­
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ferences In defining concepts and in the method used in lo­
cating community power actorso 
Bellp Hill9 and Mrlght (7) have reviewed the different 
approaches to the study of public leadershipo They have 
classified the various approaches of identifying public 
leaders (community power actors) into five categories which 
are (1) positional leadershipo (2) reputatlonal leadershipe 
(3) social participation, (4) personal influence or opinion 
leadership, and (5) event analysis or decision-makingo A 
brief overview of these approaches will be presented* 
In the positional leadership approach the researcher 
selects persons from among the formal leaders of the com­
munity. This approach Involves the development of criteria 
for determining #iich authoritative positions are relevant 
to the community declslon=»making process e Often the com­
munity power actors selected include elected political of­
ficials* officials of voluntary associationsj, heads of re­
ligious groupsB labor union leaderso military officers and 
others In well-defined positions» 
An advantage of the positional leadership approach is 
its simplicity In identifying community power actors pro­
vided criteria are established for determining which foimal 
positions are to be Included in the sampleo Howeverp this 
advantage is largely offset by the failure of this approach 
to locate community power actors who may work behind the 
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scenes to affect community decisions<, In additions if ar­
bitrary lines are drawn to determine the authoritative po­
sitions TThich are relevant to community decisionsp then 
persons occupying lo^ er echelon formal positions 5 tjho may 
have considerably more social pother than persons occupying 
higher echelon formal positions9 are eliminated from the 
sample « The positional leadership approach appears to have 
limitations if the researcher's objective is to determine 
the pool of the community®s most influential peopleo 
The reputational leadership approach differs from the 
positional leadership approach in #iloh the researcher de­
cides ^ o will be selected as community power actorso In 
the reputational leadership approach the researcher inter­
views community members who are perceived to have a general 
Imowledge of the commun!ty^  By asking a series of questions 
the community power actors are identifiedo These community 
members ^ o are interviewed have frequently been referred 
to as community knowledgeableso 
Commmiity knowledgeables are usually asked to name per« 
sons they perceive to be influential in various community 
issue areas6 Some of the research designs have included ask° 
ing the questions #^10 are the biggest men in to-çm?"^  
After adding the number of times each person ms men» 
tioned by the commimlty knowledgeables9 the researcher often 
establishes a certain level of mentions as the criterion for 
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selecting his final sample of community power actors, Al° 
though the researcher arbitrarily selects the number In 
the final sample5 the persons delineated through the re» 
putational leadership approach are determined by the judg= 
mente of community knowledgeableso 
OSie validity of the repu tat ional leadership approach 
depends largely upon the community Imowledgeables° ability 
to name or identify persons uho affect community decisions® 
A critical step of the reputational approach is selecting 
community knowledgeables %ho are highly infoimed about the 
community decision-making process9 A rigorous process of 
selecting knowledgeables from the various institutions (eco-
nomic, political, agricultures educations religion* etc®) 
can enhance the validity of the reputational leadership ap­
proach 0 In additlono the validity of the reputational ap» 
proach can be increased by studying the pot?er structures for 
a relatively large number of community issue areaso 
The reputational leadership approach has the advantage 
of delineating community power actors -EJho are informal in= 
fluentials tîho operate behind the scenes as çjell as author^  
ity power holders9 One limitation is that its validity rests 
on the ability of oommunity knowledgeables to name or identi» 
fy persons #10 affect oommunity decisionso ®iis limitation 
may be partially overcome through a more rigorous research 
design* 
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The social participation approach has been used as a 
rough approzlmatlon to an operational definition of social 
pogero In this approach the formal organisations of the 
commmltF are studiedo !Rie researcher places emphasis on 
the degree of participation of coammnitsr members in the 
various fomaal organisations» Each person®s individual 
participation In different activities is combined into an 
index or aoale of social participâtiono The community mem= 
bers are then ranked with those receiving the highest social 
participation scores being designated as the community power 
actorso 
This approach provides detailed infoz%ation on formal 
offices heldp percentage attendance at organization meetings5 
and committee participation» Although the social participa­
tion approach provides detailed information on the participa» 
tion of community membersg it may fail to identify community 
poner actors #10 do not participate in implementing social 
action programso Community power actors ^ o determine the 
course of community activities may not participate in action 
phases through formal offices or committee involvement* The 
social participation approach may fail to Identify men of 
power VÉ10 operate behind the scenes o 
In the personal influence or opinion leadership approach 
the researcher is concerned ^ th leaders ^ o Influence people 
in matters of decision and opinion formation* Through day 
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to day contacts,, people may Influence the decisions and opin­
ions of other people «, Opinion leaders need not be in formal 
positions® Mlthin a community there are opinion leaders in 
each stratum. For exampleg opinion leaders eslet among the 
business and professional peopleo Likewiseg opinion leaders 
exist among the unskilled workerso 
This approach has the advantage of directly analyzing 
the formation of opinions by the community actors« In ad= 
dltlonp this design assumes that opinion leaders need not 
be in formal positions to personally influence other people* 
The personal Influence or opinion leadership approach is ap­
plicable to determining the politicals economic and religious 
opinions« While opinion leaders appear in each stratum of 
the commun!typ it is questionable whether the majority of the 
opinion leaders have the potential to decide the course of 
community actiono It appears that the personal influence or 
opinion leadership approach has limitations for studying eom= 
munlty power actors and the extent to rahich they cooperate 
to sanction or block community actiono 
A mora detailed analysis of one or more community issue 
areas may be achieved through the event analysis or decision^  
making approacho The researcher traces the history of one 
or more community issue©o It focuses upon the process of 
an issue from its initiation until its completion* The re­
searcher determines the decision-makers for each of the stages» 
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The event analysis or decision-making approach would 
perait the researcher to analyze the channeling of decisions 
through the different stages of one or several issueso %e 
estent to nhlch the legltimlzers of community action are also 
the persons #10 carry out the decisions at later stages could 
be more thoroughly analyzed through this approach in com-
parison uith the previous four approaches0 The networks of 
relations between those tîho legitimize couimmity action and 
the persons who implement or carry out the decisions could 
be delineated. 
This approach has limitations as a means for studying 
social power» It involves either analyzing community issues 
as they occur or making the analysis post factum» This often 
involves extensive resources of time and finances» In addl= 
tlons the approach is limited to one or a few issues at best 
due to the estenelve analysis of each issue© (Riereforsg it 
may be limited in analyzing the estent to which one poner 
structure or several power structures affect decisions in 
different issue areas© 
®ie five different approaches to a knowledge and under= 
standing of social power are not almys easily differentiatedo 
The designs used by various researchers have usually oom= 
blned the different approacheso The selection of an approach 
or combination of approaches may partially be determined by 
the objectives of the research project* For example, if the 
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researcher is primarily interested in the linkages between 
the legitimizers and the implementers of the decisions in 
a limited number of issue areasg then he is likely to ae-
lect the decision^ making or event analysis approacho 
Summary 
This summary uill bring together some of the major 
contributions made to the understanding of po^ er© 
Power has through history been recognized in some form 
or other because there seem to have always been some per­
sons or groups #iioh have been more successful than others 
in acquiring the valued resources in the society» 
Plato was concerned about the operation of the city= 
state which mis the institution tJhich held the major potjer 
resources in his period of history© He felt that the city-
state government should be made up of men of virtue and that 
these men could be selected and developed through an educa­
tional processo Later well developed economic systems grew 
and became a major source of power© This gave tremendous 
power to a new resource as Mam Smith recognized in the form 
of capitals Blarz also recognized the power in this resource 
and insisted that it was wrong that it be concentrated in 
small segments of society* 
Weber began to take an analytical approach and defined 
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îîhat he called different types of authority although some 
of his authority has since been defined by other authors as 
influenceo He once again brings in the really difficult 
question of just tJho has a legitimate right to control the 
behavior of another person® Weber answered by describing 
three different areas (1) traditions (2) rationale, and (3) 
charismatico In one sense these were overly individualistic 
categories and Meber did not emphasize their social charac-
ter* 
White rejected the individual as the source of social 
power and built his argument around cultural forces as the 
true repository of power* 
One of the major recent trends has been an analytical 
attempt to study power by an analysis of its basese Lass-
well and Kaplan found these values to be the bases of powers 
powerp respect; rectitude* affection; well being, wealth* 
skill J and enlightenment» French defined five Wses of 
powers attraction power, espert power* reward power, coer­
cive power and legitimate powers These studies have brought 
a more social-psychological orientation rather than the po­
litical ^philosophy orientation to bear on the study of powero 
Bierstedtj Gold, Goldhammer and Shils brought in the concept 
of potential as well as actual powero "Potentialpower may 
be important as a concept but it should not be forgotten 
that until it is put into action it is not power in the usu­
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ally defined senseo 
!Die author for the main part has chosen the conceptual 
framework of the social system and hoti it has been developed 
by Loomls and Parsonso This conceptualization allows the 
use of the individual as the basic unit of analysis or the 
unit of analysis may be the system itself or a sub-system© 
Its tems are clear and concise but allow for flexible ap­
plication in different situations and social systemsc. The 
major elements of power as seen by Loomis are authoritative 
and non-authoritative power» In this dissertation these two 
concepts are called authority and influence® 
A Social System Model 
Social potjer is one of the elements of the complex com­
munity* In order to better understand community social power 
and the other elements of the complex community i^ hich are re­
levant for an understanding of the community9 it would seem 
logical to place the phenomenon of social power in a larger 
theoretical frame of reference* 
One framework which one may use as a tool to gain an 
understanding of the community is the theory of social sys­
tems o Loomis® (29) concept of the social system Includes 
the element of social power. His theory of the social system 
will be presented in abbreviated form» 
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Definition of soeial ayetem 
liRie social system as defined by Loomls (29) is composed 
of the patterned interaction of memberso It consists of the 
interaction of a plurality of individual actors. The rsla» 
tions of the individual actors to each other are mutually 
oriented tomrd goal attainment through the definition of 
structured and shared symbols and expectationso Individuals 
participate in social systems for a multiplicity of reasons 
#iich may be summarized under the heading of a societal be­
lief that Individuals can maximize or optimize the attainment 
of certain kinds of goals more readily through concerted ac­
tion in cooperation with their fellow men than they can by 
striving for these same goals as Isolated individuals in di­
rect competition ïrlth all others» Once individuals find 
themselves within the social system #iich comes into exis­
tence because of this choicep they become identified with 
goals and means which are not those of any one Individual 
but of the social system itselfo More îtIII be said about 
this in the following discussion of the elements of the so» 
clal system, 
Within society there are many levels of social systemso 
The interaction of two peopleg the familyp the churchy the 
city* the communityp the nstionp and the United Nations are 
a Ten examples of social systems representing different lev­
els. In each of these social systems individual actors Inter­
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act more ulth members than non^ members îîhen operating 
to attain their objeotlveso 
Kils dissertation is concerned îTifeh one tjrpe of social 
systems, the local community«,  ^those areas ohere the oon° 
cept coBnmnity is used* it is synonymous tjlth social aystemo 
The social system consists of individual actorss familiesp 
businesses. Industries^  churches9 service organizations5 
schoolsg athletic clubsg and many others« These sub-systems 
are Integrated into the local social system--the community<» 
Social system elements 
®iese elements include (1) belief (knowledge)? (2) senti­
ment? O) ends goal; or objective; (4) nona; (5) status-role 
(position)? (6) rank? (7) sanction? (8) faollltyg and (9) 
pomero IRie structure and value orientation of a social system 
at a given time can be described and analyzed in terms of 
these elements» 
In the empirical world these elements do not remain In 
a static foraio The dynamic processes of the social system 
integrates stabilize; and alter the relations through time» 
Thusg these elements can serve as tools for understanding 
the dynamic aspects of social systems« 
Belief (knowledge) A belief is an individual actor®s 
perception of the relationships that exist between phenomena 
within the universe. Phenomenon is used here In its broadest 
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sense* loe.* something %hlch can be obeervedo Individual 
actors within any given social system usually perceive these 
relationships in a similar manner. Scientific knowledge 
differs from belief in that the relationships of the phenomena 
tîithin the universe are observed according to rigorously estab­
lished criteria commonly referred to as the scientific method* 
These relationships can be observed by men of different be­
liefs in different times and places in a similar manner* 
Sentiment Sentiments are the normative feelings ^ ich 
are expressive and represent rahat the individual actor feels 
about phenomena in the world» Sentiments or feelings are 
closely related to beliefs. Beliefs are viewed as "^ l^at #e 
know^  about the world and sentiments are expressive and re­
present "what 576 feel®° about the world® A sentiment is an 
individual actor®s feeling about #iat the right5 goods mo3^ 1s 
or acceptable relationship between phenomena in the universe 
ought to be. AttitudesJ or tendencies to act in relation to 
stimuli 9 are derived from the beliefs and sentiments of in­
dividual actorso 
Endo goalo or objective Ends5 goals5 or objectives 
are the changes #ilch the actors of the social system strive 
to accomplish through appropriate interactiono The community 
has certain goals #ilch its members strive to achieve. These 
goals may include industrial development, an improved educa­
tional system, modem fire protection, a new recreational 
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areas improved housing for slum districts^  and other endSo 
Many of the community®s goals are not explicitly defined 
and delineated? they are referred to as masimizing happi­
ness or "the good, life^ o 
Moim Moras are the standards uhich influence the 
range of goal choices and govern the selection and applica­
tion of means In the attainment of these goals or ends, 
Norms determine the range of accepted actions within a so­
cial système They set the framework within ^ shich the stated 
ideals (goals and ways of attaining same) will be achieved 
in the ongoing interaction process» It may be said that 
norms are the r^ules of the game®'» In the typical community 
they are Important criteria for judging the character and 
conduct of both the individual member and group actions al­
though they often are not written rules9 regulations9 and 
lawso 
In discussing the goals of social systems^ , the means 
that are appropriate for attaining these goals, and the norms 
which set the parameters of both» one needs to make the dis­
tinction between social systems #ilch are voluntary and from 
which members can withdraw with ease and those systems in 
which individuals find themselves and also find it extremely 
difficult from Which to withdrawo If one doesn't like the 
goals or the means used in attaining them in a social club, 
he can resign, but quitting one's family or leaving one's 
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church or withdrawing from one's community is a different 
level of problème Social po#er and the coercions resulting 
therefrom has its greatest influence on the lives of men 
through those systems #ierein withdraml or abandonment car­
ries with it more severe social penalties. 
Status-role (position) A status-role is a position 
and a set of expectations for an Individual actor in a social 
système These two terms (status and role) combine structure 
and function® 
A status is a position In a social system» For example, 
the position of mayor Is one of the status-roles of city gov­
ernment o Status describes the position of mayor in relation 
to other positions in the city government. 
As the result of occupying a status, the individual is 
expected to act in certain specified mys and carry out cer­
tain functions in the maintenance of the social system of 
#ilch he is a parte In formalized social systems roles are 
a function of status» In less formal systems the status of 
an Individual often helps determine his role» 
Rank Bank Is the relative status of actors In a 
social système In general5 it may be said that any given so­
cial system prescribes ranks to the various members based on 
their qualifications for attaining the systèmes goals, ad­
hering to Its norms, or upon their past achievements. The 
rank given the individual occupying the office of mayor may 
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be detennlned In part by the status the conmtunity gives the 
office of mayor and the estent to which the mayor has per­
formed the roles tohlch the community ezpects him to playo 
In addition to ranking the individual as a mayor* the com­
munity may consider other status-roles îîhich the individual 
is occupyingo "Diey may include family role5 church affili-
atlong fonnal organization membership, and participation In 
Informal groupso Thusg total rank in a social system such 
as a community may be dependent on many factors. At a slight­
ly higher level of generality we may speak of the rank sub­
systems (eoges a formal organization) have in the larger so­
cial system (e,go; community)« 
Sanction Sanctions are the rewards and penalties 
trtilch the social system uses to attain motivation and conform­
ity to the goals9 means* and norms of the system* Sanctions 
may be either positive or negativeo The positive forms are 
rewards in the foim of increased rank or privilege* praise* 
new opportunities* etc. The negative forms are punishments 
in the forms of wlthdra^ l of privileges* lowering of status* 
etCo The worst of social penalties is to be outcast—rejected 
by the system» 
Facility Facilities are the means used by the social 
system to attain its goalso The means used include physical* 
financial, individual human and social resources# One may 
consider Interaction patterns* activities and programs as 
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means used by the system to attain Its ends, Mlthln the com­
munity there may be general consensus on the goals, but mem­
bers may differ on the facilities or alternative means which 
are acceptable to achieve the goalso 
Power Power is the capability to control the be­
havior of othersG Power is divided into two components which 
include non-authoritative and authoritative control» Through­
out this dissertation these two components will be referred 
to as influence and authority. Influence is that capability 
to control the behavior of others ïîhich is not formally de= 
signated in the authority component of the status-role. Au­
thority is the capability to control the behavior of others 
as determined by the members of the social system» A more 
detailed discussion of social power îîill be presented later© 
Social system processes 
The social system model elements presented above tend 
to view a social system in static form» This static model 
has utility in analyzing social systemso In reality the ele= 
ments of the social system do not remain static for any length 
of time* Each of the elements presented above may be viewed 
in their dynamic processg Soge, belief may be seen as a pro­
cess of cognitive mapping and validation; ends or goal attain­
ment may be seen as achieving; norms may be viewed as a pro­
cess in evaluating; etc. 
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However, Important for the purpose of this dissertation 
is the concept of master processes. Mithin each social sys° 
tern there are master processes which integrate, stabilize5 
and alter the relationships between the elements through 
time. As defined by Loomis each process is characterized by 
(1) a consistent quality of regular and uniform sequences 
and (2) is distinguishable by virtue of its orderliness. 
These master processes ghich integrate or involve several or 
all of the more specific elements areg communications bound­
ary maintenance, systemic linkage; socialization, social con­
trol, and institutionalization» To help clarify the elements 
of the community in a dynamic form, these master processes 
will be defined* 
Communication Communication is the exchange of mean­
ingful symbols among the actors îTithin a social system* It 
is the process by îîhich an individual transmits information, 
decisions, and directives to other members« 
Boundary maintenance Boundary maintenance is the pro­
cess by tîhich the social system establishes and retains its 
identity, solidarity, and interaction patterns* It is the 
process by #ilch members in the system and those outside the 
system are made amre of the identity and uniqueness, of a 
given systemo The boundary may be explicitly defined, Gog,, 
political boundaries* The community as a social and economic 
entity often extends beyond the political boundary* Power 
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actors In a rural torni may affect policy of an area #hlch 
includes the town and the surrounding trade or service ter= 
ritory® Prom this viewpointj, the boundary of the community 
may be implicitly definedo 
Systemic linkage Systemic linkage is the process 
by which one social system relates itself to other social 
systems and interacts with these systems» In striving to­
ward community goals5 power actors may provide the link b@= 
tween the community and its sub-systemso More frequently 
than not9 one of the major sources of social pouer at the 
community level is the widespread membership and influence of 
community power actors in the sub-systems of the community® 
Because of the communications and social control provided by 
these power actors in the relevant sub^ systems^  they become 
an integrated part of the total community's effort to achieve 
a community goal* 
Socialization Socialization is the process through 
tîhich the social and cultural heritage is transmittedo It 
is through this process that individual actors leam the senti™ 
mentSp beliefs9 ends9 and norms of a social system. In the 
eoEMunity there la a socialization process through î3hlch a 
person desiring to become a power actor must pass prior to 
obtaining a position of power in community affairso The per-
son desiring to obtain social power is expected to fulfill 
certain roles %?hlch may include participating in formal or=> 
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ganizatlonse showing oonraunity Interests serving on commun­
ity committees implementing actiono be successful in a careers 
and participate in a churcho Socialization is a double-edged 
suord because the process not only inculcates the values of 
the system in nes? members but provides the opportunity for 
exposure of these values® "Rie Juxtaposition of these values 
tsrith those of individuals is the essence of systemic change « 
Social control Social control is the process by i%lch 
the social system remrds and punishes its members» The ele­
ments of beliefs8 sentiments* norms9 power, and sanctions 
are Interrelated In the process of social control in the com­
munity o 
Power actors play an important role In the process of 
social control within the communityo ®iese persons having 
proportionately more power are in a position to give remrds 
for conformity to the community®s norms« They are also in 
a position to utilise sanctions çjhich can block community 
action* 
Institutionalization Institutionalization is the pro­
cess îîhereby human behavior is made predictable and patterned5 
social systems are given the elements of structure and pro­
cess of function» Community members in the process of social­
ization learn norms and sentimentso These elements are arti­
culated by community members in similar ways tîithln a wide 
range of situations. In this way human behavior can be pre-
4? 
dieted and is said to become institutionalized» 
Conditions for social action 
In addition to the elements and processeso there are 
certain attributes of social systems îîhich are never complete-
ly controlled by the system's memberso These are referred 
to as general conditions for social actiono They include 
territoriality5 size, and time» These three concepts Dd.ll 
be definedo 
Territoriality Territoriality refers to the physical 
area of the social system» Since community actors are limited 
In energy and mobility, they may occupy only one physical po­
sition in the spatial area of the oommunity at a given time. 
The spatial limitations in the community determine within 
limits the amount of space each community member or group may 
have, the frequency and intensity of interaction among com­
munity members, and the probabilities of systemic linkage 
among both foimal and informal groups» 
Size Size refers to the number of actors in the ter» 
ritory capable of action» Because communities vary in size, 
small9 communities in rural areas may have less than 1,000 
members #ille large communities may exceed thousands of ac­
tors o 
Time Time refers to the planning horizon perceived 
by the social system. Community actors are limited in the 
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time •which they spend on community activitieso In planning 
future community action programsj the community may establish 
goals Which it may strive to achieve in a given time periods 
Time is an attribate involved in all community action pro­
grams® 
Flowing from the concept of time is timingo In the 
initiation and implementation of social action programs tim­
ing is important in carrying out the different phases of ac­
tion programse Timing of the different phases of social ac­
tion programs may contribute toward the success of the change 
agent's programs. 
In this section a social system model has been defined, 
A major element of the social system is power« This study 
is concerned only uith the element of power» In this study 
the other elements of the social system ire re assumed to be 
constant for the purpose of constructing a theoretical model 
to guide the researcho In realityg the author recognizes 
that power is interrelated and in interaction with the other 
elements of the social système The Interrelationships and 
interactions of the other elements of the social system model 
Hith power will be taken into account only to the extent that 
they interact Intensively and become a major factor in under­
standing powero 
Within the community or social system the concept of 
power often possesses overtones of stigma in the minds of com-
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munit y actors «, The idea that one man can Influence the life 
of another goes '^against the American grain" because it is 
in direct conflict with the basic tenents of the Aaerlcan 
creedo This creed is the ingrained belief of many Americans 
that all men are created equal and have the unabridged right 
to pursue happiness without fears for their well being or 
restrictions on their freedom in any way whatsoevero 
The author possesses this heritage and is an Integral 
part of ito However® as a research worker, he reports the 
data based upon the empirical evidence available» The stu­
dies available indicate that these abilities to influence 
the lives of others are differentially distributed among the 
people piho live In communities o 
The following section will define a social power model* 
A Social Power Model 
The research team of rural sociologists at Iowa State 
University delineated and defined a social power model, %e 
model was developed for studying social power in community 
and county social systems* This analytical framework has 
been operationallzed in five Iowa communities. Three pub-
licatlons have been completed which show development of the 
models operational procedure and empirical tests of hypotheses. 
The model was first operationallzed by Powers (43)» In a 
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later study the social power model was operatlonalized by 
Tait (52)0 The most recent publication Is Community Power 
Structure and Civil Defense (12)o Although there have been 
different approaches to the study of social powder by various 
social scientists the author believes that this model pre­
sents a meaningful framework for the analysis of social poH= 
er= 
The social power model defines concepts and states the 
expected logical relationships among the conceptso The con­
cepts and their definitions ^ ich are relevant to understand­
ing social power are presented in this section* 
Social power 
Social power is the capability to control the behavior 
of otherso In the various communities throughout the United 
States, the ability to influence the behavior of others is 
differentially distributed among people» Social power is 
not randomly distributed among the community's population* 
The definition states that social power is a capabilityo 
Generally social scientists agree that social power requires 
facilities or bases* The capability which an individual ac­
tor has to control the behavior of others in the community 
may rest upon different facilities or bases* The bases of 
social power may include wealth, skill, knowledge, human re­
lations abilities, authority, contact with outside power ac­
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tors9 comimmity Interest, prestige in the community, and many 
otherso In the community, certain actors have more social 
power than other actorso These actors often determine the 
course of social changeo 
Social power is conceptualized as having two major com­
ponents They are authoritative power which will be referred 
to as authority and non-authoritative power which will be re­
ferred to as influence e 
Authority Authority is the capability to control 
the behavior of others as determined by the members of the 
social system. Established authority always resides in a 
status-role and not In the Individual as such® ®ie Incumbent 
of a status-role or office cannot take the authority with 
him upon leaving the office. 
In the ideal form the amount of authority is constant 
for the formal positions of the social system unless changed 
by the community"s members» In the empirical world the amount 
of power exercised through formal offices may vary as the re­
sult of three factorso First, the amount of Influence may 
Interact with the amount of authority to produce variations 
In the amount of power exercisedo Two power actors may ex­
ercise the same amount of authoritative power, but one may 
exercise greater social power through a greater amount of in­
fluence interacting iTlth the formal powero Second, the for­
mal office holder may not exercise authoritative power due 
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to Imperfect knowledge of the rights given to him by the so­
cial système Third, the units of the social system may have 
imperfect knowledge of the rights which they have invested 
in the status-role» 
Influence Influence is that capability to control 
the behavior of others which is not formally designated in 
the authority component of the status-roleo Influence results 
from the fact that certain individual actors get into a super-
ordinate position in relation to others because of their abil­
ity to exert their wills in relation to these subordinates 
and to bring sanctions to bear in ways which are beyond the 
authority given to them by the system if the subordinates do 
not conform to their wills. The capability of an actor (or 
actors) to influence others may reside in the individual ac­
tor and his facilitiesB but it does not reside in a formal­
ized status-role of the specific system* Some examples of 
facilities which give the actor the capability to influence 
others are human relations skills* intelligence* wealth, con­
trol of mass media* reputation, religious affiliation and 
status within the church, family prestige and past achieve­
ments, Persons in the community who have the most power may 
not be in authority positions» 
In addition to the two major components of social powero 
a third major concept has been delineated for studying social 
power in community and county social systems. This concept 
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Is power structuree 
Power structure A power structure is that pattern 
of relationships among individuals which enables the individ» 
uals possessing social power to act in concert to affect the 
decision-making of the social system on a given issue area» 
To clarify the concept, Individuals, working separately to­
ward a common goal in the social system without communication 
among the individuals, do not constitute a power structureo 
Within the community, there Is likely to be disagreement 
on many issueso An individual actor may not be able to ex­
ercise social power to affect the decision-making process of 
the community» Individuals forming patterns of relationships 
can ezert more social power; thus, they are more nearly able 
to affect the course of community action. 
Power structures may vary depending upon communities 
and issueso In some cases one power structure may legiti­
mize most community actions, %e same structure of power 
actors may legitimize action in business, government, in­
dustrial development, and recreational Improvemento While 
one general power structure may exist, it is likely that 
other power structures legitimize action in less relevant 
issue areaso 
In many communities there are many power structures» 
Bie power actors tsho affect the decision-making process in 
government may differ from the power actors who decide the 
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course of Industrial developiaento A general power structure 
which legitimizes most social action programs may not eslsto 
Power structures may consist of both men of Influence and 
men of authorityo 
Related Concepts 
In addition to the major concepts of the social power 
model which have been defined,, other concepts which are re­
levant to social power will also be defined* The purpose of 
this section is to state and define additional concepts which 
are relevant to understanding social power* 
Community actors Community actors are the people 
who live in the social système 
Power actors Power actors are the actors of the so­
cial system who are perceived to have social power and af­
fect the community decision-making processo They are perceived 
to have more power than other actors with which to affect the 
decislon-=making process of the communityo 
In this dissertations the concept of power actors will 
refer to men of authority, influence* or a combination of 
botho Power actors will refer to the actors of the social 
system who are perceived to have more social power to affect 
the community decision-making process than other community 
actors regardless of the "tosea upon which the power rests. 
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Personal and eoolal characteristics Personal and so-
cial characteristics are the attributes of the community ac­
tors» The attributes may include occupation; family incomep 
formal education^  age9 sezg size of household5 home omer-
ships length of residence, military service, and political 
orientation» In the social system the personal and social 
characteristics of the community actors will probably vary* 
Pouer actors may differ in personal and social characteris­
tics in comparison with other community actorso 
Esistence of social power Existence of social power 
is the perception that some community actors have more social 
power with which to affect the community decision-making pro­
cess than other community actors* Since social scientists 
agree that power to affect the community decision-making 
process is not randomly distrlbutedg community actors are 
likely to perceive a small number of community members to af­
fect decision making in the community® Although all actors 
may participate in action phases of programs, a few actors 
may be perceived to determine the course of community action* 
Legitimation Legitimation is the positive sanction­
ing of social action by power actors» Positive sanctioning 
refers to power actors approving social action which may af­
fect changes in the communityo Power actors may apply posi­
tive sanctions by initiating or giving verbal approval to 
new programs. However, they may withhold legitimizing or 
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giving approval to new social action programso 
Exercise of social power Ezercise of social power 
is the application of social power by power actors to (1) 
initiate, legitimizes or give approval to social sanctions; 
(2) Implement decisions by participating in action phases 
of community programs| or (3) block community programs by 
withholding legitimation and resources* 
Power actors may participate only in the decision^ making 
process of the community» They may not become involved in 
implementing or carrying out decisions » The extent to 'which 
power actors participate in both decision-making and action 
phases of issue areas may vary depending upon the size of 
the community. In larger communities power actors tend to 
participate largely in the decision-making process while in-
fluentlals in smaller communities tend to participate in both 
decision-making and action phases. In this dissertation* ex­
ercise of power will refer to affecting the decision-making 
process, participating in action phases to implement decisions, 
or blocking community programso 
Latent social power Latent social power is the capa­
bility of a community actor to control the behavior of others 
without a knowledge by the community actor that social power 
has been ezerclsed* Within the community; actors make de= 
clsions and determine their course of action based on their 
knowledge and perceptions of other community actors. They 
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They may not choose to interact directly with the community 
actors î^ o exercise social power over them and control their 
behavioro 
Power actors trill probably exercise latent social power 
over other community actorso Other community actors may be 
seeking to obtain rewards from po^ er actors at some future 
point in tlmeo In an effort to obtain the future support of 
the power actors, the community actors may make decisions 
based on how they perceive the power actors would make simi­
lar decisionso Through this process power actors exercise 
latent social power over other actors in the social system* 
Issue area Issue areas are subject matters of con­
cern to community actors in determining the course which the 
community will take to achieve its endsg goals* or objectives* 
The issues which are considered by the community may be ini­
tiated by individual community actors, informal groups5 or 
formal organizations. Mithin the social system there are 
different issue areas which may Include economic, politicals 
educational, recreational, health and other issues® 
Community actors will probably differ in their percep­
tions of the relevance of issue areas for the communityo In 
addition, the power actors will probably perceive different 
levels of community issues and different actors are likely 
to be concerned with each issue area. 
Power actors may legitimize or initiate action in the 
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major issue areaso An under-structure of community actors 
may legitimize and implement actions in lower level issueso 
Community actors t^ o participate in different issue areas 
are likely to varyo 
Monomorphlc power structure Monomorphlc power struc­
ture is a structure of power in which the same persons are 
powerful in most of the different community issue areas» 
Although the same power actors are the most powerful in each 
issue area* the structural relations among the top power ac­
tors may vary depending upon the issue area. Each power ac­
tor in a monomorphlc power structure may contribute different 
resources depending on the Issue area* 
At another level the structure of power within a single 
issue area may be monomorphlc«. Power actors in Industry who 
make nearly all the decisions which affect the course of in­
dustrial action constitute a monomorphlc power structure* 
While a monomorphlc power structure may not ezlst when com­
paring several issues, a monomorphlc power structure may exist 
within each issue area loe». It has a stable arrangement of 
the power actorso 
In comparing community power structures in issue areas 
the same power actors may be the most powerful in each Issue 
areao However, another group of power actors may be challeng­
ing the social power which the top power actors possess. They 
may desire to displace the existing monomorphlc power struc-
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ture» In this dissertation a monomorphlc power structure 
will also constitute factions only If one faction is the 
most powerful in the major issue areas* or in a general 
power structure including all issue areas» 
Polymorphic power structure A polymorphic power 
structure is a structure of power in which different per-
sons are the most powerful in different community issue 
areaso One type of a polymorphic power structure refers to 
different power actors In each issue areao 
As used in this dissertation, a second type of monomor­
phlc power refers to the situation #iere the same persons 
are the decision-makers in all Issue areas, but the persons 
perceived to have the power in each issue area differ in ar­
rangement» A group of 20 power actors may represent the 
decision-makers in education, recreation and politicso The 
ranking or ordering of the most powerful in each issue area 
may result in different persons "being perceived as having 
major power positions in education, recreation and politicso 
This constitutes a polymorphic power structure» 
Within a single issue area the structure of power may 
be polymorphic, or distributed between two or more factionso 
Although the power structures among and within issue 
areas may be polymorphic, a small number of generalized power 
actors may appear* A few power actors may appear among the 
power structures in different community issue areas. The 
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other power actors who are perceived to have power in each 
area may vary» While a few generalized power actors may 
appear^  the power structure is defined as polymorphic 
If power actors generally vary depending upon the issue 
area, 
A polymorphic power structure may also ezist when there 
are two or more general (exercising power in a number of is­
sue areas) power structures possessing relatively similar 
amounts of powero For examplej, if there are older age and 
middle age power structures each with nearly equal power and 
each influencing public opinion and community decisions in 
a number of issue areas, this would be defined as a polymor­
phic power structure. 
Sources of power Sources of power are the l^ ses which 
give a community actor the capability to control the behavior 
of otherso The social power of power actors may rest upon 
various sources of power* The sources of power may include 
wealths skills knowledge g human relations abilities s author­
ity* contact with outside influentialSg and access to ex­
ternal community resources» 
Power actors® participation in specific issue areas may 
be related to their sources of power, A power actor may 
initiate and plan social action programs because of the 
sources of power he has which are relevant to implementing 
the program» 
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Role performance Role performances are the activi­
ties and responsibilities which power actors are expected 
to have fulfilled prior to becoming a potjer actoro Commun­
ity actors may need to fulfill an expected set of roles 
prior to becoming a power actor such as participating in 
certain formal organizations, affiliate with a church, and 
participate actively in community affairso Fulfillment of 
these role performances may contribute to the accumulation 
of power in the community» Failure to fulfill the expected 
role performances and confoim to the community's norms may 
result in the failure of the newcomer to become a power ac­
tor. 
HSie preceding discussion of the Social System Model 
was developed and tested by the research team of George Beal 
and Joe Bohlen of which the author is a member» Similar 
descriptions have appeared in previous publications of the 
members of this team» 
Theoretical Development of Hypotheses 
It is one of the objectives of this dissertation to pre-
sent a small body of interrelated concepts which revolve 
about one aspect of social life (power), foraulate hypotheses 
about these relationships and then test these hypotheses» It 
is an attempt to apply what Merton has defined as "a theory 
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of the middle range"» Merton has stated three tasks of con­
ceptual analysis for middle range theorys 
"(1) to make explicit the character of data sub­
sumed under his conceptj (2) to maximize the like­
lihood of the comparability9 in significant re-
spectsj of data which are to be included in a re= 
search, and (3) to institute observable indices of 
the social data with which empirical research is 
concerned o®' (33o PP« 89-93) 
This dissertation is built upon the work previously 
done in the area of social power (especially by the research 
team at Iowa State University) and to test previously for­
mulated hypotheses in new situations and begin the testing 
of some new hypotheses. Hypotheses one through three of this 
dissertation have been tested by previous studies at Iowa 
State University (see Bohlen et al, (12)g Powers (43)* Tait 
(52)9 Marshall (30); however in this dissertation these hy­
potheses will be tested on a random sample of community ac­
tors rather than on knowledgeables or power actors as in 
previous studieso Hypotheses four and five are being tested 
for the first time* 
The first of these hypotheses has four important aspects 
bat as these aspects are very highly interrelated they will 
be presented as one general hypothesis and followed by four 
sub-hypotheses0 
General Hypothesis Is Social powers ioe^ j the capacity 
to control others, exists in the Prairie City community* 
Sub-hypothesis 1) Authority exists in the Prairie 
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City community* 
Sub-hypothesis 2) Influence exists in the Prairie 
City community» 
Sub-hypothesis 3) Community actors will perceive so­
cial power to exist in the Prairie 
City community» 
Sub-hypothesis 4) Community actors in Prairie City 
will perceive that the quantity of 
social power is not equally divided 
among the actors in the social sys­
tem of Prairie City» 
General Hypothesis I 
Social power, ioe», the capacity to control others, ex­
ists in the Prairie City community» 
There have been indications from other studies of the 
existence of social power. Tait (52) states s 
"General Hypothesis Is Social power exists 
in the social system central to this thesis. Em­
pirical hypothesis Is Knowledgeables will provide 
names of persons who are influential in specified 
issue areas. ..«.«The data support the empirical 
hypothesis that the knowledgeables will provide 
names of persons who are influential in specified 
issue areas. Empirical hypothesis 2s Power actors 
will rate other power actors and themselves on con­
tinua designed to measure power in specified issue 
areas. ..o*.These data support the empirical hy­
pothesis that power actors will rate other power 
actors and themselves on continua designed to 
measure power in specified issue areas, 
"On the basis of the data presented in E. H» 
1 and E« H. 2 it is concluded that social power 
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does exist in the community under study. Thus, the 
first general hypothesis is supported." (52, pp. 97-lo4) 
Powers (^ 3) statesÎ 
"Go Ho 1 : Social power exists in the social 
system central to this dissertation» Eo H. Is 
Knowledgeables will provide names of persons per­
ceived to have power» ec<.all of the knowledgeables 
responded with names of persons they believed to 
have power in the community* These data support 
the empirical hypothesis. 
Eo He 2s The nominated power actors will 
rate themselves and the other nominees. ...These 
data indicate that out of a possible 90 self-
ratings, 85; or 94.4 percent were made» Out of 
a possible 1530 other-ratings, 1443, or 94.3 percent 
were made. Thus the empirical hypothesis is sup­
ported. 
On the basis of the data presented in E. H. 
1 and E. H» 2 it is concluded that social power 
does exist in the community under study. Thus the 
first general hypothesis is supported." (43, pp. 78-80) 
Sub-hypotheses 1_, 2, and 2. 
The preceding evidence indicates quite clearly that so­
cial power has been found to exist in other communities. 
However the basic importance of the existence of social power 
to this dissertation made it advisable to establish Its ex­
istence as authority and influence and to determine if com­
munity actors perceive its existence both as a basis for the 
dissertation and for its value as replication of previous 
tests. 
It has previously been stated that social power has two 
major components, authority and influence and therefore the 
hypothesis concerning the existence of power will be tested 
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by component» 
Initially the distinction between authority and influ­
ence may seem simple but continued analysis soon discloses 
some problemso It may be true that authority and influence 
are "ideal type" concepts as defined by Loomis (29) and ex­
ist near opposite ends of a continuum« The concept of au­
thority is quite clear when applied to written down interre­
lated expectations of different status-roles within the so­
cial system* However in a highly Integrated social system 
there would be many status-roles vrtiich are not formally stated 
but which are commonly understoodo This type of power then 
could be very close to what has been defined as Influence. 
Also it might be questioned if the holder of an authority 
position really has power if the alternatives available in 
a particular situation are either limited or non-existent* 
Then it might be said that the power actor with authority 
was only an Instrument of the social system in which an un­
derstanding of the alternative or alternatives was a product 
of the socialization process» In this case then social power 
of the authority type would only be exerted upon under-
socialized or anomlc actors #10 had not internalized the norms 
and role-expectations—a common situation during periods of 
rapid change* 
The concepts of authority and Influence In their more 
"ideal" form are relatively easy to identify and should be 
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amenable to verification and testing in the above hypotheseso 
One area of distinction between authority and influence 
seems to be the breadth of choice which is available to the 
power actor» The control alternatives which an authority 
figure is able to select is by definition more concretely 
defined in terms of law and custom than are the alternatives 
of influence power holders. In fact many of the "civil li­
berty" type laws were formulated with the objective of lim­
iting the range and strength of social power authority fig­
ures o 
This is a two-edged sword in that the influential power 
actor Is often unable to exercise control in some areas be­
cause law or custom have assigned control of decision-making 
in the particular area to a statue-role which the influen­
tial power actor may not holdo To strengthen his position 
then9 an influential power actor will then attempt to exert 
some control over the person who occupies the required status-
role possibly through reciprocal obligation or by threat of 
the loss of his supporte Likewise the authority power actor 
may attempt to exercise control outside the formally defined 
area of his control by using his image of being a power fig­
ure in one area and attempting to transfer this to another 
areao 
Merton (33) divides the influential type power actors 
into two categories based upon the source of their Influence 
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and their orientation toward the community in which they liveo 
These are the localité and the cosmopoliteo In regard to how 
these two types are differentiated, Merton states? 
"The group»proflles indicate the tendency of 
local influentials to be devoted to localism? they 
are more likely to have lived in Rovere for a long 
period, are profoundly interested in meeting many 
townspeople, do not wish to move from the town, are 
more likely to be interested in local politics, etc. 
Such items, which suggest great disparity between 
the two types of influentials, are our main concern 
in the following sections» There we will find that 
the difference in basic orientation is bound up with 
a variety of other differences? (1) in the struc­
tures of social relations in which each type is im­
plicated; (2) in the roads they have traveled to 
their present positions in the influence-structure; 
(3) in the utilization of their present status for 
the exercise of interpersonal influence; and (^ ) in 
their communications behavior»" (33® PP» 39^ -395) 
These concepts will be considered in the methodological 
discussion» 
The seventh edition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary-
states that to control is to "s 2a8 to exercise restraining 
or directing influence over»" In this sense both influential 
and authoritative power actors have power» However, it would 
seem that power actors who have only authority would lack the 
ability to exercise control over a situation in the sense of 
implementing their oïm "will" as is sometimes suggested» An 
authority figure could be a kind of status-role robot who is 
not controlling in accordance with his own will but is play= 
ing out his role as defined and therefore is controlled by 
the social system. 
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Sub-hypothesis % 
Community actors will perceive social power to exist 
In the Prarle City community » 
Webster states that to perceive is ^ to attain atjareness 
or understanding"o 
There have been indications from other studies of the 
existence of social power* Marshall states» 
Ho 18 Power actors will perceive social 
power to ezlst in the community central to this 
thesis» Eo Ho Is Power actors Kill rate other 
power actors and themselves on a continua designed 
to measure power. .«..«Since the majority of the 
power actors rated themselves and the other power 
actors in all issue areas, the empirical hypothesis 
is supported. 
On the basis of the data presented In E. H. 1, 
it is concluded that social power is perceived to 
exist In the community central to this thesis. 
Thus, the first general hypothesis is supported." 
(30, pp. 56-59) 
This was a small town In the same state as Prairie City. 
The complexity of mans cognitive feelings about himself 
and his environment are a reflexion of man®s mind. In es­
sence man has the capability of learning from experience. 
That is, man may take part in interaction with an object or 
person and then evaluate this action or interaction. This 
evaluation then may be used when another similar situation 
confronts the person. But the second time the person re­
acts not only to the situation but to his previous evalu° 
atlon of the similar situation. In attempting to guage a 
persons "perception" the scientist is trying to accurately 
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observe this cognitive feeling or knowledge that is called 
into play in the person's reaction to some aspect of his en­
vironment o Secord and Backman (49) states 
"Perception is most appropriately defined 
in terms of experiences that stem directly from sen­
sory stimulations the patterns of light and dark 
emitted by the television screen are perceived as 
the figure of a man walking along a streeto But 
much experience closely related to perception is 
more remote from sensory stimulation* The man on 
the screen is liked or disliked; he is known to be 
a hero or a villain; his intentions are guessed at. 
Thus5 feelings and cognitions related to perceptual 
objects may also be a matter of Interest, These cog­
nitive and affective processes are important in so-
cisil Interaction. Much interaction, for example, is 
verbal in natures persons interact by exchanging 
knowledge. Judgments, and feelings expressed in 
language terms," (49, p« 13) 
They further states 
"Interaction between persons takes place with­
in structured relations which affect how they per­
ceive each other. Several structural aspects of 
relations to person perception are the role struc­
ture, the liking structure, and the status and power 
structures. Role relations place each participant 
in a role category having attributes associated with 
it that are likely to be applied to all persons in 
that role category." (49, p. 90) 
If men do have these complex perceptions, then it would seem 
profitable to ask what difference these perceptions make. 
Robert Merton in his book "Social Theory and Social 
Structure®® (33) has discussed some of the implications of 
Wo lo Thomas* theorems "If men define situations as real 
then they are real in their consequences". This Is a very 
interesting theorem when applied to the concept of social 
power. The theorem might be stated; "If community actors 
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believe that power actors in the social system do possess 
social power in the social system, then the power actors 
do in actuality have social power*" 
The question it seems is whether the theorem actually 
applies in the area of social power* Merton used the example 
of the financially sound bank which was perceived to be un­
sound by a large number of its members so in order to save 
their money the members of the bank attempted to withdraw 
their savings* The result of this behavior was that the 
bank failed* Another example which Merton used which actu­
ally seems more closely related to social power was that of 
racial prejudice* The situation has been that whites have 
defined the Negro as being inferior and thus have structured 
social reality in such a way that Negros did in fact become 
inferior in such areas as jobs, standard of living and edu­
cation® Could this situation then apply in the area of so­
cial power? It would seem that it could* 
For example, let us assume that Actor A believes that 
Actor B has the ability to communicate with and influence 
the behavior of many other members of the social system* 
So Actor A goes to Actor B and asks his opinion, legitimation 
and support in obtaining the support of other actors in the 
system* If there are a large number of actors similar to 
Actor A in the social system vrtio modify their behavior in 
relation to Actor B because they perceive him to in fact have 
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the ability to influence the behavior of themselves or others 
then they by their actions have made him in fact an actor 
with social power® 
The sociological understanding of interrelated roles 
would seem to apply « Actors who play the role of teacher 
define the situation In a certain way when in the presence 
of studentso In most cases the teacher would not have to 
demonstrate his "power" in relation to his students because 
they would tailor their behavior in such a way as to avoid 
demonstration of the teacher's power. Often it would seem 
that students would violate the norms in their relation­
ships to the teacher only when they felt that the teacher 
in reality did not possess social power and so they could 
risk a test of that power. 
Some of the critics, Wolfinger (60) for example, of 
reputational power studies have complained that evidence 
is needed to prove that these power actors have in fact 
coerced some other actors in an actual conflict situationo 
But it would seem from the previous example that for a con­
flict situation to arise and for it to become necessary for 
a power actor to demonstrate his power might very well be 
an indication of a decline in that power rather than a de­
monstration of his possession of ito Conflict or a demon-
stration of power might then be an indication of some flux 
in power either an increase in the power in one actor or 
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system or a decrease in the power of the other TAiich brings 
the two to a situation of being more equal in power. 
Status-roles often function as structured means for con­
flict avoidance. Vidlch and Bensman (53) describe how the 
residents of Sprlngdale have defined overt conflict as being 
Inconsistent with their image of Sprlngdale as a "friendly"5 
"wholesome" community of "equals"» (53s pp. 30-46) 
An excellent example of how status-roles function to 
reduce conflict is given by Vidlch and Bensman. 
"Jones practices a knife-edge aloofness from 
the conflict between Lee and Flint and all that 
It represents. Neither Flint nor Lee takes his 
conflicts to Jones for resolution. Hence, it is 
a mutually respected traditional practice to 
avoid a "showdown battle," and the effective Re­
publican committee maintains its coherence and 
control within the framework of these differences. 
The independent strength which Jones has among 
farmers; because of this, Lee is satisfied to 
be regularly renominated to the clerkship while 
tacitly agreeing not to upset the balance of 
forces in the invisible government. 
As a result of this intricate constellation 
of relationships, Jones is the controlling fig­
ure In both village and town government. However, 
due to the village-rural conflict and his own dual 
position in relation to it, he must remain publicly 
anonymous and exercise control invisibly. He can­
not appear to commit himself overwhelmingly In the 
village-rural conflict or he would become identi­
fied with one side and lose the support and control 
of the other. The effective Republican committee 
would be split. It is in this sense that Jones is 
the invisible government over the village and town, 
and It is his relationship with prosperous farmers 
which makes it possible for the board to act on 
the issue of roads." (53» pp. 152-153) 
The above argument could be continued but it seems suf­
ficiently powerful to propose that those actors perceived by 
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other actors in tho social system to possess social power^  
do in actuality havo this power» 
Ideas about hotj and ^ afc persons perceive and hon this 
influences behavior is not new to sociological literatureo 
So Ao Stoufferj et al» (5I) in their book on the American 
Soldier for example, use the concept of "relative depriva» 
tion" in their explanation of the attitudes of soldiers dur­
ing Ho rid Mar II o They say g "!Rie Idea^  (of relative depri° 
vation) would seem to have kinship to andg in partg include 
such well-knomi sociological concepts as ^ social frame of 
references" "patterns of espectatlonsg" or '^ definitions of 
the situation'^ 0 (Stoufferg 5I) 
Bit the soldier is pictured as a social entity %iho com­
pares himself to other persons» Some examples include g 
lo The drafted married mano 
a. Comparing himself with his unmarried asso­
ciates in the Armyo 
bo Comparing himself uith his married civilian 
friendso 
2e The drafted man îsrith a college education© 
Bo Comparing himself to other educated men and 
especially to their status°roleso 
3o The soldier overseas (not in combat)« 
ao Comparing himself to those in combat and 
overseas» 
7^ 
b. Comparing himself to other soldiers still 
In the UoSoAo 
The Negro soldier* 
ao Comparing himself to civilian Negroes» 
The point Is that the behavior of these soldiers was in­
fluenced by their perceptions of themselves and especially 
of themselves as they compared themselves with others they 
perceived to be like or unlike themselves» These soldiers 
then tended to base their satisfaction (or lack of satisfac­
tion) with their position as a soldier on how it compared to 
others. Sometimes they compared themselves with others with 
whom they were in actual association such as Carried civil-
Ian friends" or ^ acquaintances"* At other times they com­
pared themselves with others of the same status or of the 
same social categoryo A third type of comparison was with 
persons in a different social status or category® Negative 
feelings on the part of the soldiers was often found to be 
associated with a relatively deprived position of the soldier 
in comparison with those he perceived to be his referents» 
Merton in his analysis of the American Soldier is con­
cerned with the problems associated with the fact that there 
is a tremendous field of possible groups from which an indi­
vidual may choose his referent group. Also it would seem 
highly likely that most persons have more than one referent 
group which makes the situation even more complex» 
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A large share of the evaluations which the authors of 
the American Soldier discussed were evaluations which the 
soldier had made of themselves~«»self evaluationso But there 
ms some analysis made of the Institutional system of pro-
motion In the Army» Merton (33) states» 
'^ Turning finally to the dependent variable 
in this study9 we note that it consists in soldiers® 
evaluations of the institutional system of promo­
tion in the ArmyB and not to self-evaluations of 
personal achievement within that system* The men 
were in effect asked to appraise the system of pro­
motion in terms of its effectiveness and legiti­
macy, as can be seen from the carefully worded ques­
tion which elicited their Judgments s 'Do you think 
a soldier with ability has a good chance for promo­
tion?® 
This introduces a problem, deserving atten­
tion which it has not yet received! do the two 
types of evaluations, self-appraisals and apprais­
als of institutional arrangements, involve similar 
mechanisms of reference group behavior?® (33s P» 2^0) 
The community actors in Prairie City were asked some 
theoretically similar questions« That Is they were asked 
about their perceptions of the functioning of a social sys­
tem as related especially to social power and decision mak­
ing* These then are quite similar to the evaluations of 
the institutional system which were made by the soldiers« 
Fox examplee it was reported that 76 percent of the 
noncoms still in the United States as compared to 63 per­
cent of the noncombat noncoms overseas held that "the Army 
is run pretty well or very wello®' These plainly are per­
ceptions about a social structure, in this case the U.S« 
Armyo (51, P» 167, Chart IV) 
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Community actors by definition are members of a social 
syBtem°-ln this case the eomminlty of Prairie City. They 
occupy status=roles within the system which interact with 
other status-roles in the process of functioning as a system® 
A necessary part of any social system Is the act of decision­
making either on the part of individuals occupying the status-
roles or on the part of the system or sub-systerns » These de­
cisions can either ba between alternative courses of action 
or a decision not to act which is also a decision* It is 
logically consistent to expect that active members of a so­
cial system would have attained an awareness of how decisions 
are made through observation or learned of the expectations 
of the more prominent status-roles either through observa­
tion or through the socialization process. If they have not 
seen how the decisions are made they certainly have seen the 
results of decisions and speculated about how these decisions 
were made» It ^ jould also then be consistent to expect those 
community actors who are more active in the social system 
to better understand the decision making process» It is pos= 
slble that the socialization process is responsible for the 
perpetuation of myths about aspects of power within the so=> 
cial system which from a very precise and objective point 
of view are not true» But as is pointed out in the discus° 
sion of Mo lo ®iomas® theorem a belief of perception of or a-
bout social power may create the same social result as if the 
condition did exist® 
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Sub-hypothesle ^  
Community actors in Praire City will perceive that the 
quantity of social power is not equally divided among the 
•WS»!! IT—. MIP WFJA —- •MA,,NABBGM3URIIT?I,» 
actors in the social system of Prairie City» 
A long succession of alters and thinkers from Plato 
through Co Ifo Mills (37) in his book Power Elite^  have 
described how societies are and sometimes should be ruled 
by powerful small groups or Individualso However In the 
United States this concentration of power has often been 
looked upon by the citizens as being Undemocratic®' and ®'bad'' 
if it exists» IDiere have even been suggestions that in some 
communities this concentration did eslst but this fact was 
studiously avoided by the local citizens* Vldich and Bens-
man quote a common expression from a rural community in 
northeast United States» "®Here no man counts for more than 
any other®; this is stated in every affirmation of rural po­
litical equality—®if you don®t like the rascalsg use your 
vote to kick them out'»" (53B P® ) 
They also states 
%^e public ideology of equality has its eco» 
nomic correlateso One must not suppose that In­
equalities in Income and wealth go unnoticed; ratherg 
they are quite closely watched and known in Spring-
dale» Howevers such differencesp as In the image of 
the frontier community@ are not publicly weighed and 
evaluated as the measure of the aano" (539 P» 41) 
It would appear that inequalities in social power might 
very well exist in Prairie City but it is also likely that 
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inequalities may run counter to the local normso This para­
dox then gave rise to sub-hypothesis Prairie City commun­
ity actors will perceive that the quantity of social power 
is not equally divided among the actors in the social sys­
tem of Prairie City» 
General Hypothesis II 
Community actors in Prairie City will perceive power to 
act in concert. 
In their report Bohlens et al* (12) found very strong 
evidence of informal interaction among some of the power ac­
tors in Prairie City* The following conclusion Is stated? 
"The informal group interaction sociogram 
illustrates that there is an identifiable pattern 
to daily conversations and coffee groups among the 
community influentials* data support the em­
pirical hypothesis that there will be an identi­
fiable informal group interaction sooiogramo % 
(12, po 120) 
Miller (35) also found influentials who were related on 
a sociometric basiso In fact Miller defined one type of 
leader in this manners "5) the term key influentials re­
fers to the acknowledged sociometric leaders among the top 
influentials in given issues*" (355 po 39) 
Thus there is strong evidence of Interaction among power 
actors. This knowledge brings up new questions such ass are 
the community actors amre of this interaction and if they 
are do they perceive of the power actors acting in "concert" 
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tsrith each other in goal attainment? These questions then are 
the basis of the second general hypothesiso 
The key phrase in the second hypothesis is "to act in 
concertée Merriaia°Uebster°s Mew Collegiate Dictionary 7th 
editloMp gives as one of the definitions of concerts "to 
act in harmony or conjunction'^ '® It is in this sense that 
"concert^  is used in this hypothesise The example of an or° 
chestra and its "^ concert^  may be useful to make our meaning 
more concreteo Certainly in an orchestra there are different 
Instruments ^ loh have different musical qualities %hich are 
utilized in various combinations of harmony and melody* How­
ever the analogy may begin to break dom Mlth the introduc­
tion of the conductor as some power structures seem to lack 
a directive leader of this type. Or it rmj simply be that 
a disieland jagz band would be more analogous to some power 
structureso Or possibly a conflict situation is similar to 
an antiphonal choir without a dlredS®?» 
Powers (43) statesg 
"Go He 38 Social power will be exercised in 
the social system W individual power actors acting 
in concert* E«- Ho There will be variability In 
the power values assigned by power actors« 
specti'on" of these data would indicate the individual 
raters are discriminating between the actors as to 
the amount of po^ er they perceived them to have» 
Thus the empirical hypothesis Is supportedo 
Eo He 5s The additional power actors added to 
the pool by power actors will not be mentioned by 
more than one person. 
%ere were 11 names added during the course of 
interviewing the 18 power actors, none of which were 
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named "by more than one power actor® Of these 11, 
only two had been mentioned by the knowledgeableso 
ThusJ the empirical hypothesis Is supported, 
E« Ho 6s The oongruenoe of power nominations 
#111 be significantly positivée 
The rank order knoîîleàgaables and tgr power 
actors ms divided into high and low halves in such 
a way that a phi coefficient could be computed» Phi 
In this case was equal to Co33 ^ Ich is Insignifi­
cant at the «10 level of prolability« Thus the em­
pirical "hypothesis Is not supported, 
Eo H« 7* There will be identifiable perceived 
sociogramso 
In the course of interviewing the power actors 
data were gathered which Indicated that several 
cliques of power actors work together on various 
Issues.ooaoThese data support the empirical hypo­
thesis. 
E. H« 8î There will be an identifiable power 
actors soof - * * - • • with clique 
hypothesis of clique patterns and a high degree of 
Interaction among power actors. Using this type of 
interaction as an operational measure of structure 
in power relations it is concluded that the empiri­
cal hypothesis is supported." (^ 3» pp. 84-90) 
It can be concluded from these data that the general hypo­
thesis is supported as four of the five empirical hypotheses 
are supported by the data. 
Tait (52) states g 
6^» Ho Is Social power will be exercised 
in the social system by individual power holders 
acting in concert. 
Eo Ho 10 8 There will be perceived inter­
actions of power actors in various issue areas. 
oooooThe data support the empirical hypothesis 
that there will be perceived Interactions of 
power actors in various issue areas. 
E. H. 11 g There will be an identifiable 
social interaction sociogram. ...ooEie data 
support the empirical hypothesis that there will 
be an indentlfiable social interaction sociogram. 
The analysis of the data supports E. H. 10 
and E. H« 11 « Thus, the data support the general 
patterns. support the 
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hypothesis that social power will be eser-
oised in the social system by individual power 
holders acting in concerto" (529 pp, 115-il7) 
General Hypothesis III 
There has recently been an intensification of interest 
in the study of local community and how its decisions are 
made. These studies are being carried on by sociologists 
and political scientists (Hunter (24)o Dahl (15)o Bonjean 
(13)9 Presthus (44)g Agger, et alo (2) ) and reflect a grow­
ing concern in the United States about how a democracy actu­
ally works at the community levelo 
Dahl states it very bluntly» o 0 « <, %io rules in a plura­
list democracy?"^  (15b P® 89) 
There ezistp however^  two very divergent ideas about 
the United States democracy§ the "American Creed^  as it was 
referred to by î'îyrdal (39) with its emphasis upon the idea 
that every citizen should have an equal chance to influence 
decisions in a democracy as opposed to 'sahat Co IfJo Mills (37) 
held to be a "Power Elite" uhich dominated these decisions«. 
Mills states? 
"In every torn and small city of America an up« 
per set of families stands above the middle classes 
and toilers over the underlying population of clerks 
and wage workerso The members of this set possess 
more than do others of Whatever there is locally to 
possess; they hold the keys to local decision; their 
names and faces are often printed in the local paper; 
in fact, they otm the newspaper as well as the radio 
station; they also own the three important local 
plants and most of the commercial properties along 
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the main street; they direct the Mingling 
closely with one another5 they are quite conscious 
of the fact that they belong to the leading class 
of the leading families.% (37, po 30) 
General Hypothesis number three me constructed in an 
attempt to deal with this question of "K^ o rules® 
Go Ho III3 The power actors in Prairie City perceived 
to be most influential by the oommunity actors in Prairie 
City will vary with the issue area in %hioh poîfer is per-
ceived to be ©sercisedo 
Robert Merton (33) in his study of different leaders 
and decisions in Hovere identified those poorer actors r^ o 
exerted influence only in a rather restricted area as being 
monomorphlc and those tJho esercised power in several spheres 
of decision as being polymorphlo* 
In this dissertation the chief concern is with the ©per» 
atlon of social systems and not so much with an individual 
approach to social powero The terms monomorphlc and poly= 
morphlc are used in application to social systems and eub» 
systemso Earlier in this dissertation the term polymorphic 
raas defined to apply to a structure of pouer in Mhlch differ^  
ent actors are the moot powerful actors in different issue 
areaso The term monomorphlc ms defined as applying to those 
structures of pouer in #hlch the pouer actors only esercised 
power In one issue area» Thus the community itselfg as a 
power structure may be said to be monomorphlc if one group 
of power actors control the decision making in the major 
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issue areas of the community or polymorphic if the pomer ao« 
tors vary from one issu© area to the nesto 
If implications are to be dram aa to tahether the oom-
mmity itself is monomorphic or polymorphic it is logically 
necessary that the issue areas of major importance to the 
community be studiedo Earth and Johnson (4) have used the 
terms salient and nonsalient in reference to topiCe %@y 
refer to it in this manners Community issues vary along a 
continuum from some that are central to the interests of com­
munity leaders®00»to some that are peripheral to their inter» 
eats and of little concern to them* (4g po 30) One of the 
methodological problems confronted by students of community 
power is the selection of the ^ salient^  issue areaso 
Other studies (Seal ( 5 ) b  Hunter (2^ ) ) have found evidence 
that power actors are stratified and that the top power ao-
tors make the decisions and those nith less power carry out 
the actlono If this ie true then it would be much more dif­
ficult for a low ranking power actor to be involved in many 
issues than for a high ranking power actorg simply because 
of the amount of time requiredo 
Logically it is possible that the top ranking po^ er ac­
tors could be very similar from issue area to iasue area but 
the lower ranking members would be unique to each issue area© 
Another possibility is that the power actors should remain the 
same or very similar from issue area to issue area but that 
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The arrangement of the power actors and their roles within 
the issue area would vary with the Issue area. 
Previous studies have concentrated their investigation 
of monomorphic and polymorphic poorer to the distribution of 
individuals throughout isaue areas* But humans do associate 
tjlth groups and sometimes these groups do not follow issue 
area boundaries® Logically then it is possible that differ­
ent members of a foraal or informal group could be distributed 
throughout several issue areas and in terms of consistent in­
fluence constitute a monomorphic power structureo 
Powers (43) states 8 
"G® Ho 4* Power structures %elll vary depending 
upon the issue area. E» H. 9s The knowledgeables 
indez of polymorphic power will be less than 75 be­
tween the issue of general affairs and the business 
and industry issue, Eo H» 108 ®ie knowledgeables 
index of polymorphic power will be less than 75 
between the issue of general affairs and the court­
house issue® Eo Ho 11 g The knoi^ ledgeables indes 
of polymorphic power will be less than 75 between 
the business and industry issue and the courthouse 
issue, Eo Ho 12s The power actors index of poly« 
morphic power between the general affairs issue and 
the business and Industry issue will not be signi­
ficant o Eo Ho 138 The po#er actors indes of poly­
morphic power between the general affairs issue and 
the courthouse issue will not be slgnlfleant® Eo Ho 
14s The power actors indes of polymorphic power be­
tween the general affairs issue and the county hos­
pital issue will not be slgnificanto E» Ho 158 The 
power actors index of polymorphic power between the 
general affairs issue and the community fallout 
shelter issue will not be slgnificanto Eo Ho lés 
®ie power actors index of polymorphic power between 
the business and industry issue and the courthouse 
issue will not be significant, E, H» 17* The power 
actors index of polymorphic power between the business 
and industry issue and the county hospital issue will 
not be slgnificanto Eo H, 18: The power actors in-
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des of poljrmorphlo power between the business and 
industry issu© and the eommunlty fallout shelter 
issue ??ill not be significant» E@ H. 19s She 
power actors index of polymorphic power between 
the courthouse issue and the county hospital issue 
nill not be significanto E» He 20 8 The pouer ac­
tors indes of polymorphic power between the court­
house issue and the community fallout shelter issue 
will not be significant,, B» Ho 218 The power ac­
tors indes of polymorphic power between the county 
hospital issue and the community fallout shelter 
issue will not be significant* B, H® 22g Pouer 
actors will indicate that they are not involved in 
all kinds of issues» Eo H® 238 The imsue socio-
grm of the courthouse and the county hospital 
%CT differ significantlye E. He 24s The issue 
sociogram of the courthouse and business and in-
iusiry will differ significantly, E. H. 25; The 
issue sociogram of the county hospital and busi­
ness and Industry will differ significantlyo 
In summary, E« H» 9® lOg 12, 13, 14, 16, 1?, 
and 25 are not supported, whereas 15, 18, 19, 20, 
21; 22, 23, and 24 are supported. An inspection 
of the specific hypotheses which are not supported 
and the ones which are supported suggests that the 
power actors that are involved in the various issue 
areas In the community tend to be monomorphic in 
nature. That is, the same power actors become in­
volved to some degree in nearly all of the community 
issues. At the same time, however, the data suggest 
that the power structure, l,e,, the network of rela­
tions that are brought to bear on an issue, changes 
over issues, Eius the power structure tends to be 
polymorphic in nature. 
As a result of the above findings it is likely 
that a clear-cut rejection or support of the general 
hypothesis Is untenable at this time," (43, pp, 90-95) 
Talt ( 52 )  states 8 
Ho 48 Power structures will vary depending 
on the Issue area, E© Ho 12g The knowledgeables In­
des of polymorphic power will be less than 75 between 
the Issues of business and industry, and county hospi­
tal o Eo Ho 13g The knowledgeables indes of polymor­
phic power will be less than 75 between the issues of 
business and industry, and courthouse, E, H« 14* The 
knowledgeables index of polymorphic power will be 
less than 75 between the issues of county hospital 
and courthouse. E. H, I5* The power actors index 
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of polymorphic power between general affairs and 
business and Industry trill not be significanto 
E. Ho 16* The power actors index of polymorphic 
power between general affairs and courthouse will 
not be signlficanto Eo Ho 1?% The power actors 
index of polymorphic power between general affairs 
and county hospital will not be signlficanto E» H» 
IBs Kie power actors index of polymorphic power 
between general affairs and oommunity fallout shel­
ters will not be significant® Eo H. 19» ®ie power 
actors index of polymorphic power between business 
and industry9 and courthouse will not be slgnifl-
canto Eo Ho 20g The power actors index of poly­
morphic power between business and Industry9 and 
county hospital çîlll not be significant» Eo Ho 21 g 
The power actors index of polymorphic power between 
the courthouse and county hospital will not be sig­
nificant. E. H. 23t The power actor index of poly­
morphic power between the courthouse and community 
fallout shelters will not be signlficanto So H. Zkz 
ïîie power actors index of polymorphic power between 
the county hospital and community fallout shelters 
will not be signlficanto 
In summary, an analysis of the data obtained 
from knowledgeables indicated that Eo Ho 12, 13» l^ s 
20J 22J and 24 support the general hypothesis that 
power structures will vary depending on the issue 
area. E. H. 15» I69 l?, 18, 199 21g and 23 do not 
support the general hypothesis. The inspection of 
the empirical hypotheses tends to suggest that the 
power structure in specified issue areas tends to 
be monomorphic in nature. At the same time the 
data tend to suggest that the network of relations 
which are brought to bear on issues primarily of 
concern to the community change in comparison with 
issue areas which involve the community as a unit 
of a larger social system. Thus9 the power struc­
ture tends to be polymorphic in nature. 
The above findings do not indicate clear-cut 
rejection or support of the general hypothesis that 
power structures will vazy depending on the issue 
areas.B (529 p. 120-126) 
General Hypothesis IV 
Social scientists have long recognized the importance 
that personal and social characteristics and social cate-
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gorles have in the understanding of htaman behavior® Social 
stratification theorists have taken these characteristics 
and used them as indicators of social class* Then the fac-
tor of social class has been found quite a useful index of 
social behavior and helpful in understanding other aspects 
of human thought and action<> 
In the studies of Prairie City it ms recognized that 
the personal and social characteristics relevant to a power 
actor might very well vary with the issue area being con« 
sideredo For this reason the requests made of the community 
actors for the names of po^ er actors were made by issue area. 
Many of the power studies (Hunter (2^ )o D'ântonio (16)9 
Bohlenj, et ale (12g Tait (52)9 Powers (^ 3) ) have made stu­
dies of the social and personal characteristics of the power 
actorso Often these studies attempted to test if the per-
sonal characteristics of the power actors varied trith the 
issue area* 
In the report by Bohleng et al» (12) it Tiîas found that 
the community actors did differ from the power actors tîhen 
personal and social characteristics were compared«, 
They found thatg 
lo The occupations of community power actors differ 
significantly from the occupations of the general populace® 
2® The average gross family income of community power 
actors differs significantly from the average gross family 
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income of the general populace» 
3o There is a significant difference in the fonaal 
education between community power actors and a random sample 
of individuals In the community« 
Kie political orientation of poner actors differs 
significantly from the political orientation of the general 
populace e 
5o !Ihe age of the power actors differs significantly 
from that of the general populace, 
60 The power actors also differ from the general popu­
lace in home ownership, 
7e The power actors and the general populace did not 
differ significantly in the number of persons living in the 
home or in the length of residenceo 
Social status 
James West (58) an anthropologist working in 1939 did 
one of the earliest studies of a rural midwest em community o 
One of the most relevant parts of his study in terms of the 
objectives of this dissertation was the recording of the 
social stratification pattern as seen by different social 
categories within the commun!tyo Although West ms told by 
the community members "this is one place tshere everybody is 
equalo You don®t find no classes here"9 some persons were 
"respected" more than others and it was better to live on the 
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prairie than in the hillso In addition he found that the 
social stratification system was perceived differently "by 
the PlainvillerSs depending to a great degree upon their 
om place in the community as represented in Figure 1 on 
page 90» These data would seem to lend credulance to the 
logic of hypothesis four that perception of social power 
actors will be influenced by the social category of the per-
ceiver© 
Logically it would seem that if there are personal and 
social differences between power actors and community actors 
that significant differences might appear between different 
categories of community actors. As Merton (33) brought out 
in his discussion of the American Soldier even though a per­
son does not interact with other members of a social category 
his membership in this category may significantly influence 
his perception of aspects of his social environment0 One 
good example was the attitudes of men with higher formal edu­
cations toward the Army promotion system. Also it ms de­
monstrated in the case of married men versus single men in 
the acceptance of the "Justice" of their military rather than 
civilian status» 
This logic then leads to General Hypothesis 4: a com­
munity actor®s perceptions of the power structure in Prairie 
City will vary with the personal and social characteristics 
of the community actors in Prairie City, 
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General Hypothesis V 
The Prairie City community actors and the Prairie City 
power actors will perceive different power structureso 
!Eie objective of this hypothesis is to assemble the ln= 
formation given by the power actors as a group about the 
power structure and compare this with the information given 
by the community actors* 
Some recent research by Delbert Miller and James Dirksen 
(36) of Indiana University and Charles Bonjean (I3) from the 
University of North Carolina has been used to classify power 
actors into three typesî 
la Concealed leaders—seen only by the top ranking 
power actorse 
2o Visible leaders—seen by all power actors, 
3o Symbolic leaders—seen by the lower ranking 
power actors. 
It -would seem logical from the above information to 
suggest that there might very well be power actors that were 
seen by the power actors themselves that would not be recog­
nized by the community actors. 
Therefore General Hypothesis V is stated. The Prairie 
City community actors and the Prairie City power actors 
will perceive different power structures. 
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METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
The hypotheses have been developed in the theory chap« 
tero Chapter two will present the methodology used to test 
these hypotheses. The first section is a descriptive analy­
sis of the community and will describe the methods and pro­
cedures used in the collection and analysis of data, %e 
second part will consist of a description of the development 
of the epistemic correlations and the empirical measures 
used to operationalize the theoretical concepts» 
Part of the data used to test these hypotheses comes 
from data collected in a cooperative research project involv­
ing Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station 
Project Noo 1529o Sociological Studies in Civil Defense® 
Project Directors s George Mo Beal and Joe Mo Bohlen» As­
sociate Director Gerald E» Klonglan in Cooperation with the 
Office of Civil Defense, Office of the Secretary of the Army 
contract NOo OCD - OoSo - 62 •= I50 Research Subtask 4811-Do 
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Description of the Social System 
Prairie City# has a population of approximately ^ gSOO 
people and is the county seat and urban center of Midwest 
County» Prairie City and the delineated surrounding rural 
area fills the criteria of the social system as defined in 
the social system model in the theory chapter of this dis-
sertatlono The rurally-oriented city provides professional 
services, banking faoilitiesp supplies major production goods 
needed by the farm industry9 is a market for fara products9 
and offers the major necessity and convenience consumption 
goods for a large central portion of the countye There are 
siz additional communities located in the central portion of 
the county. These convenience centers are Aurora (popula­
tion 400)9 Wheatland (population 300)s Lester (population 
200)s Early (population 130)o Hutland (population 150)9 and 
Stranton (population 150)0 
Two communities offer economic competition to Prairie 
City* The economic services of Prairie City are in competi° 
tlon with Grove City tîhlch is located in Grove County» Grove 
City9 a community of 30B000J is located 16 miles north of 
the Midwest County line* A second community ^ hich provides 
T^hroughout this dissertation the names of Individual 
community actors, communities; and counties are pseudonyms 
to protect the identity of the real names» 
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economic and social services îîhich are in competition with 
those offered by Prairie City is Mapletono This community 
of SaOOO is located ttjo miles south of the Midisrest County 
line in Farm Countyo Although these two communities pro­
vide economic competition for Pzairie Cityg it is the domi­
nant social and economic locus of Midîîest County « 
Table 1 shows the population growth of both Midwest 
County and Prairie Cityo The table points out that the 
county population grew rapidly until the turn of the centuryo 
Although the population of Midwest County continued to in­
crease until 1930 9 the rate of growth declined«, The county 
reached its highest population total in 1930» ©le population 
declined relatively little during the following 30 year péri­
ode 
Table lo Population of Midwest County and Prairie City by 
selected periods 
Year Midnest County Prairie City 
I856 780 
1870 4,738 
1900 14,996 2,727 
1930 16,382 3,473 
i960 15,472 approso 4,500 
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While Midwest Cotmty reached Its population peak In 
I93O0 Prairie City continued to gro^ . In i960 the popular 
tion of the community ms approximately ifp 500» J^ ring the 
period I950-Ï96O the population of the county decreased by 
7960 but the population of Prairie City increased by 69o The 
population data reflect changes #hich are occurring in the 
rural areas of the county, ®ie migration of farm and ru2^  
residents from Mid^ rest County has not been offset by the ln= 
crease in Prairie City* 
Economically9 Prairie City is primarily dependent upon 
agriculture6 In a recent year Mid^ îest County's 1,885 farms 
sold over #44 million in crop, livestocks dairy9 and poultry 
products® Livestock products sold accounted for ^ 2992101,960 
(mainly cattle and hogs); dairy productSg #1,6079076; poultry 
and poultry products9 1^9630g6680 Crops sold amounted to 
|?11556796920 This agriculture product forms the economic 
base of both Midwest County and Prairie City» Although Prai» 
rie City is primarily a service and retail trade center for 
farmers in the surrounding rural area, there are ten small 
manufacturing plants o Among the ten manufacturing plants 
are tT7o tîhich employ between 50 and 100 people o They are a 
semi-trailer manufacturing plant and a cashing machine parts 
companyo Other manufacturing plants include tuo dairies5 
two printing shops9 a hand service tool plants a hybrid seed 
com plants concrete products firms and a feed and milling 
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company» c^h of these manufacturing plants employs less 
than ten peopleo 
The political life of Prairie City Involves two major 
oriantatlonso The first major orientation is the city gov-
emment s^ ose primary concern is the governmental affairs 
of the communityo In additions the community has a second 
major orientation in politicso As the county seat of Midwest 
Countyo Prairie City Is the center of county political acti-» 
vltieso 
B)th the local and county levels of government have been 
dominated by the Hepubllcan Party® Within the Republican 
Party there are two factions. The conservative faction* which 
includes several Prairie City power actorso controls most 
elected public offices. The liberal faction Rhich has played 
a more active role in Republican politics in recent years 
controls the party machinery© Among the most powerful in 
this group are some Prairie City power actors and farmers 
representing rural interestso Although the Democratic Party 
has not held major or local offices since 1932, in recent 
years some Democrats running for state offices have obtained 
more votes in the county than their Republican opponents® 
The political life of Prairie City and Midwest County appears 
to be highly Interrelated® 
®ie educational institutions probably provide, the com­
munity with Its largest businesso According to information 
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provided "by the Prairie City superintendent of schools j the 
community high school has an enrollment of ^ 75 students® 
The annual school budget9 including both elementary and high 
school9 is approsimately §7809000 a yearo The school system 
employs approsimately 120 people; 80 professional teachers 
and ^ 0 non-professional îjorkerso 
Mithin Prairie Citys there are I3 religious denomina» 
tionso The churches of the community, uhich are predominantly 
protestante are middle classo One of the traditions or norms 
of the community is that community members should belong to 
a church. Among the I3 denominations, the Methodists have 
the largest membership® 
As a social system» one of the elements of Prairie City 
is social powero This dissertation will focus primarily on 
the community power actors uho are perceived to have social 
power in community affairs* If the social scientist or 
change agent is to study community influentials who are per­
ceived to have power to affect the decision-maJting process 
of the community9 he must determine which community actors 
are perceived to be community power actors o 
Field Procedures and Instruments 
The following section nill discuss the approach used to 
delineate and study the community power actors in Prairie 
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City® Speclflcallys It ulll (1) state the procedures Mhlch 
were used to select the community power actors and (2) the 
field instruments tshich were used to collect data for test­
ing the social power modelo 
The methodological field procedures used to identify 
the individuals ^ o have the capability to affect the de-
cision-making process in the community is explained in this 
section. The approaches included in the research design are 
the reputationalg positional, and social participation ap­
proach* The Integration of these approaches into the re­
search will become apparent through the discussion of the 
three phases of the study îîhich will follow. These three 
phases include interviews with (a) estemal community know-
ledgeablesa (b) internal community knowledgeables« and (c) 
community power actors» 
During the first phase external community knowledgeables 
were interviewedo External community knowledgeables are per­
sons living outside Pz%irie City who are perceived to have 
general knowledge of the commun!tyo They were interviewed 
for the purpose of providing basic information about social 
power in the coamunityo 
Specifically0 the external community knowledgeables were 
needed for at least three reasons, first, they were asked to 
provide names of persons within the community who would have 
a broad knowledge of the community decision-making process» 
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Seconds the external oommwilty knowledgeables were needed to 
provide background information on past and present community 
issues» Third; they ^ ere asked to name persons whom they 
perceived to be community power actorso 
TRTO external community knoîîledgeables were interviewed 
who uere living outside Midwest County^  A former county es-
tension director of Midwest County and a newspaper editor 
living in an adjoining county tjere interviewed « Both external 
community knowledgeables had extensive knowledge of Prairie 
City, Within Midwest County, three knowledgeableso external 
to Prairie City® were intervietîed© Among this group were a 
small businessmang a veterinarian^  and a newspaper editor. 
These three external knowledgeables reside in the nearby com­
munity of Ladorao The initial phase of the field procedure 
consisted of five interviews with knowledgeable persons living 
outside Prairie Cityo 
Internal community knowledgeables 
®ie second phase of the field procedure involved inter­
views with internal community knowledgeableso These know-» 
ledgeables were named by the external community knowledgeables 
as persons having a broad knowledge of the community decision­
making processo Of the sixteen internal community knowledge-
ables InterviewedJ twelve lived in Prairie City* Four lived 
in rural or neighboring communities» (Die names and occupa-
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tions of the internal comniunlty knowledgeable s are presented 
in Table 2o 
Among the internal coœmunity knoïsledgeables were repre*» 
sentativQS of the various institutions of the coiaamnityo 
Kiey included men in edueationo agricultureg eommunicationso 
laborg politics0 business^  and government» This point is 
Illustrated in Table 2 îjhich lists the occupation of each 
internal community knowledgeableo 
Before intervieuing internal community knouledgeables 
during the second phase of the studyP a fourni field schedule* 
was prepared® The schedule was designed to obtain names of 
persons perceived to have social power in different Issue 
areas© %e internal commnity knowledgeables were asked to 
name persons they perceived to have the most pouer in the Is­
sue areas of industry* educations, business promotionp reorea-
tions governments obtaining farmer support, and general af° 
fairs o %e reputational approach ms used to the extent that 
internal community knowledgeablee were asked to provide names 
of persons they perceived to have social power» In addition 
to providing names of persons they perceived to have social 
power in seven issue areasg the internal community knowledge™ 
ables ^ ere probed to name organisations in Prairie City îîhieh 
T^his schedule Krill be referred to hereafter as the 
Knoi^ ledgeables Schedule, 
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Table 2« Inter ml oommmlty knowledgeables 
Name Occupation 
Lon Barton 
Hotîard Banger 
Steve Casey 
Ward Grey 
Paul Kohler 
Kim Aaron 
Ted Logan 
Henry Mlchalson 
Gerald Monroe 
Albert Russell 
Alton Roberts 
Eisa Riddle 
Eddy Swift 
Alma Volt 
George Young 
Spencer Meet 
Local school superintendent 
Farmer 
Newspaper reporter 
d^io station manager 
County extension director 
Retired 
Veterinarian 
Investment company co-otmer 
Insurance salesman 
Mayor 
County school superintendent 
Housewife 
Newspaper editor 
Parmer 
Union laborer 
Car salesman and local civil 
defense director 
"^ The names appearing in this table are pseudonyms to 
protect the Identity of the individuals ^ o were interviewedo 
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would be Influential in obtaining or blocking action in each 
of the issue areas» 
The social participation approach tms used to the extent 
that the Internal community knowledgeables were asked to pro= 
Tide a list of the formal organizations to which they belong-
edo They also provided Information on approximate dates of 
their membership9 percentage of meetings attended, formal po° 
sitions held) committee and board participations, and level of 
participationo The levels of participation Included local* 
county, state, reglo&al* and national» The data on formal or­
ganizations and social participation were gathered on the as­
sumption that several of the internal community knowledge»» 
ables would be selected for study during the third phase of 
the study5 ioe*, the study of community power actors* 
Community power actors 
Folloîd.ng the completion of interviewing the 16 inter­
nal community kno^ledgeables, the data were analyzed© COM-
munity actors t^ o received three or more mentions by the in­
ternal community knowledgeables in either general affairs, 
industrys or politics vexe arbitrarily established as the 
pool of community influentials in Prairie City* Two addi­
tional community actors were included in the community in­
fluential pool» MrSo Alma Volt mas included in the pool due 
to considerable evidence that she mas influential In commun-
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ity affairso There V&B evidence that she has been a power 
actor in activities in both Prairie City and Midwest Countyo 
She has participated actively in local women's organizations 
and the Midwest Goimty Bureauo Judge linger was Included 
in the community power actor pool due to evidence that he had 
power In county politicso In addition, he has played a role 
In the liberal faction of the Republican Partyo 
Twenty-slz community actors were selected for the commun­
ity power actor pool* One community actor refused to be in­
terviewed by the research team, ®ie 25 community actors lAio 
were interviewed as community power actors appear in Table 3o 
Certain selected personal and social characteristics of the 
community power actors are also presented in the table « They 
include years of éducation, occupation, years in residence, 
political orientation, average family gross income, church 
affiliation, and age* Biroughout the remainder of this dis­
sertation the community actors "Mho were In the community power 
actor pool will be referred to as community power actorso 
A separate field schedule# was prepared for the community 
power actors o One purpose of the Community Power Actors Sched­
ule was to gather data to determine the community power actors 
who are perceived to have the most social power In various 
*Thls schedule will be referred to hereinafter as the 
Community Power Actors Schedule. 
Table 3. Selected personal and social characteristics of community power actors* 
Community Years of Occupation Years in Political Average family Church Age 
power actor education residence orientation gross income affiliation 
Dick Bolt 14 Bank 29 Conservative $28,000 Congregational 62 
Republican 
Roger Beem 13 Food store owner 17 Conservative 23,500 Roman Catholic 44 
Republican 
Judge Unger 19 County judge 40 Liberal 15,000 Congregational 47 
Republican 
Vic Hahn 16 President seed 18 Conservative 18,500 Methodist 64 
corn company Democrat 
(retired) 
Frank Wink 12 Food store owner 17 Independent 9,500 Methodist 44 
Eisa Riddle 16 Housewife 26 Liberal 9,500 Methodist 50 
Republican 
Francis Edel 12 Farmer--state 51 Conservative 9,500 Methodist 63 
legislator Republican 
William Fogle 15 President Fogle 57 Conservative 11,000 - - 57 
Nurseries Republican 
Eli Fogle 15 Sales manager 33 Independent 5,500 Methodist 33 
Fogle Nurseries 
Dick Polton 14 Newspaper publisher56 Conservative 15,000 Methodist 56 
Republican 
Bill Doby 14 Insurance agency 44 Liberal 13,000 Methodist 57 
owner Republican 
Lon Barton 17 Local school 18 Independent 15,000 Methodist 59 
superintendent 
Ward Grey 13 Radio station 9 Independent 8,500 Methodist 59 
manager 
Cary Holt 16 Variety store owner59 Liberal 28,500 Methodist 59 
Republican 
"Jack Caber refused to be interviewed. 
Table 3. (Continued) 
Community Years of Occupation Years in Political Average family Church Ag( 
power actor education residence orientation gross income affiliation 
Alvin Hall 19 Attorney 30 Conservative 
Republican 
$23,500 Congregational 59 
Barry Polton 14 Newspaper business 
manager 
31 Liberal 
Republican 
11,000 Methodist 31 
Tim Heinz 7 Farmer, elevator 
owner, banker 
59 Conservative 
Republican 
18,500 United Church 
of Christ 
59 
Alma Volt 16 Farmer 24 Liberal 
Republican 
8,500 First Christian 49 
Bryce Domm 12 Manufactoring 
company 
16 Independent 15,000 Roman Catholic 43 
Blaine Newell 12 Banker 14 Conservative 
Republican 
23,500 Congregational 53 
Jackson Bull 16 Farmer 40 Liberal 
Republican 
6,500 Methodist 48 
Paul Kohler 14 County extension 
director 
14 Liberal 
Republican 
8,500 Methodist 58 
Jones Chilton 16 President hybrid 
seed corn company 
14 Liberal 
Republican 
18,500 Methodist 55 
Van Fall 12 Farmer 33 Conservative 
Republican 
4,500 Missouri Synod 
Lutheran 
33 
Barney Rollins 1 13 Assayer 27 Independent 9,500 Congregational 52 
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issue areas® Another purpose of the Community Power Actors 
Schedule was to obtain data which would permit analyzing 
îiîhether one power structure or different power structures 
are perceived on various issue areas of concern to Prairie 
City* The schedule was designed to provide data for testing 
the expected relationships among the concepts of the social 
power modelo 
To achieve the abave purposes the community power ac° 
tors were asked to rate other community power actors and them-
selves on scales designed to measure the amount of social 
power they perceived each community power actor to have in 
each of five community issue areaso Ihe issue areas were in­
dustry, pollticSo general affairs. Midwest County Planning 
Commieslonj and the civil defense eshibit® The community 
power actors perceived to have the most power in each issue 
area can be determined® In addition, the Issues can be com-
pared to determine whether one power structure Is perceived 
for each of the different issue areas or whether power struc­
tures are perceived to vary depending on the issue areaso 
This design used the reputational approach to the extent that 
the power structures were determined based on the Judgments 
of the community power actorso 
The research design used in the final phase included the 
social participation approach® Each community power actor 
was asked to provide a list of the formal organizations to 
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Rhloh he belongedo In addition, the community power actors 
provided information on approximate dates of membershipp per­
centage of meetings attended9 formal positions held, committee 
and board participation and level of participation* ®ie lev­
els of participation included local, county, state, regional, 
and nationalo 
The Community Power Actor Schedule raas designed to gath­
er data on social interaction patternso Each community power 
actor provided data on the degree to #hloh he knew other com­
munity power actors e> Information was also obtained on the 
visiting patterns among community power actors. 
To summarize briefly, the field procedure consisted of 
three phases® They mere (1) interviews #lth external commun­
ity knowledgeables« (2) interviews with internal community 
knouledseables« and (3) interviews with community power actorso 
Field schedules were constructed for the interviewing during 
the second and third phaseso This research design combined 
different approaches to the study of social power0 Some of 
the description of the methodology of the power actor phase 
of the Prairie City studies has appeared in previous reports 
by members of the research team» 
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The Prairie City Commiinity Actor Study 
During the latter part of February and the first of March 
of 1963 a sample^  ^of adult p iaal©D members ^ over 21 years of 
age, of households in the Prairie City commmlty were inter-
viewedo One of the objectives of this study raas to learn more 
about how members of a community isho were not power actors 
would perceive the community and its decision makerso If 
there were differences in these perceptions It ms hoped to 
learn more about the bases of these differences« 
Kie limits of the community ïîere defined by asking the 
very knowledgeable county extension director to dra^  on a map 
of the county the limits of the Prairie City community« Mr* 
Kohler the extension director had been a resident of Prairie 
City for 14 years and ms well acquainted tjith the entire 
county as well as the Piairle City commuaityo The extension 
staff had sponsored and worked on a large number and variety 
of projects in the county* The extension staff has been rated 
as one of the best in the United Stateso The map dram tgr MTo 
Kohler is shoim on page 11Do 
•Eie sample me divided into two partsp the Prairie City 
sample and the "open country'^  sampleo 
A total of 96 males over 21 years of age were interviewed 
*The members of this sample will be referred to herein­
after as the community actors. 
Map lo Map of Midwest County showing location and relative 
size of to^ s and villages, "Hie approximate bound­
ary of the Prairie City community is indicated by 
the broken line 
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from the 1*614 urban households in Prairie City© The urban 
area ms divided into 218 blocks and the sample blocks were 
selected in a random mannero These blocks were also city 
blocks» Sizty-five percent of the total sample (W = 148) 
members were from the urban sampleo 
There were 52 men interviewed from the rural area of the 
communityo The rural area contained 585 households %hich 
were counted by tuo members of the research teamo These 585 
households were then divided into 10? blocks from %hioh the 
sample blocks were selected in a random manner. These rural 
blocks usually contained about 640 acres. Thirty-five per­
cent (N = 148) of the sample members came from the rural por­
tion of the communityo 
A total of 4o tomi blocks and 15 open country blocks 
were selected to represent the urban and rural areas of the 
communityo 
Epistemic Correlations 
This section of the chapter on methodology will describe 
the methods and procedures used In the collection and analysis 
of datao 
How the theory i£ ^  ^ tested 
The history and background of the general hypotheses and 
their development was outlined in the chapter on theory. The 
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major concepts were defined and some relationships between 
these concepts were hypotheslzedo 
One of the major concerns of a sociologist is to develop 
accurate empirical measures of theoretical conceptso This is 
especially important in an area like social power •which has 
been made the object of empirical study only in recent yearso 
For this reason the concepts are generally not highly devel­
oped at either the conceptual or the empirical level» This 
development of concepts must involve the process of estab­
lishing the logical relationship between the theoretical con­
cept and the operationalized measure of this concepto lEils 
step has been formalized in this dissertation into a step re­
ferred to as an epistemlc correlation* HSiese eplstemic cor­
relations are similar to assumptions in that they are logi­
cal in nature and are not subject to being tested ty obser­
vation» This steps î^ lch is sometimes dealt with as the pro­
blem of validltyg states the relationship between the opera­
tional measure and the theoretical concept it is intended to 
measure » 
These eplstemic correlations are defined by Northrop ass 
^ooocoa relation joining an unobserved component of 
anything designated b7 & concept by postulation to 
its directly inspected component denoted by a con­
cept by Intultlonoooan eplstemic correlation joins 
the aesthetic component of a thing to its theoretic 
component," (40, po II9) 
This type of analysis of social power is relatively nen 
and although &)hlen9 et al» (12), Powers (43), Tait (52), 
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and Marshall (30) have used analytical concepts in their meth­
odology similar to those in this dissertations the concepts 
are still In the process of development» Most other studies 
have either been primarily a descriptive analysis or there 
has been only a brief presentation of the methodology in­
volved in the studyo For these reasons the devices necessary 
for accurate measuring of social power are not highly dev©l= 
opedo 
%e measuring devices presented in this dissertation 
have not exhausted all the possible alternative methods for 
measuring social power® The devices used will need to be 
retested and ne^  devices developed for future studies» This 
dissertation's procedure for analysis should be of use in 
providing insights and alternatives for future studieso 
Epistemle correlations 
The purpose of this section of the discussion of meth» 
odology is to derive the epistemle correlations and state the 
emplrlcsil hypotheses o 
ThQ esistence of social power 
The attempt to demonstrate the existence of social potger 
serves several purposes 8 (1) It will tend to support or not 
support a postulate tîhich is not often tested9 (2) it pro­
vides an opportunity for the development of more accurate 
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concepts related to social power, (3) it is a demonstmtion 
of a method of analysiso 
General Hypothesis I 
Social pouerj ioGo, the capacity to control others^  ex­
ists in the Prairie City community« 
One dimension of social power ms previously defined 
as having two components 8 authority and Influenceo An at­
tempt will be made to test the existence of both of these com­
ponents» As there is logically a strong possibility of much 
interaction between these two components an attempt was made 
to test the more ""ideal" forms of authority and influence» 
â» S® (Sub-Hypothesis) I 
Authority exists in the Prairie City community» 
Authority is defined as the capability to control the 
behavior of others as determined by the members of the so­
cial système Established authority always resides in a sta° 
tus-role within a recognized social system and not in the in­
dividual as such» The incumbent of a status-role or office 
cannot take the authority with him upon leaving the office» 
The fact that there exist status-roles In written form 
which have been defined by group members can bs one indica­
tion of the existence of social power» It should be remem­
bered that power is not a simple one way process and that in 
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the definition of status-roles the authority roles often have 
well defined sets of obligations to the lower ranking members 
of the sub-system* But defined in the status-roles are the 
channels of power and the interrelated status-roleso 
The following eplstemlc correlation can be stated? 
Epistemic correlation 1_ 
Written constitutions of organizations^  local govern­
mental documents and tables of organization which enumerate 
formal status-roles In sub-systems of the community consti­
tute evidence that authoritative power exists in Prairie 
City, 
So Ho II 
Influence exists in the Prairie City communityo 
Influence is defined as that capability to control the 
behavior of others which is not formally designated in the 
authority component of the status-role* 
The eserclse of influence then logically requires that 
social power be exercised within the following limitations» 
(a)o That the actor exercising the power not be acting 
tîithln a formal pattern of a status-role which 
would be authority» 
(b)o That an actor control the behavior of another actor» 
%e control of behavior is sometimes quite covert in so­
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cial system situationso Actors modify their behavior on the 
basis of their understanding of the other actors, themselves9 
and of the situation» Therefore overt action is not neces­
sary in many cases to esert control over persons in a social 
situation* A good illustration of this is the eagerness Mhich 
citizens have for the presence of policemen or patrol cars* 
In most cases it is not #iat they do but ï^ at does not hap­
pen vhen they are presento But the tacit nature of many forms 
of influence make it difficult to detect in some cases. 
Thus the following epistemic correlations can be stated s 
Eo Co 2 
%e existence of social power as influence in Prairie 
City will be measured by the instances in which community 
actors in Prairie City are found to have been influenced by 
other community actorso (These events will be referred to 
as the instances of exercised power,) The Instances referred 
to in this dissertation will be classified as instances of 
predominantly influential social power* 
E. 0. 1 
The existence of social power in Prairie City as in­
fluence will be measured by the instances in which actors 
in Prairie City have legitimized action programs with power 
actors o 
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(Hie term legitimation refers to the act of giving sanc­
tion for action® The ultimate legitimation of any action 
program is the acceptance or rejection of the program by 
the "^ target" audiences As these members of the '"target"' 
audience are usually members of a social system %lth regu­
larized forms of behavior there are often selected members 
who are looked to for '^ authority"e justifications or ^ 'license 
to act^ e This type of sanction is defined as legltlmatlono 
S. H. Ill 
Community actors will perceive social pother to exist 
In the Prairie City communityo (%e discussion in the theo­
retical section explains the logical relationship between 
the existence of social power and social power being per­
ceived* ) 
Me lo Thomas set forth the theorem that in the world of 
human behaviors "If men define situations as real9 they are 
real in their consequenceso(33s Po ^ 21) #ien this theorem 
is applied to the area of social power the fact that commun­
ity actors perceive other members of their community to be 
power actors is a measure of the social power of the power 
actors6 
®iuSs epistemic correlation four can be stated s 
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Eo Co ± 
The naming of power actors in Prairie City toy community 
actors la a measure of the ©sistenee of social poî?er in 
Prairie City® 
So Ho IV 
Community actors in Prairie City nlll perceive that the 
quantity of social power is not equally divided among the 
actors in the social system of Prairie Cltyo 
Sub-hypothesis four logically follows three and is de­
signed to clarify it by questioning if the community actors 
perceive that the social power is unequally distributed among 
the members of the social system* 
It was pointed out in the theory chapter that there ex­
ists among some United States citizens a strong feeling that 
all members of a democracy are equal o It ms also pointed 
out that there were other segments of the society that feel 
that In actuality the power is concentrated In some ''class" 
or "elitegroup or groups* 
It is one of the objectives of this dissertation to learn 
more about ho^  Prairie City community actors perceived the so-= 
cial po^ er to be distributed in Prairie City, Indications 
might come from statements made,by the community actors con° 
cemlng this ideas Following the logic of M. I@ Thomas® 
theorem, if a large number of community actors would perceive 
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one community member to have social power and other community 
members are never mentioned as having power it would be an 
indication that some community members have more social po^ -
er than otherso 
Also if the community actors are able to rank the power 
actors on the 11 point scale designed to measure "amount of 
power" then this act would Indicate that the community actors 
raere able to conceive of power as varying and existing on a 
continuumo 
Thus Eo Co five can be stated8 
E. i 
If some Prairie City conununity actors are named a large 
number of times as having social power in Prairie City and 
other community actors are named seldom or never then the 
fact of unequal distribution of social power among the Prai­
rie City actors will be confirmed <> 
General Hypothesis II 
Community actors In Prairie City will perceive power 
actors to act in concerto 
Unfortunately the community actors were not asked dl=. 
rectly if they believed that the power actors acted In con­
cert* However soclograms were presented in the report by 
Bohlen, et alo (12) which indicated a considerable amount of 
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social interaction among some groups of power actorso One 
logical step from this Information would, be to attempt to 
determine if the community actors saw the Interaction among 
power actors to mean that the power actors worked together 
toward agreed upon objectiveso Several of the respondents 
made remarks during the interview relevant to this pointo 
Thus the following epistemic correlation may be statedg 
Eo Co 6 
The exercise of social power ^  concert in Prairie City 
will be measured by the instances of stated perceptions of 
this concert by Prairie City community actors® 
General Hypothesis III 
The power actors in Prairie City perceived to be most 
influential by the community actors in Prairie City will vary 
with the issue area In which power is perceived to be exer­
cised. 
The respondents were asked by means of open end ques­
tions to indicate the names of community members who in the 
opinions of the respondents had influence in the areas of 
general affairs, business and industry* politics5 (Republi­
cans Democratic and "friends who had influence In politics'"')5 
who had Influence with farmers; with whom they could legl-» 
timize a program and those who were "future leaders" in the 
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communityo The areas of "legitimizers" and '''future leaders'^  
were considered to be of a different dimension than "issue 
area^  and are to not be compared ^ th the other stated cate­
gories o 
The data are to be tested vjith the following objectives 
in minds 
lo To determine if the same power actors are named in 
different issue areaso 
2o To determine If the arrangement of the power ac= 
tors varies between issue areas If the power ac­
tors are the same. 
These then are polymorphic, monomorphic testae The fol­
lowing eplstemic correlation may be stated8 
go Co Z 
%e extent to xîhioh social power in Prairie City is 
monomorphic or polymorphic will be measured by the extent 
of duplication in power actors in Prairie City perceived to 
have power in several issue areas» 
General Hypothesis IV 
Community actors" perceptions of the power structure 
in Prairie City will vary with the personal and social char= 
acteristlcs of the community actors in Prairie City» 
The personal and social characteristics which are hy-
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potheslzed to be related to a knowledge of social power fall 
into 13 categories» Often more than one empirical measure 
is used to gauge each of these I3 areas« 
Thèse variables are not presented as independent cate= 
gorieso In fact almost all of the variables have some areas 
of theoretical overlap» ®ie author has made some arbitrary 
judgments about the boundaries between categorieso The sta­
tistical analysis Is designed to detect this overlap by the 
use of Intercorrelatlon so this selection of arbitrary bound­
aries Is not considered to be a problem» 
It has been the practice in this dissertation to present 
an epistemlc correlation with each of the general hypotheses 
and often more If there are several empirical hypotheses» 
However, due to the similarity of the empirical hypotheses 
in General Hypothesis IV5 this procedure seems unduly re­
petitious o Therefore5 one more general type statement of 
this postulate will be made» It is postulated that each of 
the measures stated in the empirical hypotheses will be 
measures of the personal or social characteristics which 
they were designed to measure » 
Thus epistemlc correlation eight can be statedg 
E, C, 8 
The correlation coefficient between the community so­
cial power knowledge score and the social or personal char-
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acterlstics of the Prairie City comiminity actors is a measure 
of the relationship between the community social power know­
ledge score and the characteristico 
80 Ho I 
The higher the Prairie City community actors' social 
status the greater will be their knowledge of social power 
in Prairie City» 
le The social status of the community actors» 
2, Gross family income0 
3o Home ownership. 
S, Ho II 
The Prairie City community actors' knowledge of social 
power in Prairie City will vary with the life cycle stage 
of the community actor, 
lo Age of the respondent is the empirical measure. 
So Ho m 
ïhe greater the education of the Prairie City community 
actors the greater will be their knowledge of social power 
in Prairie City* 
lo Formal education of the respondent is the empirical 
measure « 
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8. H. IV 
The greater the Integration of the Prairie City com­
munity actors Into the Prairie City social system the greater 
will be their knowledge of social power In Prairie Cityo 
lo Rural or urban residenceo 
2o Total attendance in all organizations* 
3o Total weighted office score in all organization» 
Attitude toward the community and its leadership® 
5o Number of years of residence In the communityo 
60 Number of hours per week spent in community actl-
vltieso 
7o Participation of the community actors in commun­
ity decisionso 
So Ho V 
Prairie City community actors i-Jho identify with the Re­
publican party T>îlll have more knowledge of the social power 
in Prairie City than those power actors î^ o identify them­
selves as being either independent or Démocrate 
lo Political affiliation—method of scoring lo 
2o Political affiliation--method of scoring II0 
So Ho W 
There will be a positive correlation between the Prai­
rie City community actors* knowledge of social power and a 
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weighted combination of his personal and social character-
isticso 
Eo Co 2 
The multiple correlation coefficient will measure the 
relationship between the community social power knowledge 
score and a weighted combination of the personal and social 
characteristics of community actors in Prairie Citye 
After the personal and social characteristics have been 
related to the dependent variables by Pearson r correlation 
coefficient an attempt will be made to predict the variance 
In the community actors' community social power knowledge 
score0 
Epistemic correlation nine is a logical outgrowth of 
the previous sub-hypothesis of general hypothesis four which 
sought to test the relation of the community actor"s percep­
tion of the power structure and his personal and social char­
acteristics* If this is sog as is hypothesized, then it 
should be possible to develop a predictive model of the know­
ledge which a community actor possesses of the power struc­
ture from his personal and social characteristicso A more 
graphic presentation of this model is shown in Model 
General Hypothesis V 
The Prairie City community actors and the Prairie City 
power actors will perceive different power structureso 
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Model I< 
Independent variable Dependent variable 
The "point of view" devel­
oped by a person occupying 
particular status-=roles in 
th e commun!ty o 
Assembled information of 
personal and social char­
acteristics® 
Ezteneive cognitive under-
standing of the social power 
actors6 
V 
Relatively high community 
social power knowledge score* 
If the community actors perceive different power actors 
depending upon their personal and social characteristics 
then it would seem likely that the community actors would 
also perceive a different arrangement of the power actors 
within an Issue area* If this is so then the following @pl« 
stemic correlation may be stated2 
Eo Co 10 
Eie rank order correlation between the power structure 
as seen by the community actors in Prairie City and the pow= 
er actors In Pisirie City will measure the relationship be­
tween these two perceptions. 
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Empirical Hypotheses 
The purpose of this section Is to restate in full the 
general hypotheses and to state in the form of empirical 
hypotheses the ezpected direction of relationships between 
the measures set forth in the epistemic correlationso 
G. Ho I 
Social power, i«e»o the capacity to control others» es° 
ists in the Prairie City communityo 
So Ho 1 Authority exists in the Prairie City com­
munity o 
Eo Ho  ^ Investigation of the Prairie City social 
system will reveal the existence of written constitutions 
of organisationsJ local governmental documents and tables 
of organizations of various local sub-systems <, 
So Ho 2 Influence exists in the Prairie City commun­
ity, 
Eo Ho 2 There will be instances of exercised influ­
ence in the Prairie City communityo 
Eo Ho 3 There çrill be instances of legitimized so-
clal action in the Prairie City communityo 
So Ho 2 Community actors will perceive social poner 
to exist in the Prairie City community» 
Eo Ho 4 Community actors in Prairie City will pro­
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vide names of persons perceived to have power in Piairie 
Cltyo 
The following is an example of the question asked in 
the area of general affairs and nas repeated with slight 
modification to find those persons i^ ho the respondent per­
ceived to be the power actors in Prairie City in the areas 
of business and industry, and politics In addition to the 
area of general affairs» 
"(Biere are many decisions made in a community 
in which individuals and organizations can, and do, 
take part» We would like to have your opinion of 
how specific individuals and organizations in (Prairie 
City) would relate themselves to community situations., 
We realize that some of these individuals and organi­
zations may be for a specific proposal, or they may 
be against it» However9 the position they might take 
on a specific issue Is not our concerne Our concern 
is merely find the people of influence in commun­
ity decl8ion-making«'-r®gardless of the stariS^  tkey 
might takeo" 
"lOo First, in your opinion* who are the most influ­
ential people in the (Prairie City) community? 
He would like you to name the individuals in 
this community who you think are most influen­
tial whether you know them personally or nota" 
(from the intiî^ liïï-ich^ le p. 8) 
So Ho 4 Community actors in Pi^ irie City will per­
ceive that the quantity of social power is not equally di­
vided among the actors in the social system of Prairie Cltyo 
Eo Ho 5. Some of the actors in the Prairie City com­
munity will be named as having social power more often than 
other actorso Data from sub-hypothesis three will also be 
used to support this empirical hypothesis® 
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G. Ho 11 
Community actors in Prairie City td.ll perceive power 
actors to act in concert* 
Eo Ho 6 Prairie City community actors will make 
statements Indicating they perceive Prairie City power ac­
tors to act in concerto 
Wo specific questions were asked in this area. Data 
to support this empirical hypothesis were volunteered when 
asked various questions» 
Go Ho III 
The power actors in Prairie City perceived to be most 
influential by the community actors in Prairie City will vary 
with the Issue area in which power is perceived to be ezer= 
clsed. 
Eo Ho 2 Power actors in Prairie City will not be 
perceived by the community actors to be influential in more 
than one Issue area» If over 50 percent of the power actors 
appearing in two different issue areas are the same it will 
be considered to be monomorphico 
In the section of concept definition polymorphic power 
structure was defined as a structure of power in which dif­
ferent persons are the most powerful in different community 
issue areas 0 If a social system had a completely polymor­
phic power structure then each Issue area would be dominated 
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by power actors #10 were not power actors In any other issue 
area* 
There are problems associated with this approach to 
power structure—=one of these problems is that of salienceo 
That isJ if a social system (community) is monomorphic then 
the major issue areas in the community must have their top 
power positions filled by power actors who are also power 
actors in other major issue areas. The key word Is "major®® 
for the root of the problem revolves around the question of 
who rules in a pluralistic social system. In most communities 
there is a rather broad spectrum of issues of some concern to 
the local residentso If social power is to be studied to ob­
tain an accurate picture of power in the total community some 
judgment must be made in regard to the salience of the issue 
area* Salient then is used in the sense of how significant 
is an issue area when viewed in relation to its importance 
and relevance as compared with other Issues which esist in 
the community. The logical step is that those power actors 
trtio control the most salient Issue areas in the community are 
the ones who rule in a pluralistic social système Table 4 
gives some indication of the relative salience of issue areas 
in Prairie Cltyo 
The determination of which issue areas were salient In 
Prairie City was made by the members of the research team 
after studying the perceptions of the community knowledge-
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ableso These areas were general affairs9 business and in­
dustry, and politics. This decision has prepared the vj&y 
for empirical hypothesis number seveno 
Table 4. An indication of salience 
This is the total number of names given by the community ac­
tors when they were asked to name power actorso (These are 
not all different personso) 
Area Number 
General affairs 614 
Business and Industry 461 
Influential with farmers 312 
Republican politics 256 
Legltlmizers 253 
Future leaders 236 
Democratic politics 120 
Friends in politics 115 
Total 2,367 
In some areas there Is no power structure because no one 
Is interested in the Issue area* The number of names men­
tioned above may be some indication of how relevant the is­
sue area may be considered to be in the community« 
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Go H, IV 
Community actors® perceptions of the power structure in 
Prairie City Will vary with the personal and social charac­
teristics of the community actors in Prairie City* 
Dependent variables 
Pour measures of the community actor"s knowledge of so­
cial power in Prairie City» 
Dependent variable Community social power knowledge 
score on general affairs In the previous study of the 
community power actors of Prairie City, the power actors 
were asked to rate on a 0-11 scale how influential the other 
power actors were in the area of general affairs. Prom this 
informations a mean score was computed for each power actor 
in the area of general affairso In computing a community 
social power knowledge score for the community actors in this 
studyp the community actors were asked to name those persons 
most Influential in general affairs in the community of Prai­
rie City, For every power actor who was a member of the 26 
power actors (of the power actor study) named by the respond 
entj he was assigned the mean score of that power actor in 
that issue area* 
Dependent variable 2 Community social power knowledge 
score on business and industry In the previous study of 
the community power actors of Prairie City, the power actors 
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were asked to rate on a 0-11 scale how influential the other 
power actors were in the area of "business and Industry. Prom 
this Information, a mean score was computed for each power 
actor in the area of "business and industry» In computing a 
community social power knowledge score for the community ac­
tors in this study, the community actors were asked to name 
those persons most influential in "business and industry in 
the community of Prairie City* For every power actor named 
by the respondent who was a member of the 26 power actors 
(of the power actor study) he was assigned the mean score of 
that power actor in that issue area. 
Dependent variable 2 Community social power knowledge 
score on politics In the previous study of the community 
power actors of Prairie Cityg the power actors were asked to 
rate on a 0-11 scale how influential the other power actors 
were in the area of politics* Prom this infoimation a mean 
score was computed for each power actor in the area of poli­
tics « In computing a knowledge score for the community ac­
tors in this studys the community actors were asked to name 
those persons most influential in politics in the community 
of Prairie Cityo Por every power actor named by the respond­
ent îrtio was a member of the 26 power actors (of the power 
actor study) he was assigned the mean score of that power ac­
tor in that issue area. 
Dependent variable 4 Summated community social power 
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knowledge score The total knowledge score was computed 
by adding the community social power knowledge scores on 
general affairs9 business and Industryj and politics of each 
respondent (hereinafter referred to as community social power 
So Ho i %e higher the Prairie City community actors 
social status the greater will be their knowledge of social 
power In Prairie City* 
Ec Ho 8 The higher the Prairie City community actors® 
interpolated North-Hatt social status score the higher will 
be his community social power knowledge score» 
Social status refers to the position an individual holds 
In a social system as perceived by other community actors® 
This ranking is usually made on the basis of the rated actors 
possession of those characteristics which are given high value 
In the social systemo In the United States social status is 
often called socio-economic status and is assigned on the 
basis of possessing such institutional symbols as age» income5 
occupations, religions and other characteristics which may be 
observed and evaluated© 
Bohlen, et al» (12) have indicated that power actors are 
generally professional or business people, ioeog upper mid-
die classo (125 po 49) Kiis fact combined with Homans® ob­
servation that people interact with other persons of equal 
rank (23) because to interact with those of lower status may 
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endanger one®s status, forms the basis of this hypothesis» 
If power actors are of upper middle class status then they 
will be more easily recognized by upper middle class persons 
because those are the persons with whom they interact most 
ofteno 
The measure of social status used in this dissertation 
is an interpolation of the North-Hatt Occupational Prestige 
Scale which was developed but unpublished by Ward ^ uder and 
Lee Burchinai in I96I0 This scale is presented in Appendix 
Ao It was an attempt to bring up to date the well tested and 
accepted scale of North and Hatt, 
Table 5 is a distribution of the community actors by 
the interpolated North-Hatt scaleo 
Eo Ho 2 The higher the gross family income of the 
Prairie City community actors the higher will be their com­
munity social power knowledge scores* 
Income is a very important Indicator of social status 
and was Included for this reason* The family is the basic 
social unit in Prairie City beyond the individual and since 
many women now work to supplement the income of the family 
this measure specifically Includes all family incomeo 
Table 6 shows the distribution of the gross family in­
come of the community actors by categoryo 
Eo Ho 1^  Prairie City community actors K^ o own their 
own homes will have higher community social power knowledge 
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Table 5° X2I Distribution of community actors by interpo» 
lated North-Hatt scale 
Social status score Number Percent 
44-^ 9 2 lo4 
50-59 20 13.5 
60-69 39 26.3 
70-79 84 56.8 
80-89 3 2o0 
Total 148 100 
Possible range of scores = 33-96 
Actual range of scores = 44-89 
Mean = 69*51 
Table 6» Xgo Distribution of the gross family Income of 
 ^ community actors by category 
Category Number Percent 
Under $5,000 43 29.1 
#5,000-#7,999 46 31.1 
#8,000-#ll,999 32 21.6 
$12*000 and over 27 18o2 
Total 148 lOOoO 
Mean Income = approximately #79000 
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scores than those who do not own their own homes» 
One of the major economic investments of most of the 
families in Prairie City is their homco Also home ounership 
may indicate integration into the commsinlty and an acceptance 
of middle class valueso 
Table 7 shows the distribution of community actors by 
home ownership category. 
Table 7» X23 Distribution of community actors by home 
ownership category 
Questions Do you om your owi home? 
Response Number Percent 
No 51 34,5 
Yes 97 65o5 
Total 148 100,0 
So Ho 2 %e Prairie City community actors® knowledge 
of social power in Prairie City will vary with the life cycle 
stage of the community actor® 
Eo Ho 1_1 The greater the age of the community actors 
in Prairie City the higher will be their community social 
power knowledge score* 
Life cycle has a logical relationship to social power 
knowledge because an accurate understanding of how the social 
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system functions requires intimate contact with the system» 
It would seem that older members of the system would have 
had more contact with the system over a period of years» Also 
many times the period of time in the cycle of life tAien men 
and women have the most time to devote to community activi­
ties is #ien they have reached middle age and do not have the 
care of young children and pressing financial burdenso Age 
was then selected as an indicator of life cycleo 
Table 8 shows the distribution of the community actors 
by age category <> 
Table 8» Xgk Distribution of community actor age by cate­
gory 
Age Number Percent 
Under 30 years 29 19.6 
30-39 years 35 23.6 
40-49 years 29 19O6 
50-59 years 26 17.6 
60-69 years 20 l3o5 
70 years and over 9 6»! 
Total 148 100.0 
Actual range of ages = 22-80 
Mean age = 4^,97 
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Sc. Ho 2. The greater the education of the Prairie 
City community actors the greater will be their knowledge 
of social power in Prairie Cltyo 
Eo Ho ^ The greater the number of years of foimal 
education of the Prairie City community actors the higher 
will "be their community social power knowledge score» 
Social power is a concept which to be understood requires 
the ability to deal with abstractionse As the acquiring of 
this ability is one objective of education and is necessary 
for academic achievement, community actors with the greater 
amount of schooling would be expected to have more facility 
in dealing with the concept of social powero 
Formal education also offers opportunities to look at 
new social situations and would then give the educated per­
son more opportunities to become acquainted with social power* 
It is recognized by the author that all education is not of 
the "formal" variety and to this extent the measure of edu­
cation by years of school is limited. 
Table 9 shows the distribution of the community actors 
by formal education categoryo 
So Ho 4 %e greater the Integration of the Prairie 
City community actors into the Prairie City social system 
the greater will be their knowledge of social power in Prai­
rie Cltyo 
Eo H. ^  Prairie City community actors who maintain 
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Table 9» X25 Distribution of community actors by formal 
education category 
Years of education Number Percent 
of years 
Eighth grade or less « 8 years or less 42 23.4 
Some high school = 9 to 11 years 25 16.9 
High school graduate - 12 years 50 33.8 
Some college - I3 to I5 years 15 10,1 
College graduate - 16 years 7 4.7 
Graduate work - I7 to 20 years 9 6.1 
Total 148 100,0 
Actual number of years = 7-20 years 
Mean number of years = 11.21 years 
an urban residence will have higher community social pouer 
knowledge scores than those who maintain a rural residences, 
In this dissertation community integration will be 
measured with several aspects in mind, 
The first aspect is that of space® It is a truism that 
community actors would Interact more with those other com­
munity actors Wno are most convenient from a geographical 
point of vieîTo As the focal point of the Prairie City com­
munity power activities is in Prairie City those persons w.io 
live in Prairie City mould seem to have greater opportunities 
to learn about social power in Prairie City. For this rea­
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son the community actors were dichotomized as either rural 
or urbane 
Table 10 gives the categorization of the community ac­
tors by location of residenceo 
Table 10» Xoq Categorization of community actors by loca­
tion of residence 
Location Code Number Percent 
Urban 1 $6 64,9 
Rural 2 52 35»1 
Total 148 lOOoO 
E, Ho ^ The higher the attendance of Prairie City 
community actors In all community voluntary organizations 
the higher will be their community social power knowledge 
scoreso 
The attendance scores were computed by the following 
procedure s 
1o The respondent was asked to name the voluntary or­
ganizations of which he ms a membero 
2o The respondent was then asked g 
"First, we would like to talk with you about 
the organizations to which you belong. On card 1 
you will find a list of organizations which are com­
mon to many (midwest) communities. For convenience, 
we have divided them Into several categories; civic, 
lit-2 
farm, and so on» ¥e®d like to go through this list 
and have you tell us whether or not you have "been a 
member of each organization during the last 12 months. 
For each organization to which you belong, we®11 ask 
several additional questions»" (from the Interview 
schedule) 
3o The respondent was then asked g "l#iat percentage 
of the meetings of this organization did you attend during 
the past 12 months?" 
4, The percentage of meetings which the respondent had 
attended was assigned points according to the following for­
mulas 
Points Percentage of meetings attended 
0 0-9 
1 10-19 
2 20-29 
3 30-39 
4- 40-49 
5 50-59 
6 60-69 
7 70-79 
8 80-89 
9 90-99 
5» The points were then summed for all the organizations 
of which the respondent was a membero 
Table 11 is a distribution of the community actors by 
their attendance scores in all voluntary organizations. 
The average community actor belongs to about 3.3 organl-
lk-3 
Table 11. Xoc Distribution of community actors by attend­
ance scores In all voluntary organizations 
Attendance score Number Percent 
00 25 16.9 
1-9 41 27.7 
10-19 39 26,4 
20-29 14 9.5 
30-39 11 7o4 
40-49 6 4,1 
50-59 5 3.3 
60-69 5 3o3 
70-79 1 0.7 
80-89 1 0,7 
Total 148 100.0 
zations and on the average attends approximately 50 percent 
of the meetingso 
Eo Ho ^  The higher the Prairie City community ac­
tors total office score (weighted) for all community volun­
tary organizations 5 the higher will be their community so­
cial power knowledge scores» 
This variable represents an attempt to measure commun­
ity Integration by the amount of leadership responsibility 
the respondent held at the time of the interview or had held 
1# 
in the past five years. The respondents were asked, "Are 
you now or have you been an officer in this organization dur­
ing the past five years? Mhat were these offices?®' (from 
interview schedule) The higher ranking offices are given 
greater weights according to the following formulas 
Office weight Office 
5 President or chairman of 
executive board 
4 Vice president 
3 Secretary, treasurer, or 
secretary-treasurer 
2 Member of executive board 
or committee chairman 
1 Committee member of minor 
office holder (historian, 
reporter) 
0 Is not an officer 
The scores used in this scale were obtained by a summa­
tion of all of the individual office weight scores of the 
respondento Table 12 gives the distribution of community 
actors by totals of weighted office scores in all voluntary 
organizations » 
One of the factors relevant to an understanding of the 
community actors and their relationship with the power actors 
is the attitude which the community actors hold in relation 
to the community and its leadershlpo "The term attitude re­
fers to certain regularities of an individual's feelings, 
thoughts, and predispositions to act toward some aspect of 
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Table 12» Distribution of community actors 1:^ totals 
of weighted office scores (all voluntary 
organizations) 
Office score Number Percent 
00 94 63.5 
1-4 25 l6o8 
5-9 15 10.1 
10-14 9 6ol 
15-19 2 1,4 
20-24 2 1,4 
25-29 1 0.7 
Total 148 100,0 
Actual range of scores = 0-29 
Mean = 2*46 
his environment0" (49j Po 97) An attitude is an hypotheti­
cal construct ^ ich cannot be directly observed but must be 
inferred* ISius the validity of specific attitudes has been 
the subject of extended study and debate (Krech & Crutch-
field (27)B Jenkins (26), Marland (55) )<> It is not the pur­
pose of this dissertation to make an extensive study of atti­
tude development and analysis c. The scale #iioh tms used ms 
developed for the purpose of classification. The scale items 
are assumed to be additive items of a Likert-type scale. 
There is no order of item sequence implied. Major criteria 
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for an acceptable scale of this type are assumed, to be s 
lo That the item be logically related to the atti­
tude under consideration from a sociological 
point of view* 
2o That the items correlate positively :flth each 
othero 
3o Homogeneity be indicated by relatively high 
correlations between items© 
Relatively high correlations between the items 
and the total score of the scale (see Table 13)o 
The scale met these criteria. 
Table I3» Table of the intercorrelations of the items and 
the total score in the attitude tomrd a community 
and its leadership scale 
— — — ïotal 
Item score 
number 1234 5676
1 I0OOOO+ 
2 .4109+ 1.0000+ 
3 .3222+ .5334+ 1.0000+ 
4 .2699+ «2448+ .3510+ 1.0000+ 
5 .2039+ .2464+ .2771+ ,4413+ 1.0000+ 
6 .3130+ .3334+ .4851+ .6986* .3703+ 1.0000+ 
7 .2681+ .2546+ .3783+ .4976+ .4114+ .5471+3.0000+ 
Total 
score 
8 .58604 .66754 .7125+ .7240+ .60254 .7807+ .6877+1.0000+ 
14? 
E. Ho ^  The higher the scores (the more positive 
the attitude) of the Prairie City community actors on the 
attitude toward the community and Its leaders scale^ the 
higher will be their community social power knowledge scores„ 
Table 14 gives the distribution of the community actors 
on a scale of community actors' attitude toward the community 
and Its leadership. 
Table 14» %-i Attitude toward the community and Its leader-
ship 
Distributions of community actors on seven items of a scale 
of community actors* attitude toward the Prairie City commun­
ity and its leadership 
Item number 1 Which of the following statements best de­
scribes your feelings regarding the amount of 
Influence you have on decisions in this com­
munity? 
Points Statements Number Percent 
0 This town is run by a small group 21 l4o2 
of people and I have no influence» 
2 I have a vote just like everyone else, 79 53o3 
but I really have very little influ­
ence. 
3 I have never really thought about 8 51 
how much Influence I have. 
4 I think I have just as much influence 30 20o3 
as anyone else in this community. 
6 I think I have more Influence than 10 6.8 
the average person on decisions made 
in this communityo 
Total 148 100,0 
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Table 14» (Continued) 
Distributions of community actors on seven Items of a scale 
of community actors" attitude toward the Prairie City commun­
ity and its leadership 
Item number 2 To #iat extent do you feel 
rle City community? 
a part of the Prai-
Points Response Number Percent 
0 Very little or not at all 20 13.5 
2 Not very much 47 31.8 
4 Quite a bit 49 33.1 
6 Very much 32 21.6 
Total 148 100,0 
Item number 3 Which of the following categories best de­
scribes how well you like living in the Prai­
rie City community? 
Points Category Number Percent 
0 I would leave the Prairie City 16 10,8 
community if I had the oppor­
tunity® 
2 I am somewhat satisfied with 15 10d 
the Prairie City communityg but 
feel I would be more satisfied 
in another communityo 
3 It makes no difference to me 18 12 <,2 
what community I live in® 
4 I would live in another community 79 53®^ 
if I had to, bat I feel Prairie 
City is among the best commun­
ities in which to live. 
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Table 14» (Continued) 
Distributions of community actors on seven items of a scale 
of community actors® attitude toward the Prairie City commun­
ity and its leadership 
6 I would live in no other com- 20 13»5 
munlty. 
Total 148 lOOoO 
Item number 4 Which of the following categories do you feel 
best describes the leadership of the Prairie 
City community? 
Points Category Number Percent 
0 Prairie City's leaders seem 13 8,8 
to block the solution of pro­
blems facing the communitye 
2 Prairie City's leaders seem 23 15»5 
to have difficulty in recog­
nizing and solving community 
problems» 
3 There seems to be a lack of 10 6*8 
leadership in the Prairie City 
community» 
3 Don't knowo 33 2.0 
4 Prairie City's leaders are some- 79 53®4 
what effective in recognizing 
and solving» 
6 Prairie City's leaders are very 20 13»5 
effective in recognizing and 
solving community problems» 
Total 148 lOOcO 
Item number 5 Which of the following categories best de­
scribes the way organizations operate in 
the Prairie City community? 
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Table 14» (Continued) 
Distributions of community actors on seven items of a scale 
of community actors' attitude toward the Prairie City commun­
ity and its leadership 
Points Category Number Percent 
0 There seems to be conflict be- 9 6.1 
tween organizationso 
2 Most organizations seem to work 37 25*0 
independently of the other or­
ganizations* 
3 Don't know. 7 4o7 
4 The organizations often work to- 79 53.4 
gether and cooperate, 
6 The organizations almost always 16 10.8 
work together and cooperate. 
Total 148 lOO.O 
Item number 6 Which of the following categories do you feel 
best describes the leadership of the Prairie 
City community? 
Points Category Number Percent 
0 Not at all progressive. lO 6.8 
2 Only slightly progressive. 32 21.6 
3 Don't know. 2 1.4 
4 Somewhat progressive. 78 I7.5 
6 Very progressive. 26 17.5 
Total 148 100.0 
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Table l^o (Continued) 
Distributions of community actors on seven items of a scale 
of community actors® attitude toward the Prairie City commun­
ity and its leadership 
Item number 7 How would you describe the feeling of most of 
the people in the Prairie City community to­
ward the Prairie City community? 
Points Category Number Percent 
0 People are rather indifferent, 10 6,8 
expressing only slight interest 
in the affairs of the community. 
2 People are only midly interested, 3^ 23®0 
but not enthusiastic about the 
community. 
3 Don't know. 5 3»^ 
4 People are fairly interested, 84- 56.7 
get behind most community acti­
vities. 
6 People seem really interested, 15 10.1 
they actively support programs 
which concern the community. 
Total 148 100.0 
Table 15 shows the distribution of the community actors 
on the attitude toward the community and its leadership 
scale. 
E. Ho 12. The longer the Prairie City community ac­
tors residence in the Prairie City community the higher will 
be their community social power knowledge scores. 
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Table 15» Distribution of total scores on the attitude 
toward the community and its leadership scale 
Total score Number Percent 
0-9 8 5.4 
10-19 25 l6o9 
20-29 83 56.1 
30-40 32 21.6 
Total 148 100.0 
Possible range of scores = 0-42 
Actual range of scores = 0-40 
Mean score = 23.24 
The information necessary for this hypothesis was gained 
from the following question which was asked of each respond­
ents "How many years have you lived in this town (commun­
ity)?" Table 16 shows the responses and distribution of the 
number of years the community actors had lived in the commun­
ity by category. Question: How many years have you lived 
in this town (community)? 
Eo Ho ^  The greater the number of hours per week 
that Prairie City community actors spend in participation in 
community activities the higher will be their community so­
cial power knowledge scores. 
The information for this hypothesis was obtained from 
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Table 16» Distribution of the number of years lived in 
the community by category 
Number of years Number Percent 
Under 10 years 45 30,4 
10 to 19 years 23 15.5 
20 to 29 years 29 19.6 
30 to 39 years 15 10.1 
4-0 to 49 years 15 10.1 
50 to 59 years 7 4.7 
60 years and over 14 9.6 
Total 148 100.0 
Mean number of years = 25»I3 
the responses to this questions "How many hours per week, on 
the average, do you spend in community activities? ( 
hours per week.) (from interview schedule) 
Table I7 is a distribution of the number of hours per 
week spent in community activities by category, 
Ec He 12 The greater the amount of Prairie City com­
munity actors participation In nine community issues, the 
higher will be their community social power knowledge scores» 
An attempt was made to measure the degree to which the 
respondent was integrated into the community by determining 
to what degree the respondent was Involved in some of the re-
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Table 1?® Xur, Distribution of the number of hours spent in 
^ community activities by category 
Hours spent Number Percent 
0 72 48.6 
1-4 55 37.2 
5-9 13 8,7 
10-14 4 2.7 
15-19 2 1.4 
20-25 2 1.4 
Total 148 100.0 
Actual range of hours = 0-25 
Mean number of hours = 2.15 
cent issues in Prairie C i t y o  Each of the activities or is­
sues were actual, recent events in Prairie Cityo 
The following questions were askeds (the responses were 
scored as marked)o 
"Several activities and events of community-
wide interest have taken place in the Prairie City 
community during the past few yearso We would like 
to know the degree to which you were involved in 
these eventso 1*11 read the activity or event and 
from the categories on Card 5 you tell me how much 
you were involved in each event." 
Actively 
Held a took part Helped Took Never 
formal but held a no heard 
position no position little part of it 
County hospital election 4 3 2 10 
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School reorganization 4 3 2 10 
Took part in partisan 4 3 2 10 
politics in the last 
election 
Swimming pool bond 4 3 2 10 
issue 
Franklin County Plan­
ning Commission 4- 3 2 10 
Franklin County survey k 3 2 10 
Getting industry for 4 3 2 10 
Prairie City 
Civil defense exhibit 4 3 2 10 
Babe Ruth or Little 4 3 2 10 
League 
The respondents score on participation in nine community 
issues was obtained by summing the scores on the nine issues* 
Table 18 shows the distribution of the scores of the commun­
ity actors in the nine community issues considered* 
So Ho ^ Prairie City community actors vjho identify 
with the Republican party will have more knowledge of the so­
cial power in Prairie City than those power actors who identi­
fy themselves as being either Independent or Democrat* 
Eo Ho 2£ Prairie City community actors who identify 
with the Republican party will have higher community social 
power knowledge scores them those who identify with the Demo­
cratic party or t^o are independents* 
Political orientation was determined with the following 
instrument! The respondent was asked* "Do you consider your-
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self to be as 
"Conservative Republican 
Liberal Republican 
Independent but close to Conservative Republican 
Independent but close to Liberal Republican 
Independent 
Independent but close to Conservative Democrat 
Independent but close to Liberal Democrat 
Conservative Democrat 
Liberal Democrat?" 
Table 18, Distribution of scores on participation in 
community Issues by category (nine issues) 
Participation scores Number Percent 
0-4 3 2.0 
5-9 73 49.3 
10-14 55 37.2 
1 5 - 1 9  1 3  8 0 8  
20-24 3 2.0 
25-26 1 0.7 
Total 148 100,0 
Possible range of scores = 0-36 
Actual range of scores = 0-26 
Mean 6 10o36 
The Instrument was then scored by two different methods. 
1. The first method scored all "Independent^ and "^In­
dependent but close to—" responses In the independent cate­
gory and only conservative and liberal republicans as repub-
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licans and conservative and liberal democrats as democrats, 
2o The second method scored all responses which In­
cluded "Republican" in the republican category and all re­
sponses which included "Democrat" in the democrat categoryo 
The only response scored "independent" was the single word 
response independent» 
Tables 19 and 20 show the distribution of the community 
actors when categorized by these two methods,, 
Table 19» Distribution of community actors by politi­
cal affiliation categories 
Method I 
Category Number Percent 
Conservative Republican 39 26,4 
Liberal Republican 
Independent but close to conservative Republican 
Independent but close to liberal Republican 
Independent 6? 45«2 
Independent but close to conservative Democrat 
Independent but close to liberal Democrat 
Conservative Democrat 
Liberal Democrat 
Total 
42 
148 
28.4 
100.0  
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Table 20« Distribution of community actors by politi­
cal affiliation categories 
Method II 
Coded 
value Category Number Percent 
1 Conservative Republican 13 8o8 
1 Liberal Republican 26 17*6 
1 Independent but close to conserva- 12 8,1 
tlve Republican 
1 Independent but close to liberal 23 15">5 
Republican 
2 Independent 15 10,1 
3 Independent but close to conserva- 5 3°^ 
tlve Democrat 
3 Independent but close to liberal 12 8,1 
Democrat 
3 Conservative Democrat 10 6o8 
3 Liberal Democrat 32 21o6 
Total 148 lOOoO 
1 74 50.0 
2  1 5  l O o l  
3 59 39.9 
Total 148 100.0 
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So Ho 6 There will "be a positive correlation between 
the Prairie City community actors® knowledge of social power 
and a weighted combination of his personal and social char­
acteristics. 
Eo Ho 2^ The community social power knowledge scores 
of Prairie City community actors will vary with a weighted 
combination of the community actor"s social and personal char­
acteristics o 
The method of analysis for E .  H o  2 1  is multiple regres­
sion analysis» This analysis is presented in the findings 
chapter® 
General Hypothesis V 
The Prairie City community actors and the Prairie City 
power actors will perceive different power structures» 
E, Ho 22 (In null form) There will not be a posi­
tive coefficient of rank order correlation between the per­
ceptions of the Prairie City community actors and the Prai­
rie City power actors in the issue area of general affairs. 
The objective of this test is to see, when the 26 power 
actors are ranked by both themselves and the community ac­
tors, if the ranking is similar* The issue area of general 
affairs was chosen because it had the largest number of 
"votes" from the community actors® The ranking given by the 
power actors is the mean score which each power actor re­
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ceived when he was ranked by his fellow power actors on the 
0-11 point scale of social power. 
The ranking of the power actors as given by the commun­
ity actors comes from the number of "votes" each power actor 
received in the general affairs issue area from the community 
actorso 
The rank order correlation formula is the one given orig­
inally by Spearman9 R = 1 - é—, and appears in Malker 
N(N6-1) 
and Lev (5^9 p, 280), 
Table 21a shows the rank order of the power actors as 
seen by the power actors themselves and by the community 
actorso 
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Table 21ao Table of rank order of the power actors as seen 
by the power actors themselves and by the com­
munity actors 
Ifenk order 
Power actor 
by power actors by community actors 
Roger Beem 3.0 4.0 
Dick Bolt 2.0 1.0 
Lon Barton 15.0 10.0 
Jackson Bull 22.0 21c5 
Jones Chilton 19.0 24.0 
Jack Caber 26.0 18.0 
Bryce Domm 10.0 14.5 
Will Doby 21.0 12.0 
Francis Edel 20.0 24.0 
Eli Fogle 11.5 11.0 
William Fogle llo5 5o5 
Van Fall 23.0 26.0 
Ward Grey 13.0 7.0 
Vic Hahn 25.0 24,0 
Gary Holt 1.0 14.5 
Tim Heinz 18.0 19.5 
Alvin Hall 8.5 8.0 
Paul Kohler 6.0 3.0 
Blaine Newell 7,0 9.0 
Dick Polton 4.5 2.0 
Barry Polton 15.0 14.5 
Eisa Riddle 24.0 19.5 
Barney Rollins 8.5 17.0 
Judge linger 17.0 14.5 
Alma Volt 15.0 21.5 
Frank Wink 4.5 5.5 
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ANALYSIS OP DâTA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the data which 
are relevant to the empirical hypotheses being tested and to 
state any conclusions Indicated by these data^ The General 
Hypotheses and Sub-hypotheses trill be restated with each of 
the related empirical hypotheses follotring» 
The Findings 
Go He I 
Social powers ioeoj the capacity to control others, ez-» 
ists in the Prairie City communityo 
So Ho 1 Authority exists in the Prairie City com­
munity* 
Ee Ho 1 Investigation of the Prairie City social 
system will reveal the existence of written constitutions of 
organizations5 local governmental documents and tables of or« 
ganizatlon of various local sub«systemso 
Authority within formal organizations 8 
1o County Government 
2o Board of Supervisors 
3o County Sheriff and his Office 
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4-0 County Welfare Office 
So County Draft Board 
60 County Extension Service 
7o County School Board 
do District Judge 
9o Labor Unions 
lOo Farmers Organizations (NoPoOo® Farm Bireau) 
11o Political Parties (Republican = Democrat) 
12o Representative in State Legislature 
13o Justice of the Peace 
14o Torni Government Officers (Mayor and Council) 
15o Local School Board 
16o Chamber of Commerce 
17o Jro Chamber of Commerce 
Itfo City Police 
19o Fraternal Organizations (Masonsg Mooseg etc®) 
20o Service Clubs (Rotaryg KitmniSg Lions) 
21o Country Club 
22 0 Womans Clubs 
23 o Churches 
2^0 Fire Department 
25o Bisiness Organizations such as neMspaperg banksg 
nursery s and small manufacturing concernso 
This is not an exhaustive listing but an extensive ex­
ample of sufficient size to confirm the hypothesis that 
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authority does exist in Prairie City* 
So Ho 2 Influence exists in the Prairie City com­
munity o 
Eo Ho 2 QSiere will be instances of exercised influ­
ence in the Prairie City communityo 
Case l8 The ^be Buth Baseball Teams 
Ward Grey is the announcer«manager of the local radio 
station and ms designated as a power actor in the reputa-
tional studyo Mr© Grey had an extensive personal concern 
with the organization of Tmseball teams for boys in the com­
munity * Mro Grey pushed this idea personally and with his 
radio broadcasts® When he came to torn there ^ere no organ­
ized baseball teams for boys but after his efforts there were 
both ]^be Buth and Little League baseball teamso These teams 
involved a large amount of adult supervision and the expendi­
ture of several thousand dollars for equipment» 
Mro Grey had no position of authority in relation to the 
organization of baseball teams xihen he arrived in Pisirie 
City* 
Case lis The Civil Defense Exhibit 
In the fall of I96I an exhibit which displayed 21 "booths" 
each representing a different aspect of civil defense was 
presented in the Prairie City community» The idea of this 
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exhibit was brought to the community and promoted by Paul 
Kohler the county extension director® This program involved 
approximately ^50 members of the community and different 
organizationso A total of 1,625 persons registered in the 
registry book at the demonstration during its 16 hour esis-= 
tencee 
The county extension director has very little authority 
in the area of civil defense» There had been some material 
and encouragement ^ich came from the state extension level o 
The major source of authority In Prairie City in the area of 
civil defense is the county civil defense director. The 
civil defense director In Prairie City did vezy little to 
aid in the Civil Defense Exhibit» In fact at times he seemed 
opposed to the exhibit. 
The above examples are accepted as evidence that social 
power in the form of influence does exist in Prairie City, 
Eo He 2 There îîlll be instances of legitimized so= 
clal action in the Prairie City communityo 
Legitimation is used here in the sense of giving sane-
tlon, iaCog authorityg justification^ license to acto This 
practice is very common in a bureaucracy such as the army 
where any form of action out of the normal routine is "check= 
ed out" with the next higher level of the bureaucracyo How-
ever when decisions are being made in a community such as 
Prairie City ^ere there are no formal patterns of authority. 
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an act of legitimation ^ th a parson #10 has no authority 
In that Issue area Is an indication of influence© 
In the case of the Civil Defense Eshibltj Paul Kohler 
did not "legitimize^  the program iflth any of the power ac-
torSo He explained tshy he did not with this statements 
"The Civil Defense Eshiblto»e(is a type pro» 
gram)oool don®t bother the local leadership witho 
Frankly9 if we had tried to enlist their aid, they 
would probably not have been receptive enough or 
seen enough of a problem to become interested and 
push ito On the national level and from an ezten« 
sion program point of view, civil defense Is im­
portant. ait the key leaders in the community are 
concerned i?lth pragmatic local problems (such as 
increasing local trade)," ( 6 9  p» 1 3 5 )  
Within the groups that took part in the Civil Defense 
Exhibit some of the group leaders legitimized the participa­
tion of their organization with other ^ ey®® members of the 
group 0 Other leaders in a sense legitimized tgr taking or 
bringing the issue of participation in the Civil Defense Es-> 
hiblt before the group as a ^ oleo 
Hoîfeverg Paul Kohler did legitimize his program with 
Eisa Biddle and Alma Volt9 two of the most active power ac­
tors in Prairie City, They are not among the higheet ranked 
power actors in most community issue areas but often get in­
volved in action programso Getting a power actor to take 
an active role in an action program is almost an ultimate 
form of legitimation* Also members of the extension staff 
and the two women power actors did secure the legitimation 
of the most prestigeful womens club in Prairie City, 
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The above data support the hypothesis that there will 
be Instances of legitimized social action in the Prairie 
City communityo 
So Ho 2. Community actors will perceive social power 
to exist in the Prairie City community» 
Ee H« 4 Community actors in Prairie City will pro­
vide names of persons perceived to have power in Prairie City* 
The 148 community actors interviewed named 400 different 
people a total of 2,36? different times as having social pow­
er In some area of community life, (This information is pre­
sented in table form in Table 5 on page I360) 
The persons defined as power actors by the previous 
study were mentioned very often by the community actors* 
Table 21b lists the power actors and the number of times they 
were each mentioned by the community actors as having social 
power in general affairs in Prairie Cltyo 
There were, however 20 community actors who could name 
no one as power actors in any area* Appendix B shows some 
of the characteristics of these 20 persons and contrasts them 
with like characteristics of the community actors with the 
highest community social power knowledge scoreso 
The data support the empirical hypothesis that community 
actors will perceive social power to exist in the Prairie 
City community® 
So H. 4 Community actors in Prairie City will per-
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Table 21bo Distribution of the number of votes the power 
actors received from the community actors 
Power actor Number of Percent Power actor Number of Percent 
votes of 148 votes of 148 
in general in general 
affairs affairs 
Roger Beem 23 15.5 Vic Hahn 2 lo4 
Dick Bolt 60 4o»5 Cary Holt 13 8.8 
Lon Barton 17 11.3 Tim Heinz 5 3.4 
Jackson Bull 3 2.0 Alvin Hall 19 12.8 
Jack Caber 7 4.7 Paul Kohler 26 17.6 
Jones Chilton 2 lc4 Blaine Newell 18 12.2 
Bryce Domm 13 8.8 Dick Polton 35 23.6 
Bill Doby 14 9o5 :^ rry Pol ton 13 8.8 
Francis Edel 2 1.4 Eisa Riddle 5 3.4 
Eli Fogle 16 10.8 Barney Rollins 8 5o4 
William Fogle 22 14.9 Judge Unger 13 8.8 
Van Fall 1 0.7 Alma Volt 3 2.0 
Ward Grey 21 14.2 Frank VJink 22 14.9 
ceive that the quantity of social power Is not equally divid­
ed among the actors in the social system of Prairie Cityo 
Eo Ho  ^ Some of the actors in the Prairie City com­
munity will be named as having social power more often than 
other actors® 
The data from Tables 21b and 22 support this hypothesis 
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Table 22« Those persons named at least five times in one or 
more of the four issue areas (52 persons) 
Name Genei%l 
affairs 
Business 
and 
industry 
Politics Farme 
Roger Beem 23 16 1 
Dick Bolt 60 51 8 11 
Lon i^ rton 17 5 OTOT 
Jackson Bull 3 men 7 6 
Jones Chilton 2 ma 5 2 
Jack Caber 7 1 OT«n 
Bryce Domm 13 9 1 OTOT 
Bill Doby 11 2 1 
Francis Edel 2 2 6 2 
Eli Pogle 16 23 6 1 
William Fogle 22 36 8 •oca 
Van Pall 1 1 9 5 
Ward Grey 21 17 2 3 
Vic Hahn 2 0 3 5 
Gary Holt 13 8 OTOT 
Tim Heinz 5 3 9 9 
Alvin Hall 19 18 18 OTOT 
Paul Kohler 26 11 CO «=» 50 
Blaine Newell 18 28 1 3 
Dick Polton 35 3^  49 
Barry Polton 13 16 21 OTca 
Eisa Riddle 5 77 OTO» j^ mey Rollins 8 6 1 OT OT 
Judge Unger 13 6 5 OTOT 
Alma Volt 3 1 5 4 
Frank Wink 22 13 1 
John Anderson 6 11 2 OT OT 
Bill Bohl 2 •es « •S> OT 8 
Dale Clouser 9 10 OT OT OTOT 
Dick Fry 1 aa«t* 13 OTOT 
Dennis Holms 5 o o 5 2 
Ted Moore 8 17 2 
Cam Page 3 9 1 OTOT 
Darrell Robins 13 «*«» •=»«= 11 
Wayne Riddle 4 8 OT OT 
Paul Sidles 10 a» noi *a»aM 1 
Dean Snider 3 1 1 9 
Kenneth Sogard 8 7 1 18 
Jane Victor MOT •MOT 32 1 
Don Victor 3 1 9 2 
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Table 22» (Continued) 
Name General Business Politlos Farmers 
affairs and 
industry 
Don Brant on —= -==• 5 
Roger Bottom -«=• — 5 
Charles Dotm —=• •==» 8 
George Firkins 5 — — 3 
Will Johnson 6 3 
Jim Jetton 2 —— •=-=• 3 
Linda Kaiser •=*=' 8 
Alan Kahler —— •=•= 7 —— 
Arvin Larson — — 6 
Joe Sweeney — 1 5 --
Art Thaley 7 — — 2 
Bill West —="• 3 —— 
Total 30 22 26 12 
that some of the actors in the Prairie City community will be 
named as having social power more often than other actorso 
There were in the sample some community actors who would 
not or could not name anyone as having social power In Prai­
rie City* There were also some community actors who were 
able to name persons with social power in one area but were 
unable to name persons with social power in other issue areas* 
The distribution of the number of these persons is shown in 
Table 23 o Kiere were 20 community actors t-Jho did not name 
any person as having social power in any issue areao One 
hundred and twenty-eight community actors were able to name 
at least one person In Prairie City as having social power 
lyi 
Table 23» Persons from the random sample who could name no 
one with social power by issue area 
Issue area Named no one Percent of 148 
General affairs 22 14.9 
Business and industry 33 22.3 
Republican Party 27.7 
Legitimizers 53 35.8 
Future leaders 58 39.2 
Democratic Party 76 51o4 
Friends Influential in politics 83 56.1 
Influential with farmers 45 30.4 
in at least one issue area» 
A table showing some of the socisil and personal char­
acteristics of these 20 persons #io could name no one appears 
in Appendix B along with the contrasting characteristics of 
the 20 community actors having the highest scores on the 
community social power knowledge scale© 
The data support the empirical hypothesis that some of 
the actors in the Prairie City community will be named as 
having social power more often than other actors® As the 
four sub-hypotheses have been supported by the data presentedj, 
the general hypothesis that social power exists in the Prai­
rie City community is accepted. 
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G. Ho lï 
Community actors In Prairie City will perceive power 
actors to act in concerto 
Eo Ho 6 Pi^ lrie City community actors tJill make state­
ments indicating their perception of Prairie City power ac­
tors acting in concerto' 
Although the respondents were not requested to furnish 
information about their perceptions of the power actors act­
ing in concert, several of the respondents volunteered in­
formation regarding this matter» Some of the statements of 
the community actors are as follows* 
Respondent number 005 stateds 
"It seems like a small group of people run the 
town® I think in a lot of Instances they are hold­
ing the town back. They seem to be afraid of get­
ting other industries in here for fear tmges might 
go up.M 
Respondent number OW stated 8 
"Kiey won't let factories come in* We could 
have had the bean factory* Should let young people 
in the courthouseo Government by old people* They 
should listen to the working people Instead of money 
or retired people," 
Respondent number 048 stated 8 
"There are a few families here #io feel that 
they might be the power bloc or leaders in the de-
clslon-maklngo I don't like thlso" 
Respondent number 092 stateds 
"dhe Royal 400, the country club set, these 
people think they have everything and know every­
thing and try to run everything, but I doubt It," 
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Respondent number 126 stateds 
few years ago I would have said that I 
didn't like It being run by a few peopleg the Fogies 
and Poltons but this Is no longer true» dhe major­
ity of people -Krere no longer going along with thle 
small group. The Jaycees helped a lot to bring about 
this change®" 
Respondent number I30 statedg 
"A few important people in Prairie City give 
the impression that they would keep it (new industry) 
outo Mould rather not give names©^  
In reference to Roger Beem^  Frank Mink9 and Mill Johnson 
respondent number 078 stated* 
"Diese men all own much# Get things going 
through their efforts. All influential.^  
In reference to Frank Wink and Roger Beem respondent 
number 086 stated 8 
"Two men together in one old established outfit 
can run things pretty much their own way» %ey own 
so much property here® In so many things 
In reference to Roger Beem, Frank Mink and Gary Holt 
respondent number 093 stated8 
®®They are all in top organizations o They both 
(Beem and Wink) have the best interest of the town. 
Variety store man (Holt) and again one of the best» 
A fine group the last threeo In business here»®' 
In reference to William Fogle, Cam Page 9 and Dick Pol ton 
respondent number 099 stated? 
'^ These three have controlled Prairie City for 
many many yearso These three have formed the policy 
of Prairie City»" 
Although these statements do not constitute a statisti­
cally significant portion of the sample of community actors, 
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they do constitute evidence that some of the respondents do 
feel that some groups of power actors do work in ®'concert^  
toward agreed upon goalso 
The data support empirical hypothesis sis that Prairie 
City community actors will make statements indicating their 
perception of Prairie City power actors acting in concert® 
However* the proportion of responses which supported the 
empirical hypothesis are not a statistically significant 
proportion of the total number of community actors® The data 
in support of the general hypothesis that community actors 
in Prairie City will perceive power actors to act in concert 
are inconclusive. 
Go He III 
The power actors in Prairie City perceived to be most 
influential by the community actors In Prairie City will vary 
with the Issue area In #hich pokier Is perceived to be ezer-
cieedo 
Eo Ho 2 Power actors in Prairie City isTlll not be 
perceived by the community actors to be influential in more 
than one issue area® 
Table Zk lists the power actors with the largest number 
of mentions by community actor in four different issue areaSo 
Dick Bolt is ranked in the top slz in three of the four ls= 
sue areas, Dick Polton Is ranked in the top slz in three of 
Table 24o The top ranked six of those persons named at least five times in one or 
more of the four issue areas (52 persons) 
General affairs Business and industry Politics Ffeiiaers 
Person named Number Person named Number Person named Number Person named Number 
Dick Bolt 60 Dick Bolt 51 Eisa Riddle 77 Paul Kohler 30 
Dick Polton 35 William Fogle 36 Dick Polton 4-9 Kenneth Sogard# 18 
Paul Kohler 26 Dick Polton 34 Jane Victor* 33 Dick Bolt 11 
Roger Beem 23 Blaine Newell 28 ]^ rry Polton 21 I^ rrell Hobins^  11 
William Pbgle 22 Eli Fogle 23 Alvin Hall 18 Dean Snider# 9 
Prank Wink 22 Alvin Hall 18 Dick Pry^  13 Tim Heinz 9 
P^ersons %ho are not members of the 26 power actorso 
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the four issue areas* Paul Kohler is ranked in the top sis 
in two of the four issue areas® William Pogle is ranked in 
the top sis in two of the four issue areaso Table 25 presents 
similar information for the power actors ranked sis through 
twelve of the persons named at least five times in any one 
of the four issue areas* Appendis C gives the entire list of 
those persons named at least five times in any one of the four 
issue areaso 
%e criteria for monomorphic power ms that there be 50 
percent or more duplication between the two issue areas being 
consideredo As seen in Table 26g only in the issue areas of 
business and industry and general affairs is there 50 percent 
or more duplication of power actors® Thereforej the empirical 
hypothesis that power actor in Prairie City will not be per­
ceived by the community actors to be influential in more than 
one issue area is not rejected and thus the general hypothesis 
that the power actors in Prairie City perceived to be most in­
fluential by the community actors in Prairie City will vary 
with the issue area in which power is perceived to be exer» 
cised is supported, 
&. g. IV 
Community actors" perceptions of the power structure in 
Prairie City will vary with the personal and social character­
istics of the community actors In Prairie City, 
Table 25o Power actors ranked six through twelve of those persons named at least 
five times in one or more of the four issue areas (32 persona^  
General affairs Business and industiy Politics Farmers 
Person named Number Person named Number Person named Number Person named Number 
Ward Grey 21 Ted Moore# 17 Van ^ 11 9 Bill . Bohio 8 
Alvin Hall 19 Ward Grey 17 Tim Heinz 9 Jackson Bull 6 
Blaine Newell 18 Roger Beem 16 Don Victor# 9 Van Ball 5 
Lon Barton 17 r^ry Pol ton 16 Wayne Riddle^  8 Vic Hahn 5 
Eli Fbgle 16 Prank Wink 13 Charles Down^  8 Don Bramton# 5 
Bill Dobgr 14 Bill Doty 11 Linda Kaiser# 8 Jim Jetton# 5 
Paul Koklev 11 Dick Bolt 8 
John Anderson 11 William Pogel 
P^ersons who are not members of the 26 power actorso 
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Table 260 Percentage of power actors mentioned In two Issue 
areas among the top six power actors in four areas 
Earners 
Politics 
Business 
and 
industry 
General 
affairs 
100.0 
lOOoO 
5O0O 
General Business Politics 
affairs and 
industry 
100.0 
1606 
16.6 
Farmers 
lOOoO 
OOoO 
1606 
33o3 
Mean percentage = 22o0l 
So Ho  ^ The higher the Prairie City community actors 
social status the higher will be their knowledge of social 
power in Prairie Cityo 
go Ho 8 The higher the Prairie City community actors" 
interpolated North»Hatt social status score the higher will be 
his community social power knowledge score. 
The Spearman r correlation coefficient# is «227^  #hlch 
is significant at the 0OO5 level of protability» Thus9 the 
empirical hypothesis is supportedo 
Eo Ho ^  Prairie City community actors laho own their 
«Hereinafter referred to as correlation coefficient® 
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own homes will have higher conmrunlty social power knowledge 
scores than those îîho do not own their own homes® 
The correlation coefficient is *2425 ^ hich is signifi­
cant at the 0OO5 level of probability. ©lus» the empirical 
hypothesis is supported» Thus9 the sub-hypothesis that the 
higher the community actors social status the greater will 
be their knowledge of social power in Prairie City is sup­
ported « 
Sc Ho 2 The Prairie City community actors® knowledge 
of social power in Prairie City will vary with the life cycle 
stage of the community actor© 
Eo Ho ^  The greater the age of the community actors 
in Pi^ irie City the higher will be their community social 
power knowledge scoreo 
The correlation coefficient is o0855 which is not signi-
canto Thus, the empirical hypothesis is not supported* 
So Ho 2. The greater the education of the Prairie City 
community actors the greater will be their knowledge of social 
power in Prairie City® 
Eo Ho The greater the number of years of formal 
education of the Prairie City community actors the higher will 
be their community social power knowledge scores0 
The correlation coefficient is o386l which is significant 
at the 0OOO5 level of proMblllty» Thus 9 the empirical hypo­
thesis is supported. Thus9 sub-hypothesis three that the 
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greater the education of the Prairie City community actors 
the greater lAll be their knowledge of social power in Prairie 
City is supported» 
"Kie greater the integration of the Prairie 
City community actors into the Prairie City social system the 
greater nill be their knowledge of social power in Pmirie 
Cityo 
Ho 12 Prairie City community actors \;îho maintain 
an urban residence M.11 have higher community social power 
knowledge scores than those ^ o maintain a rural residence o 
The correlation coefficient is 0II72 tfhich is not signi­
ficant e Thus9 the empirical hypothesis is not supportedo 
Ee Ho 3^ ®ie higher the attendance of Prairie City 
community actors in all community voluntary organizations the 
higher will be their community social power knowledge scoreso 
The correlation coefficient is o5l3^  #hich is significant 
at the 0OOO5 level of probabilityo Thus 5 the empirical hy«= 
pothesie is supported, 
Ee Ho ®ie higher the Prairie City community ac­
tors total office score (weighted) for all community voluntary 
organizations9 the higher will be their comunity social pow«= 
er knowledge scoreso 
She correlation coefficient le o36î5 which is significant 
at the @0005 level of prolmbllityo IHiuSg the empirical hy<= 
pothesis is supported* 
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Eo Ho ^  The higher the scores (more positive) of 
the Prairie City commmiity actors on the attitude toward 
the community and its leaders scale9 the higher will be their 
eoiamunlty social power knowledge scoreso 
The correlation coefficient is o355^  %hlch is Qignlfi° 
cant at the «0005 level of protebilityo SjuSJ the empirical 
hypothesis is supported» 
Eo Ho 1^  The longer the Prairie City oommunity actors 
residence in the Prairie City community the higher uill be 
their community social power knowledge scores. 
The correlation coefficient is *111^  which is not signi­
ficant « Thus, the empirical hypothesis is not supported* 
Eo Ho ^  !Hie greater the number of hours per seek 
that Prairie City community actors spend in participation in 
community activities the higher will be their community social 
power knoîîledge scoreso 
The correlation coefficient is o^ 332 which is signifi­
cant at the 0OOO5 level of probability«, ©luSp the empirical 
hypothesis is supportedo 
Eo Ho ^  The greater the amount of Pz^ irie City com­
munity actors participation in nine community issues, the 
higher Trill be their community social power knowledge scores o 
The correlation coefficient is o4722 tshlch is signlfi-
cant at the 0OOO5 level of prot^ ibilityo Thus the empirical 
hypothesis is supported* (Rius, the social characteristics of 
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attendance in voluntary organizations^  office holding in or­
ganisations 9 attitude toward the community and its leaders9 
participation in community issues and participation in commun­
ity activities are found to be significantly related to a 
knowledge of social pot?er and the social characteristics of 
location of residence and length of residence in the commun­
ity are not found to be significantly related to a knowledge 
of social power0 
So Ho ^  Prairie City community actors #10 identify 
#lth the Republican party will have higher community social 
power knowledge scores than those T3ho identify with the De­
mocratic party or who are independents* 
The correlation coefficient is *1024 tahich is not signi­
ficant, Thus, the empirical hypothesis is not supported® 
So Ho 6 ®iere will be a positive correlation between 
the Prairie City community actors' knowledge of social power 
and a weighted combination of his personal and social char­
acteristics o 
Bo Ho ^  The community social power knowledge scores 
of Prairie City community actors will vary with a weighted 
combination of the community actor®s social and personal char­
acteristics o 
The preceding analysis has tested individual relation­
ships between personal and social characteristics and the de­
pendent variable. Even a brief analysis of these personal 
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and soolal characteristics discloses that they S2?e not Inde» 
pendent but have a reciprocal and Interactive relationshipo 
Social power knowledge is not influenced solely by any of 
these variables (although each ms hypothesized to have an 
identifiable and measurable independent effect) but by all 
as a part of an interdependent system» Given the above pos­
tulates it îTill be the purpose of this sub-hypothesis to de« 
termine the degree of association between various statistical 
combinations of the independent variables and the dependent 
variable of community social power knowledge score® 
In all there are five general theoretical areas which 
are hypothesized to contribute to the community actor's knot?-
ledge of social power» These are represented by the sub-hy-
potheses one through five, IHiere are I3 different variables 
#hlch are used to measure these five different theoretical 
areaso These then are operationalised into the I3 empirical 
hypotheseso The author recognises that these empirical meas­
ures often do not recognize the theoretical boundaries so the 
statistical techniques of multiple correlation and regression 
were used to determine the combined relationship of these 
variables to the criterion variable a It Is also hoped that 
some variables which may not add Infoamatlon may be ellminatedo 
These I3 variables were chosen because they correlated 
highly with the criterion variable and/or they were felt to 
have a significant theoretical contribution to make® 
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%e first step was to run a multiple regression analysis 
of the 13 independent variables with the dependent variables » 
Then variables with low T-values were dropped and the multiple 
regression analysis run again© The objective of this prooe» 
dure was to find and keep the degree of relationship, as in­
dicated by the multiple r square value5 between the independ» 
ent and the dependent variables as high as possible, but to 
reduce the number of independent variables to a minimumo To 
avoid redundancy all of the stages of this process will not 
be shown in this dissertation. 
Table 27 shows the results of the first multiple regres­
sion and the T-values of the I3 variableso 
In the final analysis a "best mix" of independent vari­
ables was chosen for each of the four dependent variables« 
These are shown in Tables 28-31° 
The personal and social characteristics were found to be 
significantly related to the community social po#@r knowledge 
scores of the community actorso !Dius the empirical hypothesis 
is supported,, Thus sub-hypothesis six that there will be a 
positive correlation between the Prairie City community ac­
tors knowledge of social power and a weighted combination of 
his personal and social characteristics!, is supported as nine 
social and personal characteristics were found to be signi­
ficantly related to the community social power knowledge score 
and only four were not* 
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Table 27o Dependent variable fours Summated community social 
power knowledge score 
Square root multiple r = 062I09I7I 
Multiple r square = *38575501 
Variables T-» value 
%2 North-Hatt .1136-
Home ownership 088774 
Age ,58176 
%5 Formal education 2.2825* 
X27 Political affiliation .2231+ 
2^9 Gross family income «3431-
0^ Sural or urban residence .8843-
X35 Total attendance in all organizations 08087-}* 
3^7 Total office score (weighted) in all organi­
zations 
,8074* 
Attitude toward the community and its 
leadership 
1.1517* 
2^ Number of years in the community 2.1446+ 
Hours per week spent in community activities 1.67544 
Participation in community issues 1.0847» 
1o96 to have a signl-
fleant T«= value 
Variables Xgy and Xoq are negative because they were coded 
in the opposite direction of the hypothesis so should 
"be considered positivée 
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Table 28o Dependent variable fours Suiamated social poMer 
knowledge score 
Square root multiple r e Oo588099^ 2 
îM-tiple ^  square = Oo 3^ 586090 
Variables 
Xg^  Formai education 
X^ Q Sural or urban residence 
Xgy Total office score (weighted) in ail 
organizations 
Attitude toward the community and its 
leadership 
Number of years in the community 
Participation in community Issues 
T=valu@ 
2.93898318 
-1,88900082 
2.09900007 
1.99928139 
2o38?lOll2 
2.41628797 
When the original I3 variables were used the multiple r square 
was 0<,38575501 and the square root multiple r uas 0o62l09l79o 
Variable should be considered positive. 
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Table 29, Impendent variable one* Community social power 
knowledge soore on general affairs 
Multiple r square = 0,22785693 
Square root multiple r = Oo^ 773^ 362 
Variables T^ -mlue 
Formal education 
X^ O Riral or urban residence 
Xor, Total office score (weighted) in all 
organizations 
Attitude toward the community and its 
leadership 
3^ 2 Number of years residence in the community 
Xho Hours per week spent in community 
 ^ activities 
2,20730987 
-2.69786560 
2,10343676 
I06I75IO58 
1=91392116 
1.43357448 
yhen the original I3 independent variables were used the 
multiple r square ms 0o2400543l and the square root multiple 
r was 0o48995337o 
Variable should be considered positive, 
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Table 30o Dependent variable twos Community social power 
knowledge score on business and industry 
%3 
%2 
3^ 
Square root multiple r = 0o5518327l 
l'îultlple r square = Oo 3^05270^ 
Variables 
Home ownership 
Formal education 
Number of years residence in the 
community 
Hours per week spent In community 
activities 
T-iralue 
2,46156731 
3.19300254 
2.49392653 
4,79899409 
When the original I3 independent variables were used the 
multiple r square was 0.31204682 and the square root multiple 
r Bas 0055861151 s 
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Table 31» Dependent variable threes Community social power 
knowledge score in politics 
Multiple r square = Oo3865^ 006 
Square root multiple r = 0©621723^ 7 
Variables T=value 
Gross family Income 
ZjQ Bural or urban residence 
Total attendance In all organizations 
X4l Attitude tomrd the community and its 
leadership 
%2 Number of years in the community 
Participation in community Issues 
2.45318604 
-1.33649641 
1o 95849426 
2.19516562 
2,71511056 
2,40379109 
VJhen the original I3 independent variables were used the 
multiple r square tjas 0*39560061 and the square root multiple 
r was 00628967890 
Variable should be considered positiveo 
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G. Ho V 
The Prairie Cifcj community actors and the Prairie City 
poorer actors will perceive different power structures© 
Bo Ho 22 Eiere tJill not ba a-positive coefficient 
of rank order correlation between the perceptions of the Prai-» 
rie City coumrunity actors and the Prairie City power actors 
in the issue area of geneial affairso 
® P" 280) 
H = .773^ 5 
Z = H n - 1 (5^ e Po 282) 
z = 3.86725 
The relationship is very great and significant at the 
oOOl levelo From the above datas the empirical hypothesis 
must be rejected and the general hypothesis that the Prairie 
City community actor and the Prairie City oommnity actors 
will perceive different power structures0 is supportedo 
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DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present observations 
and insights %hich could not be presented in the analytical 
framemrk of the previous chapter, Kie more tentative com-
ments made in this section may be useful to researchers in 
the foimilation of net? hypotheseso 
Three specific objectives ares 
lo To discuss the findings of the previous chapter.) 
2o To make suggestions for future research relative 
to social power In the communityo 
3e To derive implications from the findings which may 
be useful to change agentso 
The Hypotheses 
Go Ho I 
Social power* io8o, the capacity to control others, ez-
ists in the Prairie City communityo 
This section ms begun with the enumeration of ooiae of 
the authority positions which esist in the Prairie City com­
munity o This ms done because so many sociological studies 
have ignored this aspect of social power and even though it 
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is in a sense very obvious it seemed neoeasary to at least 
mention authorityo The list is not intended to exhaust the 
supply of authority positions* 
It ms not an objective of this section to exhaust the 
instances Wiere influence ms shorn in Prairie City but to 
document its existenceo Instances of the application of sou­
ciai power #hich are purely authority or purely influence 
tend to be rare® ®ie most common situation is for the power 
actor to have some influence and some authority or some %alo« 
effect^  carry-over from a former position of authority* 
G. Ho n 
Community actors in Prairie City will perceive pouer ac­
tors to act in concerto 
Wo questions were asked of the respondents in this study 
tîhich were directed specifically at this hypothesis,, îSiis 
concept has important implications for a clearer understand» 
ing of community actors® perceptions of the structure of so­
cial potjero Very definite sociometric linkages trere found 
between some of the power actors in Prairie Cityo If these 
relationships are of only social-recreational consequence 
then they may be of little importance to the understanding 
of social poî?ero If, as observations indicate, these rela­
tionships extend beyond the social-recreational sphere then 
their power implications warrant further study* One important 
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area for future exploration is that of the perceptions ^ ioh 
community actors have of the linkages between the power ac= 
tors» Do they feel that the power actors work i^n concert"? 
If they do feel that some power actors work "^ in concert ° what 
is the basis for these beliefs? How do the community actors 
feel about the "goodnessor ^ badness" of the existence of 
a ^ concert of power"? 
G, Ho m 
The power actors in Prairie City who are perceived to 
be most Influential by the community actors in Prairie City 
will vary with the issue area in which power is perceived to 
exist. 
The question was previously asked; %io rules in a 
pluralistic society?" There was some evidence that the com-
munity actors in Prairie City felt that the power actors worked 
in concerto In the previous study by Bohlen, et alo (12) a 
clique ms discovered which ms composed of Dick Polton, 
William Foglep Blaine Newell, Alvin Hall and C&xy Holt. These 
men were placed in this clique upon the basis of these mutu­
ally agreed upon pointss (1) They regularly had coffee breaks 
together; (2) they often visited each others homes; (3) they 
tended to agree with each other on most issueso If general 
hypothesis three is re-evaluated by dropping the individual 
as a basis of power substituting this power clique the analy-
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sis becomes ranch stronger In the direction of a control of 
all issue areas by a single source® This conclusion is 
made even stronger ^ 9hen the fact is added that Bolt is also 
very closely associated with this clique even if possibly 
he Is not a bona fide membero Barry Polton and Ell Fogle also 
could be included on the tesis of family relationshipso 
One of the criteria of a democracy Is the existence of 
a valid5 political opposition* If this criteria is stated 
as a policy opposition and is applied to Prairie City in 
tenas of its total social system it would mean that a real 
poeer threat might not exist. However, Riddle with Miat ap­
peared to be the cooperation of the local farm organization 
came within eight votes (county-wide) of defeating the man 
backed by this group in a local election, Kohler, a man 
of influenceJ plays a key role in this situation* He is very 
closely tied to the famers group by tradition and by the 
nature of his occupation as extension director. Howeverg his 
role as extension director is defined to exclude participa­
tion in political and other power structures and he Is tied 
to Polton by reciprocal obligations (publicity in newspaper 
of Polton Is the basis of this)* Kohler has responded to the 
situation by restricting his activities to a local church and 
avoiding becoming too closely attached to either group in 
power struggleso 
The opposition clique Is not nearly as well Integrated 
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in its Interaction patterns and in its perceptions of mutual 
agreemento Its members i^ ould seem to include Hiddle, Unger, 
Chilton and Bull ^ Tith F&ll and Volt as possible additional 
members0 
If these power actors agree and work together what do 
they do? QSiere seemed to be some consensus that they did 
not want radical changes in Prairie City* They did not want 
a "lunch bucket^  toim and they did not mnt tases to go up® 
One power actor remarked that William Pogle was not the great 
drag to progress that some persons said9 but he didn't want 
to lose any more land to highmy expansion and he didn't #ant 
postal rates to go up» It might be that the power actors in 
Prairie City are motivated to keep their power in order to 
prevent some things from happening and not necessarily for 
the purpose of getting some things to happen or achieve some 
goalo This may contribute tatiat Vidich and Bensman (53) have 
felt to be the conservative character of rural community 
leadership© 
It also suggests an additional variable for the location 
of power actorso Eie author would suggest that in future stu­
dies that desire to be a power actor be Included among those 
characteristics #iich contribute to the existence of a power 
actor* Some men seem to have all the necessary characterise 
tics tnit for some reason don®t desire to possess power. Also 
in predicting a community actors* knowledge of social power 
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(as in general hypothesis four) a variable should be included 
to measure the community actors® desire to have knowledge of 
social power* 
One possible conclusion t^ ich could be drawn from the 
above data is that the basis upon #iich power actors are 
divided la their association with the power groups® TOiis 
presents a new method of determining whether a community pow­
er structure is monomorphic or polymorphic» In Prairie City 
there were some indications that within important issue areas 
such as g^etting a new industry" and r^epublican politics" 
that there were power divisions which existed within the 
issue area and it is possible that the major division of power 
actors is in "point of view®* and not issue area» One of the 
major criteria in determining if the community is polymorphic 
in the democratic sense may be if alternative points of view 
may ezlst and on occasion be selected* 
Go Ho IV 
Community actors perceptions of the power structure in 
Prairie City will vary with the personal and social charac­
teristics of the community actors® 
The North-Hatt social status scores are limited because 
there is only one score for all farm owners. The predictive 
ability of the North-Hatt scores could probably be improved 
by the addition of new interpolations designed to more ac­
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curately define the various statuses of farmers based upon 
well known insights into the "agricultural ladder^ » 
%e variable mhioh attempted to deal with the political 
orientation factor did not prove to be very satisfactoryo 
The author is of the opinion that this is an important factor 
and its usefulness might be improved by a reorientation tomrd 
local community politics* For example, a future research might 
ask the respondents if they were9 g^enerally in agreement with 
or opposed to the point of view of some local major power ac­
tor or group of power actors It may be that national po­
litical orientation is of lesser importance for understanding 
some areas of community decision-making than this local ori­
entation* 
The multiple factor analysis made two important contri­
butions § 
lo It indicated that "community integration" factors 
are very important in contributing to a community actors 
'^knowledge" of social power@ 
2o The analysis may aid in revealing personal and social 
characteristics i^ ghich would be most important in the selection 
of '^knowledgeables""' for future reputational power studieso 
A tentative list of these characteristics for a community 
similar to Prairie City would beg 
lo Relatively higher formal education* 
2* Relatively larger number of offices held in com-
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munlty organizations. 
3o A relatively more favorable attitude toward the 
community and its leadership* 
Relatively longer period of residence In the 
commun!tyo 
5o Relatively more active in issues of local 
importanceo  ^
60 Ownership of a home in the communityo 
7o Relatively more time spent In working on commun­
ity activities. 
8« A relatively higher family income » 
G. Ho V 
The Prairie City community actors and the Prairie City 
potjer actors will perceive different power structures o 
There are two major parts to this analysis* %ey are (1) 
Do the community actors and the power actors perceive the same 
persons as being power actors? and (2) Do the community ac­
tors and the power actors perceive the same pattern of re« 
lationships between power actors? 
Miller and Dirks en (36) found variation among power ac­
tors in terms of which ones were perceived as being the most 
powerfulo On this basis they defined their three categories 
of power actors g (1) visible (2) symbolic and (3) concealedo 
These categories were discussed on page 9l« There was 
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some indication that a similar type of analysis might apply 
to this study© Mr# Holt ms ranked first by the power actors 
but only 14«3 by the community actors which by the Miller-
Dirksen criteria would make him a concealed poorer actoFo 
Also Doby (symbolic) and Rollins (symbolic) seem to be differ-
ently perceivedo Thus though on the nhole the structures are 
very similar there may be some rather important differences 
in the perception of some individual power actorso ®ie rank 
order correlation then should be recognized as having the 
limitation of failing to disclose some important differences. 
Also the rank order analysis could include the ranking of only 
the 26 power actors* There were five members of the Prairie 
City community #10 were named as power actors in the area of 
general affairs by the community #10 Mere not included in the 
group of 26 power actors %hlch were determined by the reputa» 
tional phase of the study in Prairie City» They weres 
Name Number of votes Remarks 
Dale Clauser 9 Young business man 
Ted Moore 8 Omer of a su©©©es= 
ful trucking firm 
Darrell Eobins I3 Member of county ex^  
tension staff 
Paul Sidles 
Kenneth Sogard 
10 
8 
Methodist minister 
Successful farmer-» 
businessman 
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Ted Moore is an interesting case of a man T3ho has many 
of the characteristios of a power actor but is lacking in 
some important areas0 He lacks fomal education^  social sta» 
tus and informal interaction patteras with other power actors 
but he has a successful trucking firm and took a major role 
in getting one of the industries to locate in Prairie City® 
He does not see himself as being a power actor in Prairie City* 
Some of the 26 power actors also recognized his rather margin-
al statuso 
OSiese five men would be categorized as "symbolic'^  leaders 
by the method of Miller and Dirksen (36)0 
It is the authors conclusion that a relatively largee 
random sample of community actors will select many of the same 
power actors as a "Hunter type®' repu tat ional study» However 
the random sample approach runs a high risk of missing some 
of the '^concealed^  power actors and of giving too great a 
Height to the "symbolic" power actorso 
In conclusions) the author would suggest that additional 
studies be made of other communities to investigate the per­
ceptions îîhich community actors have of power actors o Only 
through further studies will it be known to what degree Prai= 
rie City is representative of the total population of com™ 
munitieso 
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APPENDIX A 
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The original Morth-Hatt Scale 
UoSo Supreme Court Justice 96 
Physician 93 
State Governor 93 
Cabinet Member5 Pedo Gov» 92 
Diplomat9 UoSo Foreign Service 92 
Mayor, large city 90 
College Professor 89 
UoS, Hepresentative 89 
n^ker 88 
Government scientist 88 
County Judge 8? 
Heads Depto in State Govo 8? 
Minister 86 
Architect 86 
Chemist 86 
Dentist 86 
Lawyer 86 
Member, B>ard of Directors Large Corporation 86 
Nuclear Physicist 86 
Priest 86 
Psychologist 85 
Civil Engineer 84 
Airline Pilot 83 
Artist that paints pictures that are exhibited 
in galleries 83 
Owner of a factory that employs about 100 people 82 
Sociologist 82 
Accountant for large business 81 
Biologist 81 
Musician in Symphony 81 
Author of novels 80 
Capt» in Beg® Aimy 80 
Building Contractor 79 
Economist 79 
Instructor Public Schools 79 
Public School Teacher 78 
County Agricultural Agent 77 
Ballroad Engineer 77 
Official8 International Labor Union 75 
Badlo Announcer 74 
Newspaper Columnist 74 
0wn©r«»0peiator8 Printing Shop 74 
Trained Machinist 73 
Welfare Worker, City GoVo 73 
Electrician 73 
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Undertaker 
Reporters Daily Ne^ epaper 
Manager, Small Store 
Bookkeeper 
Insurance Agent 
Traveling Salesman for Mholesale oonoem 
Playground Director 
Policeman 
i^lroad Conductor 
Mall Carrier 
Carpenter 
Automobile HepaiCTsn 
Plumber 
Garage Mechanic 
Local Official Union 
Owner-Operator Lunch Stand 
Corporal0 Bego Army 
Machine Operatore Factory 
Barber 
Clerk in Store 
Fisherman9 omis o^  boat 
Streetcar Motorman 
Milk Boute Man 
Bestaurant Cook 
Truck Driver 
Lumberjack 
Pilling Station Attendant 
Singer in Night dub 
Farm Hand 
Coal Miner 
Taxi Driver 
Ballroad Section Hand 
Restaurant Waiter 
Dock Worker 
Night Watchman 
Clothes Presser in Laundry 
Soda Fountain Clerk 
Bartender 
Janitor 
Share Cropper 
Garbage Collector 
Street Sueeper 
Shoe Shiner 
Farm Omer and Opeistor 
Tenant Famer 
72 
71 
69 
68 
68 
68 
67 
67 
tl 
65 
63 
ÎI 
62 
62 
60 
60 
59 
58 
58 
I 
53 
52 
52 
% 
49 
48 
48 
47 
tl 
44 
40 
U 
7^ 
68 
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Interpolations 
Ward Bander 
Lee Mrchlnal 
June, 1961 
Accountant 78 
Accountant 9 Certified Public 81 
Accountant SI Comptroller 70 
Accountant> Tas9 Gas Coe 80 
Actuarial Assit, (life laso) 74 
Actuary 78 
Administrative assistants National Guard. 70 
Advertising man, metropolitan paper 70 
Advertising promoter 72 
Advertising writer 70 
AgentJ Internal Revenue 77 
Agent, Purchasing 68 
Agent, Rental 68 
Airway Operation Specialist (Control Airport 
Traffic) 74 
Analyst, Service 66 
Appraiser, Real estate, commercial property 68 
Arborlst for city 73 
Artist, Advertising 7k 
Artist, Technical 69 
Assembler at aircraft plant 59 
Attendant, Tool Crib 57 
Audiologist 75 
Auditor, Bank 80 
Auditor, insurance, coo, state 79 
Automotive spare parts specialist 62 
Baker (omis shop) 68 
Wcer 62 
]^ kery worker 48 
j^ nd leader 76 
Bank teller 67 
Barber "who omis his om shop and employs one 
other man 63 
Basetall player, minor league 67 
Bellhop 48 
Biochemist 85 
HLockman 60 
Blueprint reader 67 
Boards children at home 59 
Boilermaker 66 
Boilermaker's helper, RoR* 60 
Bookbinder 60 
Brakeman, Railroad 63 
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Bricklayer 60 
Brickmason 65 
Brick setter 60 
Broker, Manufacturer's 70 
Brokers, Motor Freight Co, 7I 
Broker, Real Estate 72 
Broker, Stock 79 
Buffer, Auto 56 
Biilder of homes (supervises nork) 69 
aisboy^ busgirl 43 
aitcher 59 
Butter maker 58 
Buyer for furniture store 7I 
aiyer for a department store for a single 
department 70 
Buyer for a hardmre store 70 
Cabinet maker 66 
Captain in city fire department 70 
Car Washer 50 
Carpet layer 5^  
Carton Maker 55 
Cashier 62 
Cashier, ^ nk 70 
Cement Finisher 52 
Chaiiman (surveying ) 62 
Chauffeur 49 
Checker in metal-aesembly line 64 
Chemist, Ink (no formal education) 64 
Chicken, seser 65 
Chief of a bureau, within a department, in 
state government 81 
Chief of police, city of 350,000 80 
Chiropodist 77 
Qiiropractor 75 
Claim adjuster. Insurance 70 
Clezt Actuarial in an insurance coo 65 
Clerk, Airlines 68 
Clerk, Billing 59 
Clerk, Chief, H.Ho Freight Office 68 
Clerk of court 68 
Clerk, General Office Worker 62 
Clerk, IBM 68 
Clerk, Law 70 
Clerk, Liquor store 62 
Clerk, Payroll 66 
Clerk, Postal 65 
Clerk, railroad freight office 63 
Clerk, Shipping supply factory 59 
Clerk, Stock 5I 
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Clerk, Supply 
Clerk, Technical 
College Instructor 
College Training 
Concessionaire 
Contractor, Cement 
Contractor* General Painting 
Coordinator, management«labor 
Coordinator, Oil Co» 
Coppersmith (HoRo) 
Cosmetologist 
County Boad Worker 
Court Reporter 
Custodian 
Cytologist 
IMiryman 
Dealer, Automobile 
Dealer, Farm Implement 
Dealer, Hardware 
Dealer, Lumber 
Department Head of a dept. store 
Department Head of large co. 
Department Head (Ass't) of a dept. store 
Department Leader-Steel Fabrication 
Department store buyer for large store 
Designer, Tool 
Dress Designer 
Dietician 
Director, Activities, Lazarus Co* 
Director, Ass*to Trade and Industrial Education, 
State of Ohio 
Director, Executive, YMCâ 
Director, Radio Station 
Director, Religious Education 
Dishwasher 
Dispatcher, Chief Highway, Motor Carrier COo 
Dispatcher, Taxi 
Dispatcher, Train; RoRo 
Distributor, Oil Business 
Draftsman 
Dressmaker 
Driller, Diamond Cor© 
Driver, Ambulance 
Driver, City Bis 
Driver, School Bis 
Driver, Greyhound Bas 
Druggist, Wholesale 
Editor 
Electric Motor Tester 
ÎI 
79 
li 
74 
74 
U 
62 
58 
48 
68 
# 
80 
66 
77 
66 
66 
70 
73 
78 
65 
72 
75 
75 
78 
71 
81 
81 
76 
77 
33 
69 
67 
69 
69 
62 
68 
55 
57 
63 
70 
81 
62 
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Electrotyper 66 
Embalaer #10 owns his own undertaking 
establishment 72 
Engineer 80 
Engineer, Aeronnautical 83 
Engineers (Mechanical) Assistant research 78 
Engineer, Ceramic 79 
Engineer, Construction 80 
Engineer, Consulting 86 
Engineer, Electrical 83 
Engineer, Heating 68 
Engineer, Industrial 82 
Engineer, Mechanical 80 
Engineer, îfeintenance 64 
Engineer, Operating, city 70 
Engineer, Process 77 
Engineer, Radio 77 
Engineer, Research 82 
Engineer, Sales 73 
Engineer, Sales (gas heating) 68 
Engineer, Stationary 62 
Engineer, Surveying 78 
Engineer, Time study 75 
Engineer, Tool 75 
Engineer, T.V, 75 
Engineering aids, Senior 72 
Engineman, Ho Ho 65 
Examiner, Bank 75 
Examiner, Tax 77 
Executive, Jr. advertising flzm 70 
Executive, large manufacturing plant 81 
Executive, (Publicity Director) for a large 
department store 78 
Executive, publishing co® 81 
Executive, Telephone co® 76 
Executive, Transportation 79 
Expediter, Aviation co. 66 
Express messenger, supervisor on express train 66 
Factory worker - assembly line 55 
Farmer, tenant — one #10 owis livestock and 
machinery and manager of the farm 68 
Pieldman, Producers Livestock Coop* 70 
Pire Chief 70 
Fireman, City 65 
Fireman, H»Ro 65 
Fireman, Stationary 53 
Fitter (female) 61 
Flagman, Bailroad 60 
Floral Designer 65 
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Florist Production Worker 50 
Ply man (newspaper) 59 
Foreman, Assembly line 66 
Foreman, Body shop 66 
Foreman, Construction 66 
Foreman, main crew, factory 6? 
Foreman, î-felntenance, of schools 52 
Foreman, Railroad roundhouse 66 
Foreman, Shipping Ifept», Casket Coo 69 
Foreman, Shop, factory 6? 
Foreman, Warehouse 6o 
Funeral director 72 
Furniture maker, church 6? 
Glass worker 59 
Goveraess 69 
Grinder, bearing 6? 
Grinder, casting 60 
Grinding, general 59 
Guard 55 
Guard, Eailroad 55 
Horticulturist 77 
Hospital Aids, Psychiatric 61 
Hospital Worker 50 
Housekeeper 53 
Housekeeper, Private 54 
Iceman 50 
Inspector, Assembly line 66 
Inspector, Bank 74 
Inspector, Building 68 
Inspector, Billdlng 73 
Inspector, Factory 65 
Inspector, Furnace 62 
Inspector, Machine shop 67 
Inspector, ^ ilroad steel car 60 
Inspector, Refrigerator controls in plant 62 
Installer, Ctenopy In jet planes 63 
Installer, Escalator 62 
Installer, PBX - telephone 65 
Instructor, Ceramic (makes and sells) 78 
Insurance Group Leader, VoAo 74 
Insurance Underwriter 69 
Interviewer, Personnel 7I 
Investigator, city tas division 7I 
Investigator, credit 61 
Iron Worfcer, Ornamental 68 
Iron Worker, Structural 63 
Jeweler 72 
Jeweler, Manufacturing 73 
Jig and Furniture Builder Class 68 
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Job Setter 69 
Laboratory Aids 60 
Laborer» City 50 
Laborer; Common 4o 
Laborer, Construction 50 
Laborers, P&ctory 4? 
Lather 55 
Laundress 45 
Leader of a dance band 70 
Librarian 7^  
Librarian, Museum 76 
Lieutenant, Air Porce 75 
Lieutenant of police, (HoRo) 69 
Loan officer in bank 7^  
Lineman, telephone company 63 
Machinist's helper (HoRo) 59 
Machinist journeyman 65 
Machinist, Master 70 
Maid 48 
Mail Handler at Depot 62 
Maintenance man in factory 55 
Maintenance, Park 55 
Maintenance, Public Bailding 55 
Maintenance, Road 55 
Maintenance worker In furnished apartments 48 
Major, Air Force 81 
Manager, Advertizing 78 
Manager, Assistant Floor 69 
Manager, Ass®to parts, factory 65 
Manager, Ass'to, restaurant 67 
Manager, branch, large co, 71 
Manager, Easiness 72 
Manager, chain retail grocery store 72 
Manager, credit, van and storage coo 70 
Manager, large depto retail groc» 68 
Manager, dept, in larger cOo 72 
Manager, display, single department of 
department store 68 
Manager, district, heat regulation company 70 
Manager, district sales for large company 72 
Manager, division wholesale coop* 72 
Manager of dry cleaning store 68 
Manager of dry goods store 69 
Manager, foundry 72 
Manager of garage 68 
I'lanager, general, manufacturing plant that 
employs over 100 men 77 
Manager of a grill 67 
Manager of a hotel 78 
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Manager of a large co» 
Manager of a large department store 
Manager of life Insurance coo 
Manager, lumber company 
Manager, motel 
Manager of movie theater in domtom section 
of city-
Manager J, department J netîspaper 
Manager, Office 
Manager, parts, factory 
Manager, plant, of larger co* 
Manager of a pool room 
Manager, Production control 
Onager, Promotion 
Manager, Public Utility 
Manager, regional claims, (life insurance) 
Manager, Restaurant 
Manager, Sales 
Manager, Sales — salesman #10 supervises 
7-12 other salesmen 
Manager of a service station 
Manager, Tavern 
Manager of transportation and moving cOo 
Manager, ToV. service (iiAiolesale) 
Manufacturer's representative 
Meat Packer 
Mechanic, Airplane 
Mechanic, Auto 
Mechanic, Auto (in partnership) 
Mechanic, Cash register 
Mechanic, Elevator 
Mechanic, Field, Boad Biilding îfechinery 
Mechanic, Gas meter 
Mechanic, maintenance 
Mechanic, fedio 
Mechanic, refrigeration 
Melter Loader 
Messenger for armored car coo 
Metal plate worker 
Metallurgist 
Mica layer in factory 
Millwright 
Minister (Wo theological training, high 
school education) 
Musician, hotel, etCo 
Nurses aide 
Nurses Attendant 
Nurse, (Hospital) 
Nurse, practical 
21? 
Nurse5 registered 78 
Officer, Security 67 
Officer, Trust 78 
Operator, Beauty Shop 60 
Operator, Rilldozer 59 
Operator, Calculating machine 64 
Operator, coal elevator 
Operator, Crane 59 
Operator, Diesel 62 
Operator, Elevator 52 
Operator, Equipment, army depot 58 
Operator, Freezer 59 
Operator, linetype, printing shop 67 
Operator, movie projector 62 
Operator, Multigraph 63 
Operator, radio, airport toîîer 67 
Operator, radio telephone 64 
Operator, steam shovel 59 
Operator, telephone 59 
Opthalmologist 89 
Optician 75 
Optometrist 83 
Owner - dry cleaning plant 75 
Omier grocery store 70 
Owner, large wholesale business 82 
Owner, Machine Shop 73 
Owner, small-to-medium restaurant in the city 68 
Owner, shoe repair shop 65 
Owner, small mfg, plant 78 
Owner, (co), insurance corporation 78 
Omer, (co). Motel business 72 
Owner, (co), small store in city 72 
Owner-operator of an automobile repair shop 
that employees three other people 67 
Owner and operator, beauty shop 65 
Organ Tuner 70 
Owner-operator, cigarette vending machine coo 69 
Owner and operator, cleaning Tmsinoss (one store) 68 
Owner and operator, confectionary 66 
Owner and operator, Ea^ n 76 
Owner and Operator, real estate agency 73 
Owner, apartment 70 
Owner, laundromat 65 
Owner-operator, Insurance agency (partner) 7I 
Owner-operator, Investment agency 75 
Owner, service station 69 
Owner, small business 70 
Owner, Tavern 64 
Painter 60 
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Parking Attendant 7^ 
Parts man 60 
Professional 86 
Patrolman 9 State Hlghmy 68 
Pattern maker (^ od and metal) 6? 
Personnel (testings etc.) 76 
Pharmacist 75 
Photographer, Commercial 72 
Physical Therapist o8 
Piano Tuner 69 
Pipefitter 58 
Plasterer 6o 
Player in a dance band 65 
Plumber %ho oms his om shop 67 
Police officer (RoRo) 66 
Porter W-
Presidents large retail chain store 84 
President, wholesale company 81 
Press feeder - printing shop 59 
Printer, Newspaper 68 
Printing pressman 66 
Proof Reader 67 
Proprietor of sheet-metal business 71 
Publicity man for large companies 71 
Publisher 8^  
Bag sorter 39 
i^lroad conductor 67 
i^lroad guard 55 
l^lroad switchman 60 
l^lroad telegrapher 65 
Railroad yard master 73 
Real Estate 70 
Recreation Director (ïMCâ) 70 
Repairman, Office machines 67 
Repairman, shoe 57 
Repairman, shoe (cobbler) 60 
Repairman, telephone company 62 
Hspaliman, ToV, 67 
Repainaan, mshing machine 65 
Repairman, mtch 67 
Restaurant partner 66 
Retail business 72 
Roofer 60 
Salad Lady 50 
Sales Correspondent = Division local branch 
of nationwide mfgo 70 
Salesman 68 
Salesman, oar 68 
Salesman, cosmetic 60 
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Salesman, Insurance 68 
Salesman® retail, not Involving canvassing 
or tleveling 68 
Salesman, route 60 
Salesman, route (driver) 56 
Salesman, used oar 62 
Salesman, isholesale, not involving traveling 68 
Sales promotion worker 72 
Sales representative 68 
Saw Sharpener 50 
Science Field 81 
Scientist 89 
Seamstress 57 
Secretary 65 
Secretary-treasurer, large coo 76 
Secretary, Unlv, Depto 65 
Seed Com Research 68 
Septic Tank Cleaner (self-employed) 50 
Sargeant, Anay 66 
Servant, Domestic 4? 
Sheet metal worker 54 
Siding Applicator (self-employed) 65 
Skilled Trade 70 
Social Worker 74 
Soil Conservationist 76 
Specifier, Order Depto 66 
Statistician, Depta of Agri, 78 
Steel mill worker 50 
Steel temperer 60 
Stenographer 66 
Stockhandler 
Stockkeeper, municipal diVoo of electricity 64 
Stockman in Linen Supply COo 52 
Stock selector 58 
Streetcar Conductor 58 
Student, Taisiness school 65 
Student, graduate 76 
Student, Senior Medical 79 
Student, University 74 
Superintendent 67 
Superintendent, Biildlng 52 
Superintendent, Construction coo roads and streets 77 
Superintendent, factory 72 
Superintendent, High school 80 
Superintendent, machinist 70 
Superintendent, piping 69 
Superintendent, plant 74 
Superintendent, Railroad 75 
Superintendent, service-large department store 76 
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Superintendents Steel Mill 
Superintendents Truck stop 
Supervisor = State of Ohio Pish Management 
Supervisor, Long Distance, telephone ooog (female) 
Supervisor, Coal Co* 
Supervisors Office 
Supervisor# John Deere 
Tailor 
Technicians Aircraft 
Technician9 Dental 
Technician, Eadlo 
Technologist, Medical 
Tire builder 
Tool and Die Miaker 
Tool setter 
Tree surgeons, self-employed 
Tree trimmer for public utility 
Truck gardener 
U.S. Baployee-Quartermaster Purchasing 
Upholsterer 
Veterinarian 
Vice President of a large wholesale food company 
Vice President, Heal Estate development co. 
Vocational Behabilitator, V.A. 
Waitress 
Warehouse worker 
Watchmaker 
Welder 
Wrecking business (self-employed) 
Writer In Public Relations Department 
Yardmaster, RoRo 
72 
65 
65 
64 
68 
69 
6? 
78 
U 
74 
60 
I'o 
76 
66 
69 
62 
84 
80 
84 
78 
50 
% 
i 
73 
•^ Problem is to determine value for housewife» 
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APPENDIX B 
Table 32o Top 20 persons in knowledge of social power 
Question ^ 28 In your opinion îrtiat are some of the things which make the 
Prairie City cominunity a good place in which to live 
Question ^ 38 What do you like least about the Prairie City community as 
a place to live 
Re- Age Edu« Occu- Oecu=> Inter- Know- Organi-
spond° ca° pation patlon Tie\»ers ledge zation 
ent tion score comment of partic-
social ipatlon 
power score 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 4-3 
001 
005 
Tele» 2 Very much 
phone a part of 
equip™ the com» 
ment ffiunity 
man 
Pore- 3 SometJhat 
man a part 
mfgo of the 
COo commun­
ity 
1043 018 %e people I 
knowo s^y 
to get to knoîîo 
Streets< 
1294 019 Job I do is a 
pretty good 
jobo Schools 
are pretty 
good for kldso 
Like our home 
nowo lie are 
among people 
we like here® 
Didn't like 
it In Cali­
fornia o 
It seems like a 
small group of 
people run the 
towno I think 
in a lot of ln= 
stances they 
are holding the 
town backo 
They seem to 
be afraid of 
getting other 
industries in 
here for fear 
wages might go 
upo 
Table 32o (Continued) 
Re- Âge Edu° Occu- Oocu-
spond- ca» pation pation 
ent tion score 
Inter-» Know- Organi-
viewers ledge zation 
comment of partic-
social 1pation 
power score 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Questioù ^ 3 
020 36 12 Sales­
man for 
auto sup' 
ply auto 
parts 
business 
Very much 1266 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
017 
022 58 Ill- County Ex° 
tension 
director 
6 Very much 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1929 063 
I like the 
people of 
Prairie City 
—very 
friendlyo 
Taxes are 
lowerc 
Water rates 
are cheaper® 
Good schoolso 
Good size com­
munity. This 
is a community 
not dominated 
by any race or 
religion. The 
people are a-
mong the fin­
est anywhere. 
High educa­
tional level. 
High morals. 
Good schools. 
Good churches. 
I don®t dislike 
the town. 
Would like it 
better if it 
were a little 
more agressive, 
I think we are 
self-satisfied. 
Reason exten­
sion council 
has community 
development as 
top project. 
Table 32o 
He- Age Mu° 
spond» os­
ent tion 
Ooou- Occu­
pation patlon 
score 
Inter­
viewers 
comment 
Know- Organi" 
ledge zation 
of partie-
social ipation 
power score 
023 38 12 Service 
techni­
cian 
worker in 
garage 
SomeîJhat 1088 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
017 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question ^ 3 
Good recrea­
tional facili­
ties o Ctontnary 
to what many 
say, the com­
munity Is not 
cliquisho The 
elite have 
coffee with all. 
Few barriers— 
Catholics and 
Protestants 
mingle freely® 
I own my own 
home. Friendly 
people in my 
neighborhoddo 
Good schoolso 
Plenty of 
churches5 one 
on almost 
every comer., 
No recreation or 
things to go to 
unless a person 
belongs to a 
small clubs or 
in the organi­
zations 0 That 
is why I joined 
the Mason's to 
have some place 
to go once in a 
whileo 
Table 32o (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu-
spond- ca° 
ent tion 
Occu- Occu" Inter- Know- Organ1-
patlon patlon viewers ledge zatlon 
score comment of partie-
social 1patlon 
power score 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 43 
026 61 12 Disto 
mgr, for 
oil com­
pany 
034 53 18 High 
school 
teacher 
063 43 20 Genetic 
cist 
6 
Somewhat 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
Very much 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1586 016 
1171 034 
Someiihat a 1133 
part of the 
community 
A PhoDo 
geneticist 
04l 
Nothing. I'm 
satisfied 
where we livso 
I don't think 
of anything at 
the present 
timeo 
Good churcheso 
Good school sys­
tem© Good "bus­
iness district. 
Good residential 
area. A clean 
looking town. 
They've got 
more business 
uptown and good 
things here. 
Size is impor­
tant—its big 
enough to have 
nice schools 
and stores but 
not too big to 
raise your fam­
ily safely. 
It's not small They don't 
and not large. take very good 
Extremely clean care of their 
community. Takes streets. No 
care of most of more. 
Table 32. (Continued) 
Re- Age EdU" 
spond- ca*» 
ent tion 
Oocu» Ooou» Inter-» Know-» Organl-
pation patlon viewers ledge zation 
score comment of partie-
social ipation 
power score 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question ^3 
065 50 16 Security 
salesman 
Very much 
a part of 
the com-» 
munity 
1390 074 
its om pro­
blems o I like 
the peoples 
Has a good 
school system0 
Ties with grad" 
uates of ISU 
who live here» 
One of the best 
towns on earth 
on account of 
the people who 
are in ito 
Churches ex­
cellent a 
Schools ex­
cellent, ait 
it is the fine 
people them­
selves who make 
the tornio 
Better roads 
leading into 
community* 
Junk yards on 
outside of 
town give a 
bad impression» 
A city manager 
form of govo 
with a city 
engineer at thé 
helm is needed* 
®iQ Iowa Pub­
lic Service 
should light 
up this town9 
they take 
TalxLe 32o (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu= Oocu«= Ocou= Inter» Know- Organi- Response to Response to 
spond" os° pation patlon viewers ledge zation Question ^2 Question 4-3 
ent tlon score comment of partie-
social ipatlon 
power score 
071 50 12 Maintain-
ence man 
runs a 
road msin= 
tainer 
Somewhat 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1192 007 Good churcheso 
Wonderful 
schools» Frieni-
ly people. 
Prairie City 
has given me 
work all of 
these years 
and I'm very 
greatful for 
I had polio 
when I ms 7 
years old and 
it left me 
with one leg 
crippled and 
the men of 
Prairie City 
hired me®.« « 
enough money 
out of It to 
afford to do 
thiSo 
®iere is noth­
ing I dislike 
•about Prairie 
Cityo It is a 
nice place to 
liVGo 
Table 32 o (Continued) 
Re- âge Edu° Occu- Oocu« Inter- Know- Organl- Response to Response to 
spond- OS- patton pation viewers ledge zatlon Question ^ 2 Question ^ 3 
ent tion score comment of partio-
social ipation 
power score 
072 34 16 Hospi­
tal ad-
mini s •» 
trator 
082 46 16 Geno in» 
surance 
agent 
083 25 14 District 
engineer 
utility coo 
Very much 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1202 067 
Somewhat 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1133 066 
6 Very much 1049 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
001 
Good schoolso 
The whole thing 
is the people— 
they are friend­
ly, welcome and 
invite you to 
things when you 
first coma hereo 
Good churcheso 
Good schools0 
Good balance be­
tween urban and 
rural 0 Good so­
cial and recre­
ational atmos­
phere c 
The people are 
friendly and 
accept you9 
people are the 
most important* 
Their basics-
ly conserva­
tive atti­
tude. Have to 
be pushed in 
a lot of 
things before 
they do any­
thing o 
It®s not grow­
ing—you won­
der about 
business op­
portunity for 
future• Our 
business is 
OK but other 
businesses 
worse off* 
I believe the 
city is way 
behind the 
times» Streets 
bad-very nar-
Table 32o (Continued) 
Re- Âge Edu= 
spond- ca-
ent tlon 
Ocou" Occu­
pation patIon 
score 
Inter« 
vlewers 
comment 
Know- Organl-
ledge zation 
of partie-
social ipation 
power score 
Response to 
Question 
Response to 
Question 4-3 
088 29 12 Petroleum 2 
equip* ser­
vice e Re­
pairing and 
installingo 
Very much 15^ 1 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
after all* 
¥oi4£ here is 
wonderful for 
meo The sports 
are goodo In a 
torn for this 
size, most 
everything ne­
cessary here 
for pleasureo 
014 The recrea­
tion facill-
ties--parks 
and lakeso 
Because it 
is in the cen­
ter of my ter­
ri tory-work o 
Its a reason­
able totm to 
live ino My 
row here» 
Lighting very 
bad too. No 
oity code in-
spectoro Not 
planned well 
for a town to 
spread out. I'd 
like to do moreg 
but the Company 
says no--oon-
tractors are 
trying to how-
ever© 
It®s snobby and 
and cliquey— 
not a friendly 
place o Could 
have airplane 
stop here but 
the toOTi re­
fused ito 
N> 
w VÛ 
Table 32 o (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu= Oocu- Ooou- Inter- Know- Organ!- Response to Response to 
spond- ca» patlon patlon viewers ledge zatlon Question 42 Question ^3 
ent tlon score comment of partie-
social Ipatlon 
power score 
093 60 1? School 
teacher-
principal 
6 Very much 126? 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
family and re­
lations are 
close and 
that's nice» 
Close to larg­
er towns9 doc­
tors and spe­
cialists-ad­
vantage. A 
good school 
system* 
090 Well of course 
I do think we 
have good 
schools» Very 
good church 
organizations* 
A nice size 
toDm—possess­
es values9 
this size. Re­
creation fa­
cilities, A 
very good 
class of cltl-
There Is a cli­
que here but It 
is the size 
tomio Makes no 
difference, in 
any my to me* 
We go to school 
affairs and 
that®s all I 
have time for 
and I love them» 
Table 32<, (Continued) 
Re- Age EdU" Ocou- Occu-
spond- oa° pation pation 
ent tlon score 
Inter-» Know- Organi-
viewers ledge zation 
comment of partie-
social ipation 
power score 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 43 
loo 38 12 Auction" 
eer and 
farmer 
102 ^^ Z 13 P^ naer 
4 Very much 
a part of 
the com-
munity 
1306 032 
4 Very much 
a part of 
the com-
1123 027 
zens in this 
town for its 
size» 
Good people-» 
that's a big 
one here» A 
productive com­
munity both 
farm and town* 
Healthy com­
munity - no 
smoke, smog, 
etc. We have 
recognized and 
are trying to 
solve problems 
in juvenile de= 
llnquency and 
related fieldsc 
Its quite a 
ways from my 
worko (Situ-  ^
ation at the  ^
•|Ms.m here) 
Works Waverly 
and Maple City 
but can't also 
work here be­
cause "working 
the country" 
would inter­
fere with his 
own interests 
and those of 
the other bamso 
The churches— Influential 
big choiceo men who block 
Good schools industry from 
top ten percent coming in* 
for a number of 
years « 
Table 32© (Continued) 
Re- Âge Edu» 
spond" ca« 
ent tion 
Ocou" Ocou- Inter-
patlon patlon viewers 
score comment 
Know- Organ!-
ledge zation 
of partic-
social ipation 
power score 
105 47 14 Faimer 
109 78 08 Retired 
farmer 
Very much 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
Somewhat 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1333 052 
1157 002 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 43 
DoKc 
Good schoolso Nothing, 
Good faKQing 
communityo 
Friendly peo­
ple o 
It has almys 
been my home* 
Was bom right 
here on this 
farm. My mother 
and two sisters 
died when I was 
a boy about 12 
years old and 
my I^ id and I 
stayed here and 
got along. 
Later I married 
and my wife 
moved right in 
and took over* 
We worked and 
saved and have 
four small fanas 
in this commun-
Table 32o (Continued) 
Re­
spond' 
ent 
Edu« Oocu-» Oc ou- Inter» Know- Organl-
ca° patlon patlon viewers ledge zation 
tion score comment of partie-
social ipation 
power score 
Response to 
Question 4-2 
Response to 
Question ^ 3 
126 29 12 Farmer Somewhat 
a part of 
the com­
munity 
1057 009 
ity so we have 
no desire to 
live anywhere 
else. Our only 
daughter lives 
just next door 
to the east 
and we have one 
granddaughters 
The son-in«law 
farms this 
faim, we live 
in the houseo 
Recreation fa­
cilities that 
I enjoy such as 
Club, VPWg 
bowling and 
sucho Medical 
facilities— 
we are close 
enough to hos­
pital and doc­
tors o 
ro VjO U) 
Nothing nowo A 
few years ago 
I would have 
said that I 
didn't like it 
being run by a 
few people, 
the Fogies and 
Poltons; tut 
this is no 
longer true. 
The majority 
Table 32« ( Cîontinued ) 
Re- Age Edu- Occu- Ocou-
spond" ca- patlon pation 
ent tion score 
Inter- Know- Organ!-
viewers ledge zation 
comment of partic-
soclal 1pation 
power score 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question ^ 3 
of the people 
were no long­
er going a-
long with 
this small 
group® The 
Jaycees 
helped a lot 
to bring 
about this 
change <> 
Mean age = 43»8 years 
Mean education = 13o7 
Mean organization participation score = 33o3 
Mean occupation score = 3o95 
Table 33» Persons with zero score on power knowledge scale in Prairie City 
He«» 
spond« 
ent 
Question 42 s In your opinion, trtiat are some of the things which make the 
Prairie City community a good place in which to live 
Question 43 î l-Jhat do you like least about the Prairie City community as 
a place to live 
Edu«= Occu- Occu- Inter- Organl-
ca= patlon patlon viewers zatlon 
tlon score comment partic­
ipation 
score 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 43 
003 
006 
012 
53 08 Spray 1 
painting 
22 09 Unemployed 1 
42 08 Warehouse 1 
manager, 
general 
faiŒ sup­
plies 
014 23 11 Welder 
Social 
recluse 
000 
Recluse 000 
Social 
recluse 
002 
Social 
recluse 
002 
It's a poor No work around 
place to live* here* Too many 
There aln®t deadbeats that 
nothin® to work don't want to 
ate worko 
Welfare outfits The people that 
are good to uso runs It, Don't 
There"s good like the police 
people around force either» 
somewhere* 
Wonderful for 
retired peo­
ple. Clean 
town. 
I'm making my 
lilfe happy and 
Not much pro­
gress and ac-
tlvltye 
Too small a town 
for working con-
VA3 
Table 33 <> ( Continued ) 
Re­
spond' 
ent 
Edu- Occu- Oocu- Inter-
06- patlon pation viewers 
tion score comment 
040 54 07 Lift-
truck 
driver» 
brick 
and 
tile CO. 
Social 
recluse 
0^ 6 41 12 Welding-
black­
smiths 
welding 
shop J 
repairs 
Social 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 43 
that is all I 
can say « I 
don't like it 
and she does. 
Her folks live 
here* 
dltionso Then 
I'm from Das 
Moines and I 
like the large 
city* It has 
more to do there, 
more chances for 
a job and choices 
tOOo 
Swimming pool* 
That's about 
all I can see* 
There is no 
chance for the 
laboring class. 
The people are 
friendly* I 
like the peo= 
pie I work 
with8 Wonder­
ful school sys-
tem here in 
Prairie City 
which means a 
They don't take 
very good care of 
their streetsa 
No more. 
Table 33<> (Continued) 
Re= 
spond-
ent 
Bdu- Occu- Occu- Inter-
ca- pation patlon viewers 
tlon score comment 
Organi­
zation 
partic­
ipation 
score 
051 38 08 District 
manager 
ice cream 
company, 
resale 
ice cream 
Somewhat 
a part 
of the 
community 
023 
056 59 08 Odd Jobs 
of any 
kind 
Immigrant 
did not 
know 
social 
recluse 
000 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 43 
J 
lot to anyone 
who has child­
ren. The way 
the parents 
help out with 
such things as 
Little League 
and other ac­
tivities for 
children* 
They have good 
schools here® 
They have a 
Catholic church 
right here in 
town. The swim­
ming pool— 
baseball dia­
mond. Country 
Club, 
It®s a good 
place to live 
if you have 
steady work. 
I like it here. 
There are a lot 
more retired 
fairers living 
in town than 
what I like. 
They aren't 
town pusherso 
I don't imnt to 
say» He did tell 
me when I wasn't 
writing that he 
felt too many 
Table 33o (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu- OIÎCU- OCCU- Inter» 
spond- ca- pation pation viewers 
ent tion score comment 
062 64 08 Retired 
farmer 
Social 
recluse 
074 24 12 Mechanic 
farm ma­
chinery 
sales, re­
tail 
Twelve 
days in 
Prairie 
City 
080 61 10 Salesman 
vacuum 
sweepers 
Refused 
to name, 
Might 
knoWc 
Organi- Response to Response to 
zation Question 42 Question 43 
partic­
ipation 
score 
000 
005 
000 
but its hard 
to find work. 
I don't know 
of anyo 
Appears to be 
a church goin' 
town, but I 
haven't been 
here long 
enough to 
know much 
about it as a 
place to live 
in. 
Their churches 
- all denomina­
tions. It's a 
good town I 
kids grew up and 
there's no place 
for older fel­
lows any more. 
No place in town 
for entertainment. 
Need a community 
center of some 
kind for older 
people. 
Fifty percent of 
people go out of 
town for enter­
tainment - have 
no place here for 
young married 
people to go to 
dance, etc. 
Nothing. 
ro 
w 
00 
Table 33» (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu- Oocu- Occu- Inter- Organi-
spond- oa- pation pation viewers zation 
ent tion score comment partic­
ipation 
score 
social 
recluse 
081 27 12 Office 
work 
inven­
tory-
control 
manager 
Doesn't 
know 
very 
poorly 
informed 
034 
I03 35 08 Farm 1 One year 002 
laborer in com­
munity -
knows no 
one - only 
name he 
knew was 
Ward Grey 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 4-3 
guesse No one 
seems to both­
er USo Its 
clean® That's 
all I'll say 
about it -
just because 
I live here. 
They have good Nothing, 
schoolso We can 
know the people 
and they know us 
too. Size town 
is just righto 
Recreation fa­
cilities are 
good here too* 
Good schools. Nothing, its all 
right but I Just 
don't know peo­
ple o 
Table 33 o (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu° Occu- Oocu- Inter- Organl-
spond" ca- pation patlon viewers zatlon 
ent tion score comment partic­
ipation 
score 
118 26 
120 53 
(radio) 
social 
recluse 
Farm 1 Doesn't 
laborer know 
one and 
one half 
years 
"visit­
ing" 
family 
social 
recluse 
P^ er 4 Doesn't 
(small know-
dairy claims 
and not to 
general be a mem­
farming) ber of 
Prairie 
City com­
munity 
000 
003 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 43 
There's pro­
ductive lando 
It's all right 
—the commun­
ity I dor®t 
care, I've 
been in so 
many places 
—they're all 
the same» 
A few of the 
store owner -
they are stuck 
up and snootyo 
(qo Anything 
else?) Not real­
ly any more 
about anything. 
From where we No kicks* We'd 
live here we be happy any-
have about where we gOe 
èvery service 
we want here; 
ice cream trucks, 
grocery trucks, 
even a milk 
route if we 
wanted ito What 
we need is at 
our demand» 
Table 33o (Continued) 
Re- Age EdU" Occu- Occu- Inter-
spond- ca- pation pation viewers 
ent tlon score comment 
121 41 08 Farmer '4 D.K. 
(general) just 
dldn®t 
know 
Organi- Response to Response to 
zatlon Question 42 Question 43 
partic­
ipation 
score 
007 
Even doctor 
will stop as 
he goes by if 
we need himo 
Cleaners will 
pick up and 
delivero Good 
neighbors 6 
Fine community0 
Grocery man 
will put stuff 
in refrigerator 
and deep freeze 
if we aren't 
here* 
Good land in 
Midwest County0 
School reorgani­
zation very bad. 
My girl learned 
more and was a-
head more than 
any of the kids 
in a big school. 
Its senseless 
and valueless 
all this push­
ing and pulling 
Table 33 » (Continued) 
Re- Age EdU" Occu- Occu- Inter- Organl-
spond- ca~ pation pation viewers zation 
ent tion score comment partic­
ipation 
score 
122 29 12 Parmer 4 D.K. 001 
(general) somewhat 
a part 
of the 
community 
141 48 12 Farmer 
and 
(part 
time 
truck 
Refused 009 
to name 
names 
suspicious 
social 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 43 
School at Logan 
is very good. 
People are 
friendly. Bisi-
neas people 
are extremely 
friendly too s 
I like to shop 
in Prairie 
City» 
I've lived here 
all my life and 
don't know, 
(M.y I'd say 
the church-
kids and no one 
has time to cor­
rect their work 
any more. School 
situation as a 
#iôle» Child's 
spelling not 
correct and no 
one bothers to 
check ito 
Sometimes I think 
it is inconven­
ience - machin­
ery repair shops 
are clean to 
Prairie City-
close early. 
Roads are some­
times bad. 
The grocery stores 
having beer in 
the store. Having 
the stores open 
on Sunday -
Table 33 <> ( Continued ) 
Re- Age Edu-= Ooou- Oocu- Inter-
spond- ca- patlon pation viewers 
ent tlon score comment 
driver) recluse 
1^ 7 23 12 Pa mi 1? Knows 
laborer nothing 
social 
recluse 
Organi­
zation 
partic­
ipation 
score 
Response to 
Question 42 
Response to 
Question 43 
O i l  
it's great, 
fine* Midwest 
County is our 
home too 9 so 
I'll just 
stick aroundo 
I can pick up 
extra work to 
take care of 
my farm ex­
penses here 
and my family 
lives pretty 
well» %e kids 
have fun--
going roller 
skating and 
school parties. 
It's a clean 
town» People 
are friendly» 
Good stores 
to shop in» 
I've only been 
here six months 
and I'm trying 
there's no use 
of this at all. 
Keeps people 
a.vj&j from 
churcho 
Table 33» (Continued) 
Re- Age Edu- Occu- Occu- Inter- Organl-
spond- ca- pation patlon viewers zatlon 
ent tion score comment partic­
ipation 
score 
148 3^  10 Farmer 4 Social 009 
recluse 
Mean age = 39o85 years 
Mean education = 9.7 years 
Mean organization participation score = 5®5 
Mean occupation score - 206 
Response to Response to 
Question 42 Question 43 
to learn the 
farming so I 
don't have much 
time to go a-
way and learn 
and look for 
anythingo N 
Its good farm- Nothingo 
ing lando It 
has good 
churches in 
Prairie City 
tOOo 
245 
APPENDIX C 
Table 34« Those persons named at least five times in any one of the four issue 
areas (52 persons) 
General affairs Business and Politics Farmers 
industry 
Person named No» Person named No. Person named No« Person named No, 
of of of of 
men- men- men- men­
tions tions tions tions 
Dick Bolt 60 Dick B)lt 51 Eisa Riddle 77 Paul Kohler 30 
Dick Polton 35 William Fogle 36 Dick Polton 49 Kenneth Sogard# 18 
Paul Kohler 26 Dick Polton 3^  Jane Victor# 33 Dick Bolt 11 
Roger Beem 23 Blaine Newell 28 r^ry Pol ton 21 Darrell Robins# 11 
William Fogle 22 Ell Fogle 23 Alvin Hall 18 Dean Snider# 9 
Prank Mink 22 Alvin Hall 18 Dick Fry'*' 13 Tim Heinz 9 
Ward Grey 21 Ted Moore# 17 Van Fall 9 Bill Bohl# 8 
Alvin Hall 19 Ward Grey 17 Tim Heinz 9 Jackson Ball 6 
Blaine Newell 18 Roger Beem 16 Bon Victor# 9 Van Fall 5 
Lon Barton 17 Barry Polton 16 Wayne Riddle# 8 Vic Hahn 5 
Eli Fogle 16 Frank Wink 13 Charles Down# 8 Don Branton# 5 
P^ersons vjho are not members of the 26 power actors» 
Table 3^» (Continued) 
General affairs 
Person named No, 
of 
men­
tions 
Bill Doby 14 
Bryoe Domm I3 
Gary Holt I3 
Barry Polton I3 
Judge Unger I3 
Darrell Roblns<> I3 
Paul Sidles# 10 
Dale Clouser# 9 
Ted Moore# 8 
Kenneth Sogard# 8 
Barney Rollins 8 
Jack Cfeber 7 
Art Thaley# 7 
Business and 
industry-
Person named No, 
of 
men­
tions 
Bill Doby 11 
Paul Kohler 11 
John Anderson# 11 
Dale Clouser# 10 
Ted Moore# 9 
Bryoe Domm 9 
Gary Holt 8 
Kenneth Sogard# 7 
m^ey Rollins 6 
Judge Unger 6 
Lon Barton 5 
Jack Caber 4 
Wayne Riddle# 4 
Farmers 
Person named No » 
of 
men­
tions 
Jim Jetton# 5 
Dick Polton 4 
Alma Volt 4 
Blaine Newell 3 
George Firkins# 3 
Bard Grey 3 
Jones Chilton 2 
Art Thaley# 2 
Don Victor# 2 
Dennis Holms# 22 
Ted Moore# 2 
Francis Edel 2 
Paul Sidles# 1 
Table 3^- (Continued) 
General affairs 
Person named NOo 
of 
men­
tions 
John Anderson# 6 
Will Johnson# 6 
Tim Heinz 5 
Eisa Riddle 5 
Dennis Holms# 5 
George Pirkins# 5 
Wayne Riddle# 4 
Cam Page# 3 
Dean Snide r^  ^ 3 
Don Victor# 3 
Jackson Bull 3 
Alma Volt 3 
Jones Chilton 2 
Business and 
Industry 
Person named NOo 
of 
men­
tions 
Tim Heinz 3 
Will Johnson# 3 
Francis Edel 2 
Van Pall 1 
Alma Volt 1 
Dean Snider^  1 
Don Victor# 1 
Joe Sweeney# 1 
Politics Farmers 
Person named NOo Person named No 
of o 
men- me: 
tions tions 
Roger Boltom# 5 Jane Victor# 1 
Jones Chilton# 5 Roger Beem 1 
Vic Hahn 3 Bill Doby 1 
John Anderson# 2 Eli Fogle 1 
Bill Doby 2 Prank VJink 1 
Ward Grey 2 
Jack Caber 1 
Bryce Domm 1 
Elaine Newell 1 
m^ey Rollins 1 
Cam Page# 1 
Dean Snider# 1 
Kenneth Sogard# 1 
Table 34« (Continued) 
Gene2^  affairs 
Person named No, 
of 
men­
tions 
Francis Edel 
Vic Hahn 
Jim Jetton# 
Bill Bohl<> 
Van Ffell 
Dick Pry# 
Business end 
industry-
Person named No* 
cf 
men­
tions 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Politics farmers 
Person named NOo Person named NOo 
of of 
men- men­
tions tions 
